


Free custom fitting
Custom fitting really is for everyone. No matter what your  

standard is, getting the right club specifications will help 

improve your game.  Our free in-depth fitting appointments offer 

you game analysis on state of the art equipment that will identify 

which products best suit your swing. 

You can book today instore or online.

Try any club instore
Whether you want to try out the latest driver, a new putter or feel the

difference between cavity back and forged irons, we have the clubs and

facilities to show you how they will improve your game. 

Golf club technology is changing all the time and as Europe’s largest golf

retailer we have the latest products available in store for you to try.  

PGA Pro Advice
We employ more qualified PGA Pros than any other golf 

business in the UK. Their sole aim is to help you improve 

your game. Whether you need advice on golf equipment, 

help and tips on your game, or even want a lesson, you can 

get all of this at your local American Golf. Speak to your 

local store for more info.

HERE TO IMPROVE

americangolf.co.uk



The AG Club is free to join and entitles members to a range of

benefits designed to help improve your game. Every member gets

a free 30 minute lesson from a PGA Pro. There is £50 off golf

holidays, 10% off tee times, guaranteed buy back on clubs, a free

annual club MOT plus invites to members weekends, special events and

much more!

agclub

1234 5 70 10 11121234 5 70 10 11121234 5 70 10 1112

The Club with game changing benefits The Club to improve your game

PRICE MATCH
GUARANTEE

We will always match any other

UK authorised retailer’s quote.

If you’ve seen a product advertised cheaper from a UK

authorised retailer let us know - we’ll match that price!

The widest range
Instore we stock clubs, bags, trolleys, 

footwear, clothing and accessories from 

all the leading brands.  Can’t find what 

you want instore? Then you have two 

options.  Go online and you will find our 

extended range. Or if you prefer you can 

order from the extended range instore via 

our iPad system and get it delivered to 

your home for free!

YOUR GAME 
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We’d all like  

to hit the ball 

further – and 

increasing 

your club 

speed is one 

way to do so.
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CELEBRATING OVER

8YEARS*

For nearly a decade, one name has been fi ghting to 

protect players from the perils of poor performance. 

The ultimate great-feeling, all-ability ball, the 

AD333’s extraordinary powers come from Spin 

Skin™ Technology for increased friction between 

ball and club face, for greater greenside spin and 

short game control; Energetic Gradient Growth™ 

core for explosive ball speeds off the tee, with

reduced spin for maximum distance; and our

ultimate Speed Dimple Pattern for penetrating

fl ight through the air…

Almost as fast as a speeding bullet.

www.srixon.co.uk

AND NOT FORGETTING THE DYNAMIC DUO

ALL-NEW, 

SOFTER & 

LONGER!

*  SPORTS MARKETING SURVEYS INC & GOLF DATATECH RETAIL AUDITS, June 2006 to December 2014.
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INTRODUCING COR-EyeTM  

TECHNOLOGY

HIT THE GREEN. 

HOLD THE GREEN.

The simultaneous activation 

of the sole, face and top rail 

creates a diving board-like 

effect that springs the ball 

off the face up to three 

miles per hour faster than 

previous PING models. 

LONGER AT 
ITS

 THE NEW IRON

COR.

In the new PING GMax iron, we’ve created our longest iron ever through 

COR-Eye Technology, a revolutionary design that increases ball 

speed across the entire face. Consistent with PING’s commitment 

to engineer without sacrifi ce, the GMax iron provides everything 

you need to hit more greens and, just as importantly, hold more 

greens. Get fi t today or visit ping.com. You’ll be better for it.



Scream if
you wanna
go faster!

Increasing your clubhead speed is a
surefire way to hit the ball further

lot is made of ‘speed’ in the modern game, from the pace of

play to the speed of greens. But this year in particular we’ve

been hearing about speed in new ways. Turbulators, Aero

Hosels and Speed Pockets have all been developed by manufacturers

to help you hit it further. Do they work? We wanted to find out.

You might think clubhead speed is down to technique and hitting the

gym; golf’s biggest brands would answer that with a ‘not necessarily’. 

The aerodynamic technologies employed in TaylorMade’s new 

AeroBurner, Ping’s latest G30 and Callaway’s 2015 XR reveal a new 

focus on creating clubhead speed by thwarting air resistance. Make the 

clubhead more slippery and you can gain speed without having to work 

out… or swing the club very well. On page 76 we’ve put these clubs to 

the test on a launch monitor to fi nd out if they really do go faster for 

normal golfers (here’s a clue – they do). 

Of course, equipment is just one bit of the speed story. If you can 

swing the clubhead just 5mph faster – very achievable with a few 

simple set-up changes – you can pick up an extra 10 yards. 

We’re not saying this month’s speed special will have you hitting it as 

fast as Ryan Winther, the 2012 RE/MAX World 

Long Drive Champion who swings at a world 

record 167mph (quicker than a Porsche

Cayman going fl at-out!). 

But any increase in your clubhead speed –

plus the tech in a modern speed-focused

driver – will have you hitting it further. 

Who doesn’t want that?

A
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FROM THE EDITOR

YOUR TOTAL GAME PLAN

Last month, we gave 

away a free magazine 

full of long game tips.

This month, it’s the

short game. Tour

coach Jon Wallett

shares some great

advice to improve

your chipping, 

pitching, putting and

bunker play. And if

you missed part one,

get all the content –

with bonus videos –

at www.todaysgolfer.

co.uk/longgame

Chris Jones, Editor, 

Today’s Golfer 

@thetodaysgolfer
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A PLAYERS IRON
ANYONE CAN PLAY.

PROGRESSIVE

SET DESIGN.

Larger, forgiving long

irons inspire confidence

to attack greens from

any distance. Smaller 

short irons and wedges 

provide precision and 

control.

NEW STEEL,

SOLID FEEL.

Softer-feeling 431 

stainless steel head 

delivers workability 

and trajectory control 

with just the right 

amount of forgiveness.

The new i Series iron relies on the high strength-to-weight ratio 

and softer feel of 431 stainless steel to deliver players-style iron 

performance with wide-ranging appeal. The progressive set 

design is engineered for workability and trajectory control to give 

you the precision to play with confi dence. A concealed Custom 

Tuning Port (CTP) creates a clean cavity design with expanded 

perimeter weighting for added forgiveness and consistency. 

Get fi t today or visit ping.com. You’ll be better for it.

CONFIDENCE 
& CONTROL

THE NE SERIES IRON

©2015 PING P.O. BOX 82000 PHOENIX, AZ 85071
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et along a pristine beach 75 

minutes drive from Auckland (or

15 minutes in a helicopter, if 

you’re feeling flash), the stunning new 

Tara Iti is being touted as New Zealand’s 

top private golf club.

If you want to play it, you could, but 

you’d better make the most of it – 

You can play here... once
A stunning new course offers a once-in-a-lifetime experience

international visitors are limited to a 

one-off visit, by application only. 

But if you do play here, you’ll find one 

of the best layouts in the country, with 

tight linksy fairways and acres of wild, 

sandy waste areas.

The Tom Doak-designed course is on 

the site of a former pine plantation, 

cleared and restored to native dune 

vegetation, opening up spectacular views 

of the ocean and offshore islands. 

Doak said: “What struck me is how 

much it plays like a links – and how much 

fun that is. You can’t take your eye off the 

ball until it stops rolling... the ball is still 

rolling long after you think it might stop.”

S

High links

Fescue grass 
and firm turf 
provide a true 
links feel. 



‘I wasn’t happy with my driving 
generally, even though I shot a 66 
to put myself into contention at -8’

THE OPEN

OSunday, July 12 and Monday 13

I arrived in the evening straight from the

Scottish Open and checked into the Old

Course Hotel for the week. I took Monday 

off and went into Edinburgh with my

girlfriend, which was nice and relaxing.  

O Tuesday, July 14

It was down to business and I shared a 

practice round with Andy Sullivan, Bill 

Haas and Jaco Van Zyl. It was me and 

Jako and it was a good match – we halved 

– and good fun. I didn’t feel I needed to 

see the course to look out for anything 

new – I’ve played St Andrews so many 

times. I was hitting it okay, though 

probably not as well as the previous week. 

I spent the evening at my management 

IMG’s house close to the 18th – it’s got a 

big marquee in the garden and the players 

are invited along to chill out.  

O Wednesday, July 15

I had a relaxing morning and played 10-12 

holes in the afternoon. Everybody was 

switching about all over the course and 

I ended up playing with various people, 

including a single hole with Patrick Reed 

and one with Graeme McDowell. I was 

hitting it okay, but it got a bit windy – a 

sign of things to come.

OThursday, July 16

I shot 72, which was disappointing –

I didn’t hole anything. I had good

conditions; the fi rst 10-11 holes were there 

for the taking before the wind picked up 

and I could easily been four or fi ve-under-

par. Traditionally, I’m not a quick starter 

and tend to get better as the week goes 

on, so hopefully that trend will continue. 

O Friday, July 17

I looked out of the window at 7am and 

knew there were going to be substantial 

weather delays. You’ve just got to deal 

with delays and tough conditions when 

you are out there. I managed 10 holes and 

was hitting the ball fairly well, but made a 

couple of club selection errors. It was a 

late fi nish and I knew I had to be up at 

5am to complete my second round.

O Saturday, July 18

I turned up at the range and was blown 

away by the winds which made it 

impossible to play. On the 10th I holed a 

15-footer for birdie... it was so windy I was 

trying to lag it up! There were four groups 

on the 11th tee – it was carnage out there! 

It was going to be a long time until we 

returned to the course, so I went back to 

the hotel for a bit of sleep. When I did 

eventually get back out, I played fairly

steadily but nothing special. At -2, I’d

made the cut… my first target.

O Sunday, July 19

It was moving day and I made a big move. 

I briefl y led the Open until I stuck my drive 

at the 17th into the Old Course Hotel. It 

was a big mistake, but to be honest 

I wasn’t happy with my driving generally, 

even though I shot a 66 to put myself into 

contention at -8. I went back to the range 

to try and solve my driving problems. 

I spent about 30 minutes doing media 

interviews and had a quiet celebratory 

meal and drink. 

O Monday, July 20

The big day but unfortunately it just didn’t 

happen for me. I didn’t play well enough 

going out, made a couple of bad 

decisions, and at this level you get 

punished. What a disappointing fi nish to 

bow out with a 76. It was tough out there:  

we were hitting driver, 2-iron on virtually 

every hole! I had dinner with my girlfriend 

and refl ected on what might have been. 

I fi nished four under, T49 with Lee 

Westwood, Dustin Johnson and Graeme 

McDowell. It was a good experience and 

I look forward to coming back. 

English star Eddie Pepperell talks us through his biggest week

My St Andrews diary
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MONEY PIT

Fancy someOpenmerchandise? It’ll cost you...
Zach Johnson took home a

cool £1,150,000 for winning

this year’s Open, the biggest

winner’s cheque in the 

tournament’s history. He might

have had no reason to baulk at

the price of food, drinks and

collectibles at St Andrews, but

fans did complain about the

cost of things...

Fish and chips    £8.50

A ‘99’ ice cream    £3.50

Open umbrella     £36

18th hole fl ag     £20

Rubber infl atable golf ball   £12

Open mug     £10

Offi cial Open Ralph Lauren polo shirt  £75

Magnetic ball marker    £10

Pint of beer     £4.80

F
ancy this framed Open flag

on your wall, signed by 13 o

golf’s biggest names? To

stand a chance of winning it, log on

www.todaysgolfer.co.uk/win, click on

the flag option and enter your email

address. Closing dat

Sergio

Garcia

he 35-year-
ld Spaniard
nished four
hots off the
ad. The hunt
for a long-

aited Major
ontinues.

David
Lingmerth

Charl
Schwartzel

Edoardo
Molinari

Danny
Willett

Andy
Sullivan

David
Howell

Eddie
Pepperell

Webb
Simpson

Thomas
Bjorn

Bernhard 

Langer

The two-time 
Masters 

champ has 
finished 

second twice 
and third four 
times at The 

Open.

Dustin 

Johnson

The power-
hitter looked a 

strong favourite 
before a pair of 

75s took him 
from the top of 

the leaderboard 
to 49th. 

Ernie Els

The Big Easy 
won the 

2002 Open 
at Muirfield 

and the 2012 
Open at Royal 
Lytham & St

Annes.

Some of the biggest names in golf put their name on it

Win a signed Open flag!



Calculator 

needed

A 36 handicap 
would mean 
a score of 108 
would be level 
par (on a par 72). 

HANDICAP SHAKE-UP

here are certain topics that

generate impassioned debate

among golfers like no other. Slow

play is one. Tiger Woods is another. But

handicaps, perhaps more than any other

subject, really get us going. When we

posted on our Facebook page the news 

that CONGU and England Golf had agreed 

changes to the handicap system that

would see the maximum men’s handicap 

increase from 28 to 36, the responses 

came in their hundreds. The thought that 

competitions would be won with scores of 

20-under or 50-plus stableford points had 

many of you extremely alarmed.  

Here’s a breakdown of the most

significant changes that will come into

effect from January 1, 2016, and what we

make of them...

OThe maximum men’s handicap

increases from 28 to 36  

A new ‘club handicap’ will be introduced 

for clubs who wish to allocate a handicap 

higher than 28 for use in club events. This 

handicap will only be valid at the player’s 

home club, not in opens and the like.

Pros: Enables beginners who can’t break 

100 to have a handicap and play in comps. 

Cons: Lower handicappers will be aghast 

at the idea that someone off 36 could 

come in with an outrageous score in a 

competition. Having one handicap at your 

home club and another when you’re on 

the road seems odd.

O If you’re struggling, your handicap

will increase more quickly

A new process will flag players with seven 

consecutive 0.1 handicap increases so the 

handicap committee can review and apply 

an immediate further handicap increase if 

necessary. 

Pros: Good for older golfers whose 

performance is deteriorating faster than a 

T

Changes to the handicap system mean men can get two shots a hole

‘Yeah, I’m off 36…’
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‘Low handicappers will be worried that
outrageous scores could win comps’

GOLDEN HISTORY

Inside the 
homage to 
Jack Nicklaus
A new exhibit charting the career 

of Jack Nicklaus, housed in the 

USGA’s HQ in New Jersey, 

contains more than 80 artefacts. 

Here are some of the highlights: 

MacGregor Tommy Armour 

3-wood

Nicklaus used this 3-wood from 

1958 through to 1995 and won all 

18 of his professional Majors and 

both US Amateurs using it. 

‘White Fang’, Acushnet  

Bull’s Eye Putter

Nicklaus switched to this putter 

before the 1967 US Open. He 

made eight birdies in a final-

round 65 to win. 

MacGregor VIP 1-iron

Nicklaus won seven Major 

Championships with this 1-iron 

and hit two of his most 

memorable shots – the 238-yard 

approach to the 72nd hole at 

Baltusrol in 1967 and the tee shot

at the 71st hole at Pebble Beach

in the 1972 US Open.

Caddie overalls worn by Jack

Nicklaus II, 1986 Masters

Nicklaus won his 18th major

championship at Augusta

National in 1986 at age 46. The

victory was unforgettable not only

because of his final-nine heroics,

but because his son, Jackie,

caddied for him.

series of 0.1 increases can keep up with. 

Cons: A bad run of form could see your 

handicap increase beyond what is realistic 

for your ability. Potential for unscrupulous 

golfers to play seven poor rounds 

deliberately, receive a handicap increase 

and then win a competition. 

O Nine-hole rounds will count as 

qualifying scores  

You will no longer need to play 18 holes to 

submit a qualifying score. To maintain an 

active ‘competition’ handicap, you will still 

need to complete 54 holes in a year, but 

these can be made up of nine-hole rounds 

if necessary. A score within or better than 

the buffer zone will have 18 points added 

to create an 18-hole score, while a score 

outside the buffer zone will be doubled to 

give an 18-hole total. 

Pros: Enables those who are short of time 

to maintain an active ‘competition’ 

handicap. 

Cons: No significant ones we can see, 

though all amateurs know that the front 

nine can be a totally different story to 

the back, so a nine-hole score may not 

be as representative of your form and 

ability. 

O Higher handicappers will

influence the CSS

The Competition Scratch Score (CSS) is 

calculated by the average scores in the 

competition, to give an indication of how 

easy or difficult the course was playing on 

the day. Currently, only scores from 

category 1-3 golfers (handicaps up to 20.4) 

are considered, but this will extend to 

include Category 4 golfers from next year. 

Pros: If you’re going to calculate how hard 

the course was based on scores, why not 

use as many scores as possible?

Cons: Higher handicappers are more likely 

to score significantly above or below their 

handicap than low handicappers, based on 

form on the day more than course 

conditions. 

WHAT YOU THINK? TG READERS SHARE THEIR VIEWS

Barry Gibson

Scores of 100+ will be 

winning club comps, not 

to mention the increased 

length of playing/waiting 

time. It will make our 

hobby less fun for all.

Doug Patterson

Other countries have 

handicaps of 36 so why 

shouldn’t we? Not sure 

how it will work only 

having it at home though. 

Brinley Pelzer 

Having played for over 20 

years in Germany (off 13) 

it was impossible to enter 

Opens at German clubs 

and come away with 

prizes when competing 

against 36 handicappers, 

who could come in with 

50 points or more in 

stableford competitions.

Stuart Lawley

I think this will entice 

more people to the game. 

Not having a handicap 

and not being able to 

take part in club 

competitions puts people 

off. This will hopefully 

allow those who aren’t as 

good to take part.

James Matthews

Will this not just slow the 

pace of play even more? 

We are playing five-hour 

rounds already! 

Craig Phillips

Everyone who wants to 

improve to a half-decent 

standard can with a little 

effort. I’m not very good 

at basketball – can I play 

in stilts? I’m not very 

good at go-karting – can I 

have a bigger engine? 

Steven Bromage

18 should be the max – 

one shot per hole should 

be enough for anyone. 

Mark Ballantyne

Where is the incentive to 

improve? Match play 

against high handicap 

bandits is already a farce 

– this will make it

ludicrous! 

Stephen Mann

How are low single-figure 

players expected to win? 

It’s impossible when 

people come in 10-under!

15

Memory card

The exhibition 
even includes 

the wedding 
invitation from 

Jack’s marriage to 
wife Barbara.



RULE BREAKERS

Don’t take 
drugs… 
orphotosEnd doubt over when and where you take a drop

Drop it correctly
RULES

o-one wants to take a drop, but 

sometimes it’s your only option. 

Whether your ball is three feet off

the ground in a bush or resting on a path

that will make a mess of your clubhead

and possibly your wrists, you need to

know what to do next. It’s one of golf’s 

biggest areas of confusion – even Tiger 

Woods and Rory McIlroy have endured

drop-based controversies – so make sure

you know the rules and don’t drop the ball

when you, well, drop the ball.

N

Rule-breaker 1: Three-time PGA 

Tour winner Scott Stallings has

been suspended for the rest of

the season for violating the PGA 

Tour’s anti-doping policy. 

Stallings admitted to taking a 

supplement to help with chronic 

fatigue and turned himself in 

when he realised in February 

that it was on the PGA Tour’s list 

of banned substances, begging 

the question why he was allowed 

to play a further 14 tournaments 

over fi ve months before the Tour 

took action. 

“Whether I intended to or not, 

I took something that wasn’t 

allowed,” says 30-year-old 

Stallings. “I regret my 

inadvertent mistake in not doing 

my homework to know for sure 

what was on the list of permitted 

and non-permitted substances. 

I called a penalty on myself, 

that’s the best way to look at it.”

Rule-breaker 2: Sei Young Kim 

has already picked up two wins 

in her debut season on the LPGA 

Tour, but had to make do without 

her caddie Paul Fusco at the US 

Open after he was caught in the 

USGA Rules offi ce taking 

photographs of the hole 

locations and course set-up for 

the week. No penalty was 

imposed on Kim, but Fusco was 

banned from the tournament. 

A PGA Tour winner 
and an LPGA caddie 
have been suspended

First
Tee

I can’t play that!

If your ball is unplayable, you can take 

a drop within two club-lengths of where 

it lay, no nearer the hole. Alternatively, 

you could play from the spot where you 

hit the original shot, or go back as far 

as you like on a straight line between 

where the ball lay and the hole. There’s 

a one-stroke penalty whichever option 

you choose. 

How do I measure two club-lengths?

You can use any club in your bag (most 

pros use driver). Remember to remove 

the headcover, if there is one. Mark the 

nearest point of relief by putting a tee 

peg in the ground, then use your club 

to measure the correct distance and 

place another tee. That is the spot 

where you must drop. If you have a 

long putter, there’s nothing in the rules 

to say you can’t use it to measure, but 

it’s not considered sportsmanlike. 

Do I get a free drop off a path?

If your ball comes to rest on an 

artifi cially made path – not just a 

heavily trodden area of grass – you are 

entitled to a free drop at the nearest 

point of relief, no nearer the hole. You 

must take full relief, so cannot stand on 

the path when you play your shot after 

taking the drop. 

What if it rolls away?

If your dropped ball rolls into a hazard, 

out of bounds, onto a putting green, 

back into the condition from which 

relief was taken or simply nearer the 

hole, it must be re-dropped without 

penalty. If it hits you or your equipment, 

it should also be re-dropped.

HOW TO DROP

You must stand 

erect, hold the ball 

at shoulder height 

and arm’s length 

and release it. If it 

hits you or your 

equipment, before or 

after it lands, it must 

be re-dropped 

without penalty. 



FIND THE  FORCE

yonex.co.uk

Looking for a more powerful, 
yet forgiving club?

New Octaforce technology reduces weight in 

the crown of the Driver, Fairways and Hybrid. 

Repositioning it where it really makes a difference, 

lower and deeper in the club head for the 

optimum distance enhancing ball fl ight with 

maximum forgiveness. 

The Irons’ Super Deep Cavity technology produces 

a lower centre of gravity and larger sweet spot for 

increased distance and added forgiveness.

Looking for the Force. Find the Z-Force.



EQUIPMENT

W

TaylorMade and Microsoft bring a wealth of info to your wrist

Band aid
e all know how importa  

the wrists are in the golf

swing. Using them corre

is key to generating lag, a good

contact and effortless distance. B

what if your wrist could give you

the yardages you need, 

automatically track your shots, t

your round, tell you how many

calories you’ve burned, and even

show you which areas of your ga

you need to work on? 

The Microsoft Band launched 

earlier this year and became a 

favourite among fi tness fanatics

its ability to track all measure of

metrics. Now, Microsoft have

teamed up with TaylorMade to a

a golf dimension to the band, an

the results could change the way

you practise, play and improve.

Used in conjunction with

myRoundPro, an analytics platfo

developed by TaylorMade, the band

will provide a wealth of data, 

including fairways hit and greens  

regulation, driving distance, stro

gained, and proximity to the hole

The band automatically detect

your shots based on the vibratio

caused when you hit the ball,

meaning you don’t have to

remember to tag each shot as p

of your pre-shot routine.

O Details: Microsoft Band retails

for £169. The Golf Tile is free.

nd 

 the run

e Band also 
ows you to 
cess texts 
d emails 

 nd even 
asures 

ur heart 
e and how 

ell you 
sleep. 

w far? 

e Band 
tomatically 
es you 

rdages to 
e front, 
ddle and 
ck of 
e green, 
 there’s 

no faffing 
ound. 

acking 

mbers

u can 
alyse every 
pect of your 
und using 
ta from 
e band at 
yRoundPro.
m, which is 

free to use. 
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FANTASY GOLF: A LOOK AHEAD TO THIS MONTH’S EVENTS…

AUG 6: WGC BRIDGESTONE 

INVITATIONAL

Woods has eight wins and 

Rory triumphed last 

year, both are likely 

to miss the event 

this time. At 7,400 

yards with tight 

fairways and thick 

rough, the South 

Course is known as 

‘The Monster’.

AUG 13: US PGA 

CHAMPIONSHIP

Whistling Straits in 

Wisconsin hosts 2015’s 

fourth and fi nal major. The 

7,514-yard layout mimics a 

British links with its 

large dunes, sloping 

greens and pot 

bunkers. Kaymer won 

his maiden major here 

in 2010. 

AUG 20: WYNDHAM 

CHAMPIONSHIP

Snead, Nelson and Hogan 

are among the winners of an 

event fi rst played in 1938. 

Despite its small targets, low 

scoring is required with 

Sedgefi eld Country Club 

standing at just 7,127 yards. 

Villegas (-17), Reed, Garcia 

and Simpson are the  last 

four winners. 

AUG 27: 

THE BARCLAYS

The FedEx Cup play-offs 

begin with the top 125 on the 

PGA Tour teeing it up at 

Plainfi eld Country Club. The 

heavily-bunkered 2011 

Course demands accuracy 

with its undulating fairways 

and run-off areas. Dustin 

Johnson won here in 2011 

and is due a win.

H OW  TO  P L AY…  S I G N  U P  N OW  AT  W W W.TO DAYS G O L F E R . FA N TASY L EAGU E .CO M



FIRST PLAY

iger Woods’ on-course form and

off-course indiscretions led EA

Sports to replace him with golf’s new

main man, Rory McIlroy. Unfortunately,

Woods is not the only thing that’s missing.

Given that recent editions of the world’s

most popular golf game have featured over

40 courses and hundreds of playable pros,

this year’s offering of 13 courses (only eight of

which are real-world) and 12 playable pros

seems something of a step backwards.

The courses that are available look

fantastic, and the new engine means loading

times are much shorter, making it possible to

play 18 holes in under half an hour.

The controls are fully customisable, so you

should be able to find exactly the right set-up

and difficulty level to suit you. TG finds the

‘analogue swing’ system, whereby you pull

the stick backwards for your takeaway and

forwards to complete the swing, too easy to

hit dead straight every time, so we favour the

traditional 3-click system on the hardest

difficulty setting. Ultimately, whichever

you choose, it’s the same controls

that have been around for a decade.

Disappointingly, game modes are

limited and underdeveloped. Beyond

the ‘play now’ that lets you quickly

tee it up on the course of your

choice, there’s a ‘pro career’ mode

that is little more than a series of

tournaments, a basic online offering and a

‘Night Club’ mode that feels like a futile

attempt to make the game

more ‘cool’, with the result

being an easy to ignore mini

game. The game looks great

but needs substance, which

will hopefully follow.

O Details: Available now on

PS4 and XboxOne for £44.

T

Does the first iteration without Tiger deliver?

RoryMcIlroy:PGATour

First
Tee

Rory line

The world No.1 
shows you 
the ropes at 
Chambers Bay.

TODAYSGO

IT’S IN THE GAME

What we like
O Short load times

Not having to wait for 30-60 

seconds between holes really 

does make a difference to the 

fl ow of the game. 

O Courses that feel different 

Links courses like St Andrews 

and Chambers Bay really do 

feel completely different to the 

lush green of TPC Sawgrass 

and Bay Hill, requiring you to 

manufacture a variety of shots. 

O The looks

While the courses may be 

limited, there’s no denying 

how fantastic they look. If it’s 

a course you have visited in 

real life, it’s hard not to be 

impressed by how true-to-life 

the digital versions look. 

What we don’t 
O Lack of courses

Only 13 to choose from, only 

eight of which are real-world 

courses. More may be added 

in future, which will be key to 

the longevity of the game. 

O Commentary

As Rich Lerner and Frank 

Nobilo declare that your 

double-bogey putt is for birdie 

for the umpteenth time, you’ll 

want to tear your hair out. 

O Stupid celebrations

Players will drop their club, 

fi st-bump the air and then 

perform the running man after 

a rudimentary 2” par putt.  

O Lack of options

10 years ago you could create 

a golfer that looked exactly 

like you, so why are we now 

limited to 11 pre-set faces?  

O No women

Autumn’s FIF

16 will featur

women for th

fi rst time, so

why has EA

taken female

pros out of it

golf game?

Picture perfect 

The courses do 
look fantastic. 

Rory v Jordan

The main men 
are two of 12 

playable pros. 



Q&A
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The world No.5 has broken his duck and is ready to rack up more wins

Jim Furyk
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‘We don’t need a 
Team USA press 
conference every 
time we sneeze’

Q. Do you think there’s almost too much 

talk about a Team USA revolution?

I really feel like we don’t need a press 

conference every time we sneeze to 

discuss what we’re going to do next. 

I think we just need to move on with it; 

we need to move forward. I honestly 

believe that Davis (Love) is the right man. 

I’m glad for him and he’s excited about 

doing it. He has a good idea of where 

we need to go and I think he’s the right 

person for this challenge. 

Q. You’ve won at so many different 

venues over the years… what do you 

think constitutes a good course?

I really like golf courses where I stand 

on the tee and know exactly what the 

architect is trying to get me to do, even 

though it may not be easy to get it there. 

I like holes that are well framed by bunkers. 

There are two key things: I like to have a 

great idea of where I’m supposed to go, 

and there should always be a fair centre of 

the green, so that when you’re in doubt 

you can put the ball in the middle of the 

green and putt for the pin from there. 

There are a lot of modern courses today 

that have neither of those two things and 

it really drives me bananas. 

Q. What does the future hold for you?

I just want to compete and be a consistent 

threat to win, week-in and week-out. I love 

the game and I want to win pretty badly. 

I want to be a strong factor these next few 

years on Tour. Eventually, someday, I’ll quit 

playing and have plenty of time to 

refl ect, but right now I’m really 

looking ahead and trying 

to set some goals for 

the next three or 

four years.

t was American Nascar racer 

Dale Earnhardt who said, “Second 

place is just the fi rst place loser”. 

Before victory at the RBC Heritage earlier 

this year, Jim Furyk had endured four-and-

a-half years without a win – the longest 

drought since he turned pro. In that time, 

he’d blown nine 54-hole leads and fi nished 

second an agonising eight  times. Having 

broken the duck, the 45-year-old is hungry 

for more success – and ready to help 

America overcome Europe’s Ryder Cup 

dominance next time out… 

Q. How much of a relief was it to end that 

winless streak?

That winning putt was very pleasurable to 

make. It ended over four years of pent-up 

frustration. I had gotten close a number of 

times and couldn’t quite break through. 

Sometimes it’s a relief when you win, but 

this time it was all joy.

Q. How sick do you get of hearing about 

blowing nine straight 54-hole leads?

I don’t care, and I know that next time 

I have the lead after 54 holes it’s going to 

come up again. I wouldn’t have known it 

was nine without someone from the media 

telling me about it. I like sitting on the 

lead. I don’t mind trying to come from 

behind, but if you give me the choice, just 

like everyone else, I’d much rather have 

the lead and go out and control my own 

destiny on the Sunday. 

Q. Having lost six of the last seven 

Ryder Cups, what can Team USA do to 

turn the tide?

Right now, I honestly think we 

have a pretty good game 

plan. The players, the 

captains, and the PGA 

of America have been getting together to 

come up with some ideas and areas where 

we think we can do better than we have in 

the past. Right now it seems most of the 

talk is about the short term. Everyone is 

looking at Hazeltine, Hazeltine, Hazeltine, 

but my idea is a lot deeper than that. Let’s 

try to have a winning record for the next 

20 years. 
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ou have to be careful when

handling old books, especially

ones that date back 250 years to

the start of the game of golf. The ragged

pages of Articles and Laws have certainly

been well leafed and show clear signs of

the wear and tear that a journal that first

saw light of day in 1754 would have

endured.

Yet despite its age and eventful life

following its publication by the Society of

St Andrews Golfers (which became The

Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St

Andrews), the faded ink still shows the

skilled penmanship that laid down the list

of principles that would later become the

rules of golf.

“You must tee your ball within a club

length of the hole,” the first law simply

states.

The first set of rules is just one of 17,000

exhibits in the new-look British Golf

Museum, which had a multi-million pound

makeover to coincide with this year’s Open

in St Andrews. It is a treasure trove of

artefacts and oddities that collectively

encapsulate the history of the game.

The Royal and Ancient Golf Club began

collecting items in 1864. Today, 60,000

visitors a year pass through the doors.

A stroll around the facility’s 14 areas

quickly confirms what all the fuss is about.

The span is incredible. From the oldest

golf clubs in existence to some of the most

prized golfing memorabilia, the museum

details every aspect of the game from

every era, making it a must-visit for any

golf fan looking to appreciate the history of

the game.

www.britishgolfmuseum.co.uk

Things that caught our eye…

Allan Robertson’s balls

The feather golf ball was handmade by

Robertson by stuffing a leather case with a

top-hat full of duck or goose feathers.

Seve’s shoes and wedge

He wore the shoes at the 1991 Scottish

Open and the wedge he used in winning

the 1988 Open at Royal Lytham.

Padraig Harrington’s shoes

The Irishman donated his shoes and driver

from his 2007 Open win at Carnoustie.

Open scorecards

The museum has an astonishing array of

cards signed by legends such as Nicklaus,

Watson, Player and Norman.

The British Golf Museum is better than ever

History lessons

Y

A GOOD OPEN WEEK…

Thebusiest 
shopin golf
Bobby Miller and his dad, Bob, own 

golf’s most prestigious golf shop, 

Auchterlonies in St Andrews. It’s busy 

all year, but when The Open comes to 

town, things go a little bit crazy…

What is Open week like for you? 

Crazier every time! We sell a month’s 

worth of gear. Hand-warmers sold out 

as it was so cold last week. 

Can you recall your busiest Open day?

The Wednesday of 2010. It poured with 

rain so the demand for Galvin Green 

waterproofs was incredible. We had one 

guy come in from a sponsor, wanting to 

buy all 18 of his guests the suit. He 

said, ‘Right, what deal am I getting?’ I 

said, ‘You’re not getting a deal because 

there are 100 people behind you 

wanting them!’ He took them anyway. 

Do you get pros coming in?

They come in to buy warm gear! They 

think it’s not going to be freezing 

because it’s July. In 2010 we had Paul 

Casey, Justin Leonard and Henrik 

Stenson all in buying warm stuff!

We get a lot of players in during the 

Dunhill, because Tour trucks don’t stay 

for the whole week. They come in and 

use the workshop for adjustments.

Do you get to watch any of the golf?

Absolutely none! I keep updated, but 

I’ve hardly seen anything of the last five 

Opens here. I love it here though.

Late nights

The shop stays 
open until 
10pm during 
The Open.

Prime 

location

Right behind 
the St Andrews 
clubhouse.

Top: How would you score with these?
Bottom: No one wil ever fill Seve’s shoes.
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Punishing anger, etiquette issues, a 
forever ball and  bargain membership

Your say...
TO THE P OINT

Ball fl ight
On a recent fl ight from Manchester 

to Murcia my hand luggage failed 

security. The offending items were 

four packs of a dozen golf balls. 

They went through security three 

times (failing every time) before 

one of the staff had to tell me 

(having checked with his manager) 

that I could only take one dozen 

balls in my cabin luggage because 

they were classed as “sports 

equipment”. I had to wave goodbye 

to three dozen Pro V1X which I was 

informed would be destroyed! It 

sounded like hogwash to me, but 

you’re not exactly in a position to 

argue when going through security. 

GARY VAULKS

Coaching roundabout
Denis Pugh’s comment in last 

month’s magazine regarding fi nding 

the right coach and one you trust 

really struck a chord with me. It 

strikes me that this is only half of 

the story as keeping hold of a good, 

trusted coach can often be as much 

of a problem. 

Life as a teaching pro 

can be fi nancially 

challenging and 

uncertain. I have 

seen very good 

pros either move 

away from teaching 

altogether to follow 

different career paths 

or take up more 

lucrative positions in 

countries where golf 

is growing faster than 

here in the UK.

That means that 

many amateurs are 

faced with the 

unenviable prospect 

of bouncing around 

the local pros again 

Would you
rather score 
45 points or 30 
points with a 
hole-in-one? 

Zoe AmandaTaylor
45 points. A great 
round ratherthan 
just one amazing 
shot.

Simon Kelly
I’d prefer a hole-
in-one. I’ve hit 45 
points before– it’s 
no biggie. 

Martin Bell 
You just get called 
a bandit if you 
score 45 points, no 
matter how well 
you played and how 
much of a one-off 
it was. 

Daz Stokes
A hole-in-one is
every golfer’s 
dream. 

Darren Reece
45 points because
then I take the 
money. With a hole-
in-one, I haveto
pay out!

David Simmons
45 points. I’d rather
play well than geta
fluke hole-in-one.

LET TER OF THE MONTH

Trial by television

H

Denis Pugh 
with long-time 

pupil Francesco 
Molinari.

LETTER OF THE MONTH WINS 

A putter from Ping’s Cadence 
TR range, worth £139 - £209

ow is it fair that 

television replays are 

used to make decisions 

in golf? Padraig Harrington was 

penalised recently when 

television cameras were able to 

zoom in and show that his ball 

moved, despite it being 

imperceptible to the human eye. 

On the other side of the coin, 

Maximillian Kieffer’s ball was 

originally deemed lost as no-one 

saw it enter the lake that was on 

the line of his ball fl ight. 

The referee was taking him 

back to the tee when he 

received a call from Sky 

Sports’ commentators to say 

that they’d run the video three 

times and established that it 

did land in the water. 

Kieffer was then able to take 

a drop, rather than hitting three 

off the tee. 

As not every shot is 

televised, does this not create 

an imbalance as the leaders 

and big-name players are more 

likely to have decisions based 

on television than those in the 

fi eld who the cameras ignore?

RICHARD SEABRIGHT

The shots of 
leaders are under 

TV scrutiny.
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Jordan Spieth
was one of

the US Open’s
fascinating

h t

The view from
the clubhouse
of Royal West

Norfolk.

fantastic beach in view, and 

Brancaster Staithe in the distance, 

my playing partner and I had a 

‘good to be alive’ moment!

It made us wonder, is there a 

better view from a clubhouse 

anywhere in the world?

CHRIS RABY

Golf is fun – let’s share it
Having recently been ‘re-bitten’ 

by the golf bug, I began to think 

back to my time as a junior. I 

remember the weeks leading up to 

the scary prospect of meeting the 

club Chairman and Captain for my 

interview to become a member. 

Although I think times have moved 

on a little, I still value the important 

etiquette lessons they taught me as 

a young buck, even ‘though the 

club committee scared me to death’.

Last week I had the joy of taking 

my nine-year-old out for his fi rst 

round on our local academy course. 

He had a great time hitting his 

driver on the 95-yard par 3 and 

making the green. I’m unsure who 

was more proud – him or me!

As we loaded the clubs into the 

back of the car he said, “Thanks 

until, if they are lucky, they fi nd one 

they like, trust and can work with. 

From personal experience, this 

process can be time consuming, 

expensive and frustrating. 

ED BANKS

Use your head
I’ve just watched Rafa Cabrera-

Bello hit a shot on television. It was 

an approach shot with a hybrid into 

a small green. The cameras showed 

him stand emotionless as the ball 

fl ew into the crowd to the left of his 

target. 

Why do golfers not shout “fore” 

or even just give a signal left or 

right? Just sticking an arm out 

would help the paying public avoid 

getting a nasty injury. Don’t these 

guys give a toss about us? 

And what about the caddie? 

Could he not give a signal?

I work at my local club as a part-

time ground staff. The number of 

near misses I have when cutting 

fairways or semi-rough is beyond a 

joke. The majority of golfers seem 

to regard it as an occupational 

hazard if we get hit. When the club 

sends emails about the matter to 

the membership, they get replies 

back saying we should wear hard 

hats and protective equipment. If 

that happened then all golfers 

would also have to wear head 

protection, as the game would be 

classed as a dangerous sport – 

which it is when people play 

without due care and attention. 

Clubs should do a great deal more 

to educate before we have a spate 

of nasty injuries. 

MARK SEVERN

Room with a view
I recently had the pleasure of 

playing Royal West Norfolk and 

afterwards enjoyed the hospitality 

in the clubhouse, which included 

going upstairs to the veranda. The 

views from there are described in 

the course planner as ‘nothing 

short of spectacular’ and I agree! 

With the golf course and the 

dad, that’s the most fun I’ve had in 

ages”. To be honest I thoroughly 

enjoyed myself just getting some 

one-on-one time with my son. 

Get your kids and grandkids off 

their tablets and Gamestations and 

take them out for a knock – you 

may be surprised how much fun 

you all have. 

MATTHEW WAY, HEREFORDSHIRE

TV highlights
I completely disagree with Chris 

Waters’ recent letter saying that 

golf on TV is boring and I think 

anyone who stayed up until 3.20am 

to watch the nail-biting end to the 

US Open would agree with me. 

I watched over fi ve hours of golf 

between fi ve very different 

characters.

Jordan Spieth – the exuberant 

youth who wears his heart on 

his sleeve and gets as upset 

at misses as I do. Dustin 

Johnson – the long bomber 

who can bring a par 4 to its 

knees. Rory McIlroy – the 

world’s best and a joy to 

watch. Branden Grace – 

the unknown. And 

Jason Day – 

the bridesmaid 

having been 

runner-up 

twice before, 

and people’s 

favourite 

battling 

vertigo. 

Leslie McCafferty
If you’re scoring 30 
points then you’re 
having a mediocre 
game. A hole-in-one 
is always good, but 
there would always 
be the feeling of 
it being more luck 
than skill, especially 
if you’re not hitting 
the ball well. 

Scott Millinchip
Hogan said a hole-
in-one is luck but a 
great round is a sign 
of skill. 

Gary Fraser
I’d be happy with no 
points and a hole-
in-one!

O N  THE  G O G E T  T G  IN 

YO UR  INBOXGet TG from Apple’s 
Newsstand for iPads/
iPhones, Google Play 
for Androids, Barnes 
and Noble for Nook 
and Kobo’s Newsstand 
for Kobo devices. 

Get tips, news and 
advice to your inbox 
every Monday 
by signing up for 

our Newsletter at 
todaysgolfer.co.uk 
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They may not have the flair of Seve

or the personality of Palmer, but the

golf is still edge-of-your-seat stuff. 

While the BMW PGA wasn’t a 

barnstormer, any one of the 

(almost) weekly play-offs on the PGA 

Tour is enthralling can’t-miss TV.

ALAN POTTER, WEST SUSSEX

Off  their trolley
I’ve just returned from watching the 

Ladies European Masters at The 

Buckinghamshire with my young 

daughters and wife (all new golfers) 

and was surprised to see caddies 

pushing golf trolleys between green 

and bunkers. My wife asked why 

they could do this, as I tell her off 

regularly for doing this on our home 

course (Bury St Edmunds). I had no 

answer and I guess it’s acceptable 

for professionals to do this whereas 

amateurs have different rules. 

How will beginners learn these 

unwritten rules if the pros have no 

regard for them?

GARY WOODLAND, 

BURY ST EDMUNDS

Slow and ready
We all hate slow play but please 

remember there are those who take 

a little longer on the course through

no fault of their own. Slow players 

are those who are never ready to 

play when it’s their turn, never have

their glove on, fumble for a tee peg

on every tee and take fi ve or six 

practice swings before each shot. 

Then there are players who are a

little bit slower than average for 

other reasons. When I was 18, 

I could stride down the fairway with

my clubs on my back and my 

average medal round took about 3

hours 15 minutes. Fifty years later, 

I can’t walk as fast, I take about six

more shots per round, and have to

use a mobility vehicle to get round,

meaning I have to go around tees 

and greens rather than taking the 

shortest route. 

My average medal round now 

takes about 3 hours 40 minutes, but

we do observe the etiquette of the

game and try to close the gap or 

call the game behind through if we

get out of position. 

Please give us senior players or 

those with physical ailments a bit of

consideration. We are going as fast

as we can while still trying to enjoy

our game. 

JOHN GILCHRIST

One rule for us 
amateurs and 
another rule 
for the pros?

GET IN TOUCH

Like Today’s Golfer on Facebook

Follow @thetodaysgolfer on Twitter

■ Write to Today’s Golfer, Media House, Lynchwood, 
Peterborough, PE2 6EA or editorial@todaysgolfer.co.uk

Top tweets

Follow us on Twitter
@TheTodaysGolfer

Jason Palmer @jasonpalmergolf

Today’s Beef: The fact that anyone takes 
anything Joey Barton has to say seriously.

Pablo Larrazabal @plarrazabal

Any event isnt the same without the best in the
world… We wish you a quick recovery
@McIlroyRory

Steve Elkington @elkpga

Hey mens soccer…. I don’t see these girls falling 
over every play faking hurt

Chris Paisley @ChrisPaisley86

It’s not all glamour on the @EuropeanTour 
Sitting down to a maccies after lightning 
stopped us on 18 fairway!

Keegan Bradley 

@Keegan_Bradley

My pro am partner at the
#Greenbrier was very
tall. Had a blast today
with shaq.

Kevin Trowbridge @

trowbs1985

After reading 
@McIlroyRory interview
in @TheTodaysGolfer I got
myself this @TigerWoods

Ben Crane @bencranegolf

Love this. Fans go nuts over foul 
balls and free tshirts. An ace at
18 will cause a seismic event this
week. Fun idea

Lee Westwood 

@WestwoodLee

When I grow up I want 
to work at @facebook ! 
Picknmix in the office!

Trevor Immelman @TrevorImmelman

Shout out to the shoehorn, what a great 
invention…..

Claire Papworth @fletch2000

Having a sneaky read of the husbands new
@TheTodaysGolfer before he gets home and 
hogs it @DPapworthgtf #golf

FROM THEM...

FROM YOU...
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Andrew
Cotter

First
Tee

S

Part of the BBC commentary team, Andrew Cotter grew up tackling Ayrshire’s links and plays off  3. Follow him on Twitter (@MrAndrewCotter)

unday, July 12 Drive to St Andrews from Wimbledon. It 

appears to be a long way. I have also survived my fi rst 

commentary with John McEnroe. Even if he did 

occasionally call me Adam. With Wimbledon now a week later, 

those of us who go on to work at The Open arrive hollow-eyed and 

broken, but the St Andrews air invigorates me. That and 13 cups 

of coffee laced with medical-grade amphetamines.

Monday, July 13 Today we’re up in a helicopter to fi lm a guide 

to St Andrews. “How much do you weigh?” says the pilot.

“Ooh... cheeky” I respond “Well, I have been working out”. 

“I need to know for fuel calculations”

“Oh...I see...” I stop fl exing.

Turns out the weather keeps us grounded in the morning. Then 

Darren Clarke requisitions the chopper for a trip up to help out at 

a day for Paul Lawrie’s foundation. Eventually we are airborne and 

I point at various things while pretending to know what I’m talking 

about. This is a curious occupation.

Tuesday, July 14 I am now lost in a world of preparation – knee-

deep in player commentary notes. I fi ght the voice telling me that 

I surely don’t need details on EVERYBODY and plough on. Next 

up, Shinji Tomimura. 24-years old from Okinawa. First Open. 731st 

in the world. Never going to use it… 

Wednesday, July 15 It’s The Champion’s 

Challenge. Nick Faldo playing in one of his old 

Pringle sweaters. I wonder if he’s going to give a 

farewell tour to all of his old knitwear. Meanwhile 

Peter Alliss is in his element, telling wonderful 

stories about Palmer and Player, Weiskopf and 

Watson. I kill the mood by throwing in a fact about 

Todd Hamilton.

Thursday, July 16 At the course for the 6.30am 

fi rst tee-off. One interview which doesn’t make 

the air is Rishi Persad’s post-round effort 

with Japan’s Tadahiro Takayama. A 

translator is used until the very end 

when Takayama gamely attempts 

what he thinks is the right 

phrase. “Thanks for talking to 

us”, says Rishi. “I love you too” 

replies Takayama.

Friday, July 17 Arrive to fi nd media centre 

surrounded by sand bags and a large municipal 

swimming pool has been built on the 1st and 

18th. This is going to be a long day. Ken Brown 

has travelled this week in the company of a 

large rubber duck. And why not. He puts it to 

good use, letting it fl oat around in the fl ooded 

Valley of Sin as R&A members watch on, considering taking it out 

with a sniper. After a few hours delay we eventually get some golf. 

But it’s effectively now a race to get Tom Watson fi nished before 

darkness falls. The great man is practically speed-walking down 

the last two holes for his fi nal farewell. 10pm – off-air. Bed by 

midnight. On-air again in seven hours… 

Saturday, July 18 Good news – it’s not raining. Bad news – the 

wind is blowing at 40 miles an hour. In for 6am to prepare for 7am 

start with players trying to get their second rounds fi nished. Mark 

James and I suspect that it is not going to last too long. Tiger 

Woods is last seen chasing his scorecard across the 13th. Late on 

we have some golf and have even moved to BBC Four to cover it, 

very possibly replacing a programme about jazz. We’re now 

scrabbling around for any player to show. Suddenly Shinji 

Tomimura appears on our screens. But it’s not my turn to speak – 

Frank Nobilo has the mic. I clench my fi sts and die a little inside. 

The announcement is made that play will go into Monday. 

Sunday, July 19 It’s a birdie-fest and great stories are starting to 

emerge. Ireland’s Paul Dunne is having the time of his life. Prep 

on every player is now proving useful as I name Dunne’s mother, 

father, elder brother and caddy before shouting “Yeah! In your 

FACE Nobilo!” Inwardly at least.

Monday, July 20 I feel like this Open might never end – 

the players simply forced to keep playing for ever by 

some evil supreme being for cruel entertainment. 

The BBC is taking some stick for not starting our 

coverage earlier (not possible for reasons too 

detailed to explain). The good news is that it 

appears from Twitter that it’s all my fault and that I 

should be told. Soon the quality of the golf makes us 

forget such things as great stories emerge – Jordan 

Spieth is still in the hunt for part three of the 

grand slam. Garcia still trying. Adam Scott, 

Jason Day, Marc Leishman keeping Australia 

awake. Oosthuizen going for his double. And 

then Zach Johnson steps in to win in the 

play-off close to 8 o’clock on Monday night.

And just like that it’s done. Spectators 

fl ood out of the town. The whole 

broadcasting circus de-rigs with a frantic 

urgency. Planes to catch. Places to be.

I then remember that it’s my birthday 

and rather sadly buy a small cake from a 

petrol station to celebrate and contemplate 

another year gone as I drive away. The week-and-

a-bit of The Open is over. The longest week. But 

the greatest week in golf. 

Secret diary of a golf commentator, aged 41 and more than three  quarters
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t may seem ironic that I’ve chosen the ‘speed’ issue to

tackle the matter of slow play, but I feel that if 

something isn’t done – and fast – the game of golf is 

really going to suffer. 

The R&A recently released a report on the 

pace of play in world golf. It found that the time 

it takes to play is the second biggest reason 

people give up the game (cost is the only 

greater deterrent). I often talk about golf’s need 

to modernise to attract new players, but 

retaining the ones we have is just as important. 

If slow play is driving people away from the 

game, it is more than an annoyance – it’s a 

serious issue that must be addressed. 

The golfers themselves are often blamed – 

sometimes rightly so – but I actually think two 

of the biggest factors are within the game itself. The fi rst 

is golf courses that are too diffi cult, particularly when 

played off the wrong tees. And the second is the rules, 

which are far too complicated for the regular club 

golfer. It may take a while for the game’s governing 

bodies to come up with a simpler, quicker set of 

rules, but the fi rst point is something we can all 

change from the very next time we play. 

I recently learned how to fi nd out which set of tees 

you should play off. Take your average driver 

carry distance, not including roll, and 

multiply by 28. In my case, a carry 

distance of just under 230 yards 

means I should be playing off tees 

that make the course around 6,400 

yards long, so the yellow tees at my 

home club, The Wisley. Remember: 

it’s your average carry distance, not 

the longest you’ve ever hit. Work out 

the most suitable tees and you’ll 

have far more fun playing, I’m sure of 

it. Obviously in competition you don’t 

have the choice, but in friendly games, 

don’t let your ego force you to suffer by 

playing off the back tees when they’re not 

right for you. It only serves to make the 

game harder, less enjoyable, and slower. 

I spend a lot of time at Tour events 

watching the action, and I am astonished 

that there are no penalties for slow play. 

There are players who play slowly every single round and yet 

somehow they get away with it. Everyone knows who they are, 

it’s no secret. Watch a couple of events and you will spot them 

yourself. Ben Crane and Keegan Bradley (left) 

are the most obvious examples, but they are 

far from alone. Giving that example to the 

watching masses is not going to help cure the 

problem of slow play in the amateur game. 

The PGA Tour and its offi cials need to get in 

and do the dirty work of dishing out one-shot 

penalties for the worst offenders. That’s the 

only way to make the professionals change 

their ways.

There seems to be a belief that playing 

slower equates to taking more care and, in 

turn, scoring better. That, in my mind, is a 

complete fallacy. Clearly, racing round and hitting your 

shots without a moment’s thought is not going to lead 

to your best scores, but nor is spending minutes over 

every shot. As Colin Montgomerie always says:  

‘Decide what you’re going to do and do it before 

doubt creeps in!’ In almost all sports, an 

unnecessary delay lessens the chance of success. 

If the award of a penalty in football is followed by a 

lengthy fur ore that gives the penalty taker too much 

time to think, the result is almost always a failed 

attempt. You should be able to decide what 

you’re going to do and go through your 

pre-shot routine fairly quickly. Spend 

too long and your chance of a good 

shot decreases with each passing 

moment. Ever noticed how you never 

hit a good shot after waiting fi ve 

minutes for the green on a par 5 to 

clear? It’s because you had too much 

time to think!

If you’ve ever found that you score 

best when you’re having a relaxed 

knock with mates, fl ying round 18 

holes in three hours after work, 

compared to Saturday morning 

medals when everyone acts as 

though they’re in the fi nal round of 

the Masters, you’ll know that taking 

more time doesn’t always equal 

taking fewer shots. 

‘Ever notice how 
you never hit a 
good shot after 

waiting fi ve 
minutes for the 
green to clear?’

Denis

Pugh

First
Tee

Slow play isn’t just a waste of time – it’s also a waste of shots!

I

Denis Pugh is a Sky Sports pundit, PGA Master Professional and coach to Ross Fisher and Francesco Molinari. Follow him on Twitter (@DPugh54)
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DRIVING

Fault: Slices or hooks with the driver.

Fix: You can go a long way to fi xing that 

slice or hook off the tee by simply adjusting 

the height of it by an inch or two . Let’s take 

the slice. A low tee causes a steep angle of 

attack from which you are more likely to cut 

across the ball. Teeing the ball up makes you 

swing more around your body which 

subsequently shallows your attack. Think of 

a baseball player swinging around their body 

as the ball comes to them around waist-high. 

Do the reverse if you tend to hook the ball.

Straighter drives start by finding the right height

Tee for you

The right height

The middle ball is at an average height. However, don’t be afraid to alter this depending on your 
miss. Try the ball on the left if you hook it and the one on the right if you slice it.

34

T 0 U R  T I P
R YA N  F E N W I C K

WEST HOVE GC, EAST SUSSEX
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Fault
Fixer

Flat or steep? 
A higher tee will encourage 

you to flatten out your swing 

path, helping you eliminate 

your slice. It will also create 

a better launch angle by 

making you hit up. A lower 

tee promotes a slightly 

steeper path, helping you 

eliminate the hook. 

35
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Fault: Inconsistent ball striking. 

Fix: Try this simple little tip. It’s 

aimed mainly at beginners and 

higher handicappers – but it never 

does any harm for stronger players 

to remind themselves of the basics 

of the game. If you struggle to hit 

crisp iron shots, you have to learn 

how to strike the ball properly. By 

that I mean you’ve got to meet the 

ground with the sole of the club just 

after you’ve made contact with the 

ball – how you make the divot. 

When I’ve worked with club golfers 

lacking confi dence in striking irons, 

I’d use this drill. Try it, because it 

doesn’t get much better than the 

feeling when you hit pure iron shots.

Better ball striking with an easy drill

Clip the tee
IRONS

Tee time
Focus on striking 

the tee to take  

the tension out 

of your arms and 

swing freely. 

1. Tee it high
Push a tee into the ground so half-

an-inch is showing above the turf.

Swing the club, clipping the top of

the tee with the sole. Then add a

ball – you should still find yourself

swinging freely as you are not

focusing intensely on the ball.

2. Now press it down
After a few minutes clipping the tee

at half-an-inch, push it right into the

turf so it is just visible to the rear

of the ball. Remember, you’re still

focusing on striking the tee – even

though the ball is there. If you want,

you can start again without the ball.

3. The result
Hitting the tee helps you groove 

the descending path you want 

into the back of the ball. It’s a very 

simple and cheap drill that takes 

the tension out of the arms and 

trains your brain to squeeze the 

ball between turf and clubface. 

The only 

teacher the 

world No.1 has 

ever had and 

a Nike Golf 

ambassador. 

T O U R  T I P
M I C H A E L  B A N N O N

RORY McILROY’S COACH
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Align your lead side for a solid impact

Get in line!
DRIVING

PGA

professional

and Director

of Golf at

Calcot Park in

Berkshire.D R I V I N G V I D E O T I P S

www.todaysgolfer.co.uk/tips
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Straighten up
Ensuring the left 

shoulder, hip and 

foot are aligned 

will promote ideal 

launch conditions.

Hips
Shifting the hips causes excessive

spine tilt which affects angle of

attack and path, causing mis-struck

shots, pushes and hooks.

Spine
Moving just the upper body towards

the target creates an excessively

downward blow. The club can travel

left of the target creating pulls,

slices and strikes off the heel.

37

T G  T O P  5 0
G A R E T H  J O H N S T O N

CALCOT PARK, READING

Fault: Mishits with the driver.

Fix: Align your left side to control 

impact. To fi nd the centre of the 

face from the correct path you 

must shift your weight correctly. 

This can be understood in two 

ways. Firstly players lean too far 

towards the target with their upper 

body and ‘get ahead’ of the ball 

causing a poor attack angle. 

Second are those who know they 

require an upwards hit but tilt too 

far back with the left leg ahead of 

the ball. Keep your head behind 

the ball and lead side straight.  
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A PGA

professional 

and Head of 

Coaching at 
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Golf Academy

Green zone
The safest option as you’re 

guaranteed to get the ball 

back onto the fairway. 

You’ll have the bunker to 

carry with your next shot, 

but the further down the 

fairway you go, the better 

angle you’ll have in. 

Club choice
Pick the shot you are 

confident of pulling off 

and then choose the

best club for the job. You 

could play anything from 

hybrid to lob wedge here. 

The lie should influence

this decision, too. 

Shot on location at 

Costa Navarino, Greece

T G  T O P  5 0
S T E V E  A S T L E

M O R L E Y  H AY E S ,  D E R B Y
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Fault
Fixer

Fault: Being too greedy after hitting into trouble

and compounding the error.

Fix: Whether it’s a short par 4 that you’ve taken

on with the driver or a long par 5 that you’ve 

tried to hit in two, we all misjudge things and put 

ourselves in trouble. With your head spinning, 

the most important thing is not to do the same 

thing with your next shot. From this type of

position, under the trees, your only thought

should be ‘how can I get this into the hole in the

fewest shots?’. Look at the lie and consider the 

strengths of your game and club selection. Can 

you really pull the miracle shot off? If not, think 

where you want to play the next shot from.

Amber zone
This carries a risk. Firstly,

you have more rough

to clear and secondly it

could run into the bunker

if you get it wrong. Get it

right, though, and you’ll

have plenty of green to

work with next time.

APPROACHES

Get out of jail
Don’t compound one mistake with another if you‘re in trouble 

Red zone
The miracle shot. The 

branches are just high 

enough to let you get 

the ball in the air, fly 

the bunker and find the 

green. However, a poor 

connection will see you 

back in trouble. 
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How you can bounce back from a big loss, if you think about it correctly

Overcoming a big miss
MIND GAMES

O

Karl has

worked with

Major winne

including

McDowell an

Oosthuizen.

T G T O P 5 0
K A R L M O R R I S

WWW.THEMINDFACTOR.COM

‘We all need to be 
careful of the stories 
we create about our 

golf games.’ 

avoid losing £100 than we will to go out 

and get £100. When we feel we own 

something we don’t want to let it go. We 

don’t feel that we own a birdie, but it is 

easy to fall into the trap of thinking we 

have a par in the bank.

It is easier said than done, but I always 

look to help players see a putt as a 

singular task as opposed to ‘being for 

nly a heart of stone did not feel 

sympathy for Dustin Johnson as 

he struck the ball three times on 

the fi nal green at Chambers Bay to gift 

the US Open to Jordan Spieth. As 

Johnson crushed his drive then found the 

green in two on the par-5 18th, most of 

the golfi ng world thought ‘DJ’ had 

secured at least a play-off spot. The fi rst 

putt for eagle raced past the hole and the 

second for birdie missed from a few feet. 

It has to be close to Doug Sanders’ miss 

on the fi nal hole at St Andrews in the 

1970 Open as the most tragic of losses. 

Losing the opportunity to win one of 

golf’s major prizes has to be incredibly 

diffi cult to deal with. It may be 45 years 

since Sanders missed that three-footer, 

but whenever he is asked about it he says 

it doesn’t bother him too much 

anymore... and can now go at least an 

hour without thinking about it! 

Sanders was never quite the same 

player afterwards, so what will become 

of Johnson? 

It is interesting to look at the mind-set 

in the type of situation he faced. To a 

much lesser degree we have all felt the 

perceived freedom of going for an eagle 

or birdie putt and then experiencing the 

tightness that ensues when we have to 

face the tricky putt back. 

A very human phenomenon is at 

play here called ‘loss aversion’. Simply 

put, human beings in general will do 

far more to avoid losing something 

that they feel they own than 

something that they may attain. 

Many social science experiments 

have proven that we will do more to 

birdie or par’. Par and birdie are not 

especially useful labels as loss aversion 

can kick in at the most inopportune of 

moments. The more we can see the task 

as opposed to the outcome of it the 

better we will play. 

Essentially it is about looking at this 

putt in terms of what we need to do to 

get the ball in the hole, as opposed to the 

perceived value of holing it. 

Being immersed in the task has us 

looking more clearly at the line and pace 

required. Heightened focus on the 

outcome of the task has the tendency to 

create tension and cloud our ability to 

stroke the ball in the way we have trained 

ourselves to.

The key for Johnson is how he explains 

the three-putt to himself. Perhaps one of 

the greatest golfi ng minds of all time, 

Bernhard Langer, missed a short putt to 

win the Ryder Cup at Kiawah Island. With 

an expectant continent watching, the 

miss would have destroyed a lesser man.

Langer said afterwards he had done all 

he could before he hit the putt and hit it 

on the line he picked. The ball just 

decided to stay above ground. This 

contentment and recognition of the 

vagaries of golf allowed him to move on – 

somehow, the following week he went out 

and won the German Masters – and have 

an outstanding career. 

If Johnson starts to tell himself he is a 

choker who blows up when in contention 

then the story can take on a life of its 

own. If he looks back and tells himself he 

did all he could and by putting himself in 

these positions he is ‘learning to win’, 

then he will move on and continue to 

push for that debut major. We all need to 

be careful of the stories we create about 

our game. If we keep telling ourselves we 

can’t putt then eventually the story turns 

into a conviction and 

becomes part of 

our reality. 



Fault
Fixer

Fault: Indecision and inconsistency 

from the sand.

Fix: One tip is all you need to improve 

your play out of sand. There is barely 

any technical detail, and you can 

practise my tip with or without a 

ball. Even after 20 years as a Tour 

pro, it is something I am very 

conscious of myself. People can be 

scared of hitting it far, as they may 

get the ball fi rst and thin it – but 

you have to hit hard in the sand. The 

ball will come out high and soft because 

you have lots of loft. The harder you hit 

it the more height and spin you’ll get. 

Soren Kjeldsen shares the simple way to improve your sand skills

The sound of success
BUNKERS

Four-time

European Tour

winner in the

top-20 of the

2015 Race to

Dubai.B U N K E R  V I D E O  T I P S

www.todaysgolfer.co.uk/tips
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Sole trading
Use the bounce on the 

bottom of the club that 

is there to help you. 

The club is designed 

to take the fear out 

of bunker shots, but 

amateurs don’t always 

use it.

Sound essential
Concentrate on the 

sound the club makes 

when it impacts the sand 

– it’s a solid ‘thump’. 

Practise creating that 

firm, hard sound – you 

only get it when you 

don’t dig into the sand.

41

Entry criteria
The only little technical detail I want to 

give you is not to hit too far behind the ball. 

We want to hit the sand, not the ball, but 

we don’t want to enter the sand more than 

an inch from the ball. 

T G  T O P  5 0
S O R E N  K J E L D S E N

2015 IRISH OPEN WINNER
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Fault: Inconsistent strikes and shot patterns.

Fix: Whatever your common miss is, it

originates from you being in the wrong position

at the top of your swing. Having got into this

poor position you try to reroute the club with

your hands as you start down, leading to slices

or pushes, hooks or pulls, fats or thins. To

eliminate inconsistencies you need to deliver

the clubface square at impact via a neutral

position at the top of the swing. These simple

tips will help you find neutral every time.

A full backswing lets you
launch the perfect attack

Rightat
thetop

BASICS

Face angle
Whenyouwatchtheslow-motionreplaysofatour 

player’sswing,payattentiontotheanglesoftheir 

clubface and their top (gloved) hand. You’ll see that they 

match up and that’s a great thing for you to copy as it 

gives you the best chance of delivering that face square 

at impact. 

Get in line 

The butt of your club 

is a great indicator of 

your rotation. Ideally, it 

should be in line with 

the heel of your back 

foot. Check in a mirror. 

A PGA 

Professional 

and PGA 

South Coach 

of the Year 

2013. 

T G  T O P  5 0
D A N  R E E S

WEXHAM PARK GC, SLOUGH
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FULL SWING

PGA Master

Professional

and  Tour

coach with

five UK 

golf centres.

T G  T O P  5 0
S C O T T  C R A N F I E L D

C R A N F I E L D  G O L F  A C A D E M Y

Stand steady
Put two cushions on 

the floor and take your 

stance, holding a club 

across your chest. 

Keep a good posture 

with your back fairly 

straight and weight 

balanced through the

centre of your feet so

you are stable.

Keep
As you

backsw

things

your po

balanc

Fault: A loss of balance during your swing.

Fix: Finding ways to exercise that give you 

an automatic improvement in your 

technique can be a real bonus. Here I will 

show you a very simple exercise you can do 

at home that trains your body for golf and 

improves your technique. Good balance is 

critical if you want a consistent swing. It 

sounds obvious but what is commonly 

misunderstood is how good balance 

reduces the compensations you have to 

make, thereby improving your timing and 

power. This exercise will improve your 

balance and work your core stabilising 

muscles that help maintain good posture. 

Strike a 
 balance 
Training your body to stay 
stable will help your swing
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Fault
Fixer

Power Plate

 
  

 

   

   

   

   

    

 

  
    

    

    

     

    

     

      

     

     

   

Some of you may belong to a gym where 

they have a Power Plate. If you do you can 

put it on a low setting and go through the 

drills we did on the cushions. The vibration 

from the Power Plate creates an unstable 

surface, challenging your body to maintain 

its posture and balance. As it does so, you 

activate key muscles to help your swing 

develop consistency and power. Here are a 

couple more exercises for golfers that can be 

done with the cushions or a Power Plate. 

■ For more on using a Power Plate visit my 

website, http://cga-golf.com/powerplate

Squat  
Squat down 

to at least a 

90-degree 

bend in your 

legs while 

keeping 

your chest 

up (back 

straight) and 

both feet 

flat on the 

ground.

One leg  

Lift one leg 

so that your 

weight is 

supported 

through the 

opposite side. 

Your knee 

should have 

a slight bend. 

Hold for five 

seconds.

The takeaway
You can take two things 

to the golf course from 

this – better awareness 

of your posture and the 

engagement your feet 

have with the ground. 



PGA pro with

bases at Moor

Allerton and

Howley Hall

golf clubs, West 

Yorkshire.

Fault: You struggle to get the ball up and 

down from greenside bunkers. 

Fix: When it comes to the splash shot, 

most people’s fi rst instinct is to dramatically 

open their stance. From this position, the 

ball position moves back, so even a decent 

contact will put sidespin on the ball, causing 

it to come out lower. This subsequently 

reduces your landing area and sees the ball 

running away from the hole, leaving you a 

lengthy putt. A squarer stance with the ball 

forwards will allow the loft and bounce of 

the club to work effi ciently to give you a 

high, fl oating splash. Simply alter your 

swing length depending on how far you 

have to go. 

Change your set-up in the sand to get more consistency

Closed call
BUNKERS

Play it forward
Position the ball up in 

your stance and bump 

your hips to the target. 

Accelerate through 

the shot, swinging the 

club straight down the 

target line.

Fault
Fixer

M O R E  T I P S  O N L I N E

www.todaysgolfer.co.uk/tips

Stand square
Setting up square 

to the target allows 

the loft and bounce 

to work at impact, 

maximising your 

margin for error and 

landing zone. 

T G  T O P  5 0
J A M E S  W H I TA K E R

JWHITAKER GOLF, LEEDS
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HANDBUILT

The revolutionary R1 Push is the most technically advanced, compact

folding, simplest to use, stylish trolley on the market. 

The folding system for the all-new R1 Push is based on a sturdy rack

& pinion system, a first for the golf industry. The patent-pending 

design hides the folding mechanism within the bespoke aluminium

alloy frame, dispensing with any external sliding or tensioning parts.

The R1 Push

www.STEWARTGOLF.com
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Fault: Fat or thin contacts with 

your wedges.

Fix: Lots of people come to me 

struggling to fi nd any consistency with 

their wedges. In the vast majority of 

cases, their poor contacts are a result 

of not understanding how to use the 

bounce. Bounce is how much the 

leading edge sits up in the air. Most 

players think you have to have the 

leading edge tight to the turf for a 

great strike but you actually require 

the opposite of that or it becomes very 

easy to get that leading edge digging 

in. We want it to skid through the turf 

and are able to do that by using the 

hands correctly during the swing.

Lose the leading edge for crisper wedges

Engaging
the bounce

WEDGES

Palm up
Practise swinging back with 

your palm facing the sky. This 

is where the club should be in 

the backswing – with the  toe 

pointing up to help engage the 

bounce at impact.

Feel pivot
On the way through, practise 

with the butt of the club 

attached to your body. This 

keeps everything connected 

to ensure you’re not turning 

through with just your arms. 

Club leads
For the back edge 

to hit the turf the

clubhead needs to 

go past the hands 

through impact.

Accelerate in 

the downswing.

Handle close
Playing with stiff 

wrists promotes 

the leading edge a 

little too much. Keep 

the grip of the club 

close to your body to 

engage the bounce.

Advanced PGA 

Professional 

and European 

Golf

Development 

Consultant. M O R E  T I P S  O N L I N E

www.todaysgolfer.co.uk/tips

T G  T O P  5 0
K E V I N  F LY N N

TOURNERBURY GC, HAMPSHIRE



Fault
Fixer

Fault: A jerky stroke or off-centre strike 

results in pushed or pulled putts. 

Fix: The key to great putting is the

rhythm of the stroke and the strike itself. 

So many people walk on to the putting 

green a few minutes before their round

and just hit a few putts from different

distances, but what is that really training?

I arrange this simple station with all my

players, getting them to spend just a few

Check your stroke with this simple station before you tee off

On the right path
PUTTING

Check the path 

Place two sticks or 

shafts about a putter 

head’s width apart to 

show your path. With a 

slight arc in your stroke, 

the head should trace 

this outer line before 

coming inside at the end 

of the backswing.

Arced stroke  
For the perfect slight 

arc, the backswing and 

through-swing should 

match each other, so you 

come fractionally over this 

inside line after impact. 

Square the face 
Put two tee pegs at the 

end of the channel and try 

to roll the ball through. This 

will tell you whether the 

face is square at impact. 

Move the pegs further 

away to make it tougher as 

you get more confident.

minutes on it before their round and 

during their practice. It is easy to set up, 

gives great feedback on your path and 

roll and tests your ability to read a putt 

and hit it on line.

PGA Master

Professional

and former

European Tour

and England

National coach.
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K E I T H  W I L L I A M S
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PGA National

coaching

tutor based

at the

Adrian Bishop

Academy.

C
harl Schwartzel won the Masters in 2011

with a superb display of ball-striking and

control. The four-and-a-half years since

have been rather lean for the South African, with 

just two wins – back-to-back at his native Alfred 

Dunhill Championship – to show for his efforts. The 

last of those came in 2013 but there have been

signs of resurgence this term. The 30-year-old

has made 15 cuts from 19 starts across the PGA

and European Tours and fi nished seventh in the 

US Open at Chambers Bay in June thanks to a 

fi nal round 66.

1

3

SWING SEQUENCE

Howhe does it... Charl Schwartzel

Balanced address
Charl is in a superb, balanced address 

position, bending forward from the 

hip sockets and keeping a little knee 

flex. This allows his hands and arms 

to hang naturally under his chin.

Hips clearing
A superb position. The shaft is right 

between the arms, hips clearing and chest  

facing away from the target. The upper 

right arm is close to his side and the elbow 

is close to his hip. From here he is ready to 

unleash tremendous power.

On plane 
Charl’s takeaway sees the club 

face parallel to the back of his left 

forearm. The right arm begins to fold 

with the shaft above the forearm, 

indicating the club is on plane.

Free release
Charl unleashes another searing iron 

shot. You can clearly see both cheeks of 

his butt! This tells you how much he has 

turned and cleared his lower body through 

impact. The club is released freely.

Free turn
At the halfway point of his backswing 

the club is on a slightly upright plane, 

pointing between the ball and his feet. 

The hips and shoulders are turning 

freely away from the target.

Side bend
His forward bend has 

been replaced with side 

bend. This enables him to 

maintain his original angles 

into the followthrough.

T G  T O P  5 0
A D R I A N  B I S H O P

S TO C K WO O D  VA L E ,  B R I S TO L
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Fault
Fixer

Great width 

Nearing the end of the backswing he has 

created width beautifully with the right 

arm forming a 90 degree angle. He has 

maintained his original spine inclination 

towards the ball and that right knee flex.

Face rotation 

The club face has rotated 

onto plane with no 

manipulation. 

No hooks 

At the top of the swing an interesting 

feature is the slight cupping of Charl’s 

left wrist. This is often used as an 

anti-hooking move by good players 

as it generally opens the club face.

Back extends 

As he moves toward the end of his 

swing, his bottom has tucked under 

him and his back has started to 

extend. These moves allow his hips to 

continue to freely rotate to the finish.

Ground force 

Charl has lost some height as he squats 

into the downswing. This move is common 

with all big hitters. The shaft is still on 

plane, right heel rising off the ground, 

showing how he uses his legs for power.

Poised finish 

Charl exhibits the traits of all 

great swings – ending with 

superb balance and poise.

HIS 2015 TOUR STATS

71.44 Scoring average (148th on the  

PGA Tour) 

60.51% Driving accuracy (123rd) 

297.4 Driving distance (31st) 

62.84% Greens in regulation (170th) 

29.33 Putts per round (142nd) 

40 Official World Ranking (before Open)

Do the  
basics well  
You may not be 

able to swing it like Charl 

but there is no reason 

why you cannot create a 

well balanced and athletic 

set-up. Work with a PGA 

coach to make sure you  

get the basics right.

1
Maintain  
good width  

To improve your 

striking, maintain good 

width in the swing. The two 

check points for this are 

forming a right angle with 

your right arm at the top 

of the swing and arms fully 

extended just after impact.

2
Hold your 
position 

Charl maintains his 

angles beautifully. This is 

a key component of high 

quality striking. You can 

do the same by learning to 

rotate the shoulders at right 

angles to the spine whilst 

maintaining a steady head.

3
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David Leadbetter has given advice to some of the greatest players
in history. Here, he has some for you, for golf’s future... and Tiger

W O R D S K E V I N B R O W N P I C T U R E S F R A N K I S H M A N , G E T T Y I M A G E S

avid Leadbetter is the Godfather of

modern golf instruction. Now 63

and still going strong, it seems he’s

been improving golfers’ skills and games –

from hackers to superstars – for a lifetime.

Between them his students have

celebrated 20 major titles, 100-plus 

individual worldwide tournament victories 

and there are now 23 full-time Leadbetter 

golf academies in 12 countries.

“I was one of the pioneers in teaching 

Tour players back in the day, the mid 80s. 

John Jacobs did a little bit but otherwise 

there was nobody else out there. I made an 

industry out of it!” he told us as we talked 

on the range at the US Women’s Open – 

where he’d just been working with one of his 

brightest pupils, Lydia Ko. 

Born in England, ‘Lead’ has come a long 

way since moving to Rhodesia (which 

developed into Zimbabwe) at the age of 

seven and his days as a talented young 

golfer who turned pro. But he didn’t quite 

make it and, virtually by accident, stumbled 

on to the teaching path. 

He clearly has no regrets, though: “My 

hope is that when you look at golf 

instruction through the ages, not a whole lot 

has changed with the way we analyse the 

game. I started with just my eyes and

instinct, but with all the gadgets and gizmos,

video, Trackman and launch monitors and

so on, I’ve now got the tools to prove how

bad the swings really are!”

By his own admission, Leadbetter “was

slowing down and under the radar a little 

bit”. But today he has a whole raft of Tour 

players – including Ko and BMW PGA 

Championship winner Byeong-hun An – in 

his stable. And following the publication of  

a new instruction book, The A Swing, 

Leadbetter is back in the spotlight and 

happy to share his opinions on a range of 

subjects – from the state of the game 

worldwide to the state of Tiger’s swing… 

How did it all start for you?

I turned pro when I was 18 and became an 

assistant – I did it the old-fashioned way.  

I played pretty well in tournaments in South 

Africa and the European Tour. But I always 

loved coaching and because of my 

perfectionist attitude I found that playing 

was more difficult than it should have been.

So you were a failed Tour player then? 

It was very difficult for me to obtain 

consistency and I got frustrated, but 

D

‘Another major  
for Tiger  would 
be his greatest 
achievement’

➔

DAVID LEADBETTER
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‘Faldo was the Tiger
of his time. He did 
what he had to do 
and was so driven’

teaching came easy to me. I always had

good eye and can relate to people. The

defining moment came at European Tour Q 

school at Foxhills. It was cold and windy, but 

I started birdie, eagle. I knew I was close and 

at the critical par-5 last I perfectly laid up 

with a pitch shot, finishing just eight feet 

from the hole. It couldn’t have been a more 

straightforward putt, but I left it an inch 

short and I missed my card by a shot!

That must have been a kick in the teeth?

I couldn’t decide what I was going to do and 

got a club job at Staverton Park near 

Northampton, a nice new club and I was 

able to create my own rules. In the early 

1980s I made contact with Phil Ritson, a 

well known South African teacher back in 

the day who was teaching at Disney World 

in the US. I hooked up with him again and 

he got me a teaching job in Chicago and  

I was there for a couple of summers. 

By now, the teaching bug had bitten you?

I then went to Florida and started the 

academy business and players like Nick 

Price and Denis Watson came over – they 

both won the World Series, which was huge 

at the time, so my coaching career took 

off… then I hooked up with Nick Faldo.

And the rest is history… 

I had no plan – it just kind of happened.  

I started coaching when I was about 18 but 

to be honest with you I didn’t know what the 

hell I was doing! 

Were you born to teach? 

I really enjoy helping people and working 

things out. I have an analytical mind, but am 

also very creative too, so can come up with 

all sorts of drills and exercises. Faldo was 

considered too technical, but he was a very 

creative person who used technique to help 

him be creative. Working with him allowed 

me to be creative, whether using a beach 

ball between your legs or whatever. It sort of 

established me as a different kind of teacher 

who was mechanical to a point but also with 

a lot of feel and instinct in what I did. 

What’s the key to teaching success?

It’s enabled me to work with a load of 

different players – technical or feel players.  

I can go in both directions. You can’t teach 

everybody the same way. It’s all about how 

you communicate the information and that’s 

the thing I’ve got better at. 

Are you still enjoying it?

I love it. I travel all over the world and yes

I do get a bit bombarded with people calling 

me for advice and sending me videos. But it 

doesn’t stress me out. If I responded to all 

the texts and e-mails I get I wouldn’t have 

time to do anything else. 

What were the Faldo years like?  

We went through a couple of years where 

everybody was mud slinging, questioning 

what the hell we were doing with his swing. 

But we stuck to our guns and it worked out 

great. It was just a shame the way it ended 

because we really had 13 years where we 

were pretty good friends and didn’t have a 

harsh word. He took to everything and you 

couldn’t wish for a better, more hardworking 

student. His personality when was playing 

wasn’t enjoyed by all, but he was a totally 

different person away from the course. He 

was so single-minded and had a very tight 

circle of people around him... he was the 

Tiger of his time. He did what he had to do 

and was so driven. I know I helped his 

career, but he more than helped mine, too.

 

How do you see the future of the game? 

At the pro and top player level it’s very 

healthy, and golf in the Olympics next year 

has added to that. Tiger made a huge 

difference and I just hope Rory McIlroy and 

Jordan Spieth step up and take over his 

Phone a friend

Leadbetter captures 

Michelle Wie’s  

swing on video. 



mantle. The problem is the masses – and if

the masses aren’t interested in the game it

will affect the elite level. We’ve got to find

ways of getting more people into the game.

How do we achieve that?

We’ve got to make it more attractive and

less time consuming. Get away from 18

holes if we have to and make do with six,

nine or 12 holes or whatever so people can

get out for a couple of hours and enjoy it.

We’ve got to make it more family 

orientated and I believe the fastest area of

growth in golf is TopGolf, which has really

taken off in America – there are currently 12

up and running with another 15 on the

drawing board. At the one in Tampa there is

a three-hour wait at the weekends to get a

game and 60 per cent of the players are

non-golfers. But it’s a form of golf, a ten-pin

bowling type approach to golf. It’s a couple

of hours of great entertainment and you can

play in jeans and tank tops.

Big pals

With Ernie Els, 

who remains a 

good friend.

Major force

Leadbetter 

helped Faldo 

win six majors.

So golf has to change with the times?

Monthly medals are not going to cut it with

the younger generation. We need to create

similar games to foursomes where you play

with a partner, we need to make courses a

little bit easier – you don’t want to be 

looking for balls all the time. Let’s have 

some fun golf: you don’t need rough and 

you don’t need bumpy greens where you’re

three putting. 

There’s no easy solutions though.

We just want golf to grow. Part of the allure

of golf is that it still has a link to the old 

traditions where people were nice to each

other and weren’t constantly on cell phones.

On the other hand, when you’re talking 

about bringing the game into the 21st 

century, you’ve got to modernise. 

How important is the role of golf coach? 

The better the technique the better you play.

That’s a given. If your technique is lousy, it’s

GO KART
ELECTRIC GOLF

SIMPLY EASIER

GoKart Lithium from £399

For more info www.gokart.co.uk, 01227 712288, or ask your golf pro

DAVID’S BEST TIPS

 

For high handicappers...

Get your grip right, specifically your

left hand – get your left hand in the 

fi ngers (above). I would say this is 

the biggest single fault in golf 

worldwide… the fact that amateurs 

grip the club so much in the palm 

that it creates tension and a million 

swing thoughts. 

For mid handicappers...

Work harder on your short game – 

get your game from 100 yards and 

in really sharp. That’s where you’re 

going to cut more shots off your 

handicap. 

For single-fi gure players...

Learn to hit different shots, work on 

three-quarter shots and on moving 

the ball right to left and left to right. 

It’s a lot of fun and manoeuvring the 

ball adds to your arsenal of shots 

and lets you attack holes.  

DAVID LEADBETTER

➔
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been nursing a wrist injury for nine months.

I’m due to have surgery on it but haven’t

found the time to do it because it involves

having my wrist in a cast for five months!

Golf is a family affair: My wife Kelly plays on

the LPGA Tour and of our three children, one

is teaching in China and the other two are

playing golf on University scholarships.

What are your hopes for the A Swing, your

latest instruction book? That it works its way

into the fabric of golf instruction because

I do think it needs a bit of a shake-up. It’s

LEAD’S TOUR STABLE

’The A Swing 
is dead easy to 
understand... and 
is a lot better than 
the Z Swing!’

too big a movement to have poor technique 

and expect to rectify it two inches before 

impact. It’s not going to happen. If you’re 

keen on playing better golf coaching is 

worthwhile – as long as it is simple. In my 

opinion, golfers should take an equal 

number of lessons on the long and short 

game as well as on-course playing lessons – 

strategy of the game is very important. 

Which other coaches do you admire? 

There are a lot of good coaches. One of my 

all-time favourites is John Jacobs, a genius 

in many respects: he went by what the ball 

was doing and was able to very quickly fi x 

somebody from that. I learnt a lot from Phil 

Ritson, my original mentor. Butch Harmon 

does a great job. He works a bit on 

technique, but is more about the confi dence 

he gives to players – I’d be hard pressed to 

see how Phil Mickelson’s swing has changed 

over the past 12 years. Pete Cowen is a 

fantastic coach and has done an amazing 

job over the years and then there’s younger 

coaches like Sean Foley in the US. To me, 

every coach has pluses and minuses and I’m 

no different. The goal has to be to learn as 

much as you can and teach it as simply as 

you can.

What’s your biggest achievement?

I’ve had a lot of successes, working with 

players who have won 20 majors while 

seven players have reached No. 1 in the 

world. But I’d have to say the work I did with 

Nick Faldo, because it was pioneering. It was 

tough but very rewarding in the end and set 

a precedent for what has happened since.

Do you think Tiger will win another major?

You may see fl ashes, but to be honest what 

we saw from Tiger for 12-13 years was 

amazing; nobody played to that level for that 

period of time. It was unbelievable, so to 

expect him to get back to that level... I don’t 

think there’s any hope. In fact, if he wins 

another major I think it would be a greater 

feat than what he’s already achieved. He’s 

been to the dark side in many respects. 

You’ve got to hand it to him though, because 

he’s still talking a good game. You never 

know with a guy like that. When at his best 

he probably had the best mind of anybody – 

ever – in the game and I think the problem 

is that bit has left him.

What advice would you give to Tiger?

Go and fi gure it out yourself. You have more 

than enough knowledge ‘to dig it out of the 

dirt yourself’, as Ben Hogan used to say. 

Forget cameras, launch monitors, 

biomechanics... Get back to your creative 

self and trust your innate ability.

How is your own game at the moment? 

I’m playing a bit and still enjoy it, though I’ve 

easy to pick up and I want to see people 

improve. It’s very easy to teach teachers to 

teach it in a short space of time: teachers 

can pick up on issues, why somebody isn’t 

synchronised, work on that and all of a 

sudden working on one or two things 

changes other stuff dramatically. 

What does the ‘a’ mean? 

Alternate. It’s not like it’s a radical departure 

from what I’ve always believed in – it’s an 

extension, an evolution of what I’ve done in 

the past. The A Swing advocates a much 

steeper backswing with the shaft and then 

getting on to a shallower downswing and if 

people can do that it would eliminate a lot of 

problems, particularly with golfers who slice, 

pull the ball and have an inconsistent angle 

of attack. It shallows up the angle of attack 

and gets the club releasing from the inside 

more, which helps to produce a draw.

Is it easy to understand?

Dead easy – the book is full of drills and 

little exercises. The one thing I wanted to do 

was incorporate a seven-minute practice 

plan. It’s all about repetition and creating a 

feel for what you’re doing when you go out 

and play… you’re not going to over-think 

it. It creates muscle memory; you will 

have a feel for what you’re doing and 

can do it in the back garden or in 

the lounge even. As long as you 

cover the basics, including good 

grip, and so long as you’re 

synchronised, you’ll create the A 

Swing… which is a lot better than 

the Z swing!

On the European Tour

He looks after four players: Alexander 

Levy, in-form Rafael Cabrera-Bello, 

Byeong-Hun and Raphael Jacquelin. 

On the PGA Tour

Freddie Jacobson and former Masters 

champion Mike Weir. “Mike has been in 

a mess of late. I’m trying to get him 

back where he was.”

On the LPGA Tour

Eight, including Michelle Wie 

and teen star Lydia Ko. “There’s 

a lot of pressure on her, getting 

to world No.1 at such a young 

age (18). She had an amazing 

run of form for about a year, 

but she’s growing up and 

you start questioning life.”
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F
Golf’s most advanced electric trolley, the

FW7 is loaded with ingenious features. These

include an Automatic Distance Function,

giving you the ability to set your trolley off 

at distances from 5-50 yards and Distance 

Measurement Function, allowing you to 

calculate just how far you have hit each shot. 

Additionally, ease-of-use is guaranteed via 

the Plug ‘n’ Play battery system, which allows 

PowaKaddy’s Lithium battery, proven to be the 

most powerful batteries on the market, to slot 

into place in one simple movement. 

The Premium Cart Bag is constructed of

high-grade Vinyl and PU materials and is

available in White/Blue, Slate/Orange and

Classic Black colourways, for the ultimate 

fi nishing touch to golf’s No.1 electric trolley. 

How to enter 

Go to www.powakaddy.co.uk and answer the 

following question: 

In which year was PowaKaddy founded?

A 1981   B 1983   C 1985

Entries close on Sept 2. Full Ts&Cs online.

ollowing one of its most successful 

years since the company was 

founded in 1983, we’ve teamed 

up with golf’s original electric trolley brand, 

PowaKaddy, to offer one lucky reader the 

chance to win the improved and updated 

2015 Freeway FW7 Lithium and the brand’s 

stunning Premium Cart Bag.

Three runners-up will also receive 

PowaKaddy’s Premium Cart Bag in their 

choice of three vibrant colours. The total prize 

value is almost £1,200.  

WINPOWAKADDY 
FW7 TROLLEY

Lithium trolley and cart                                         bag, plus three bags for runners-up

Top prize 

One lucky 

reader wins 

an FW7 trolley 

with lithium 

battery and 

cart bag. 

Colour choice 

Three runners-up 

receive a premium 

cart bag in one of 

three colours.



PGA star Matt Kuchar has been a fixture in the top 10 of  PGA 

Tour’s scrambling stats since 2007. Here, he spills his short-game secrets  

Kuchar on... 

Scrambling
W O R D S  C H R I S  B E R T R A M  P I C T U R E S  M A R K  N E W C O M B E

10 RULES

A
nyone who enjoys a punt on golf 
tournaments knows that a wager on 
Matt Kuchar is likely to keep you 

interested all the way to Sunday evening. 
Kuchar has 71 top-10 finishes on the PGA 
Tour, with over 50 coming in the past five 
years. The game’s most consistent player 
might have only five PGA Tour titles since 
2010, but one was the ‘fifth Major’, The 
Players in 2012, and his solidity has seen him 
spend most of the last two years in the world 
top 10. One of the key reasons for his 
steadiness is his scrambling expertise –
Kuchar is consistently in the top 10 of the 
PGA Tour’s stats for getting it up and down.
Who better, then, for club golfers to listen to 
in an attempt to turn bogey into par more 
regularly? 

1 
The first step to tackling a chip shot is 

assessing the lie. It changes what sort 

of shot you can play. A good lie gives you so 
many more options for the type of shot you 
can consider playing; a bad lie reduces those 
considerably. Typically, a bad lie means you 
need to adopt more of a flop shot, with more 
loft. It’s needed to get the ball out of the 
heavier rough it is sitting in. It’s tough to 
play a bump-and-run shot with a ball lying 
in heavy rough. My decision on which shot to 
play is made for me by the lie and decided by 
what gives me the greatest margin to hit a 
shot that will leave a putt I can make.
 

2 
Once you’ve decided on what kind of 

shot to play, pick the appropriate club 

and commit to it. If it is a good lie and you 

have a lot of choices, consider them carefully 
– but once you’ve chosen the kind of shot, 
select the club for the job – whether it is a 
hybrid, pitching wedge or lob wedge – and 
forget about all the rest. You see guys picking 
out a lob wedge and then trying to bump 
and run the shot. Pick the club and be 
committed to it.

3 
More often than not I will use my lob 

wedge as I feel I have greater touch 

and more variety of shots with it. It’s good 
for amateurs to have a ‘go to’ club they feel 
comfortable with. You’d like to be good at 
them all but before you get to that situation, 
get confident with one club and develop 
slight variations in the shots you can hit with 
it. It will help you become more consistent.



‘Create a wide base to 
your chipping swing 
arc – it gives a greater 
margin for error’

4 
The ball is important, off the tee and 

around the greens. I use the 
Bridgestone B330-S because it seems to cut 
through the wind better than any other ball. 
It really is a competitive advantage if you 
don’t have to guess what your ball is going to 
do in windy conditions. It has performance 
benefi ts in the long game but with its 
urethane cover it is also soft enough on chip 
shots to spin; and spin means control.

5 
If you’re serious about playing good 

golf, use the same ball every time you 

play. Don’t have a bagful of different brands 
and models; fi nd one you like best and stick 
with it. If you’re serious about having the 
knowledge to know how your ball will react, 
this is important. It becomes a guessing 
game if you are switching balls and trying to 
work out the same shot with different balls.

6 
If it is particularly windy, 

consider a bump and run 

shot. It takes spin off the ball, 
and the wind can’t affect it as 
it stays low to the ground. 
But chipping and running 
depends on the line you have 
to navigate towards the pin – 
it needs to be clear. But it’s a 
useful shot when too much spin can hurt 
you. Putting instead of chipping is the same; 
if the line you have to navigate to the hole is 
fairly clean and you think it will come out 
well, putting is a great way to go. If the grass 
is too long and there are too many variables, 
hit a chip.

7 
To hit those chip shots you see on tour 

that check up on their second bounce, 
speed is the key. You need speed to put spin 
on the ball. I feel the biggest key in chipping 
is a wide bottom of the arc, where the club 
strikes the ground. A wider bottom gives a 
larger margin for error. Someone with a more 
steep, V-like swing path raises the likelihood 
of chunking or blading it. A wider ‘bottom’ 
uses the bounce more and this more U-like 
‘bottom’ to the swing gives more consistent 
contact. Then you use the speed in the swing 

to get the spin. And I’d rather see a person 
with more weight on the back foot than the 
front foot. Any time you are leaning forward 
with the hands forward, shaft leaning 
forward and the clubface closed is taking 
bounce off the club and the margin for error 
is smaller.

8 
Bunker shots need not be scary – just 
follow the same rules as for good 

chipping; use the bounce and create clubhead 
speed. Make a long backswing and ensure 
that the clubhead passes the hands – the 
sooner the better.

9 
I tend to do my short-game practice in 

practice rounds. I think one of the 
important scrambling skills is the ability to  
adjust to the various grasses round the 
greens, so I do a lot of my short-game work 
on the course in the practice days leading up 
to the tournament. Perhaps you can pick a 
quiet time to play your course and do some 
short-game work round the greens. 

10 
Embrace the challenge of 

scrambling. Getting up-and-down is 
a test in its own right. The point of the game 
of golf is to get the ball in the hole in as few 
shots as possible. A good short game is one of 
the ways to do that effectively and it can 

certainly knock shots off your round. So 
relish the challenge the short game sets 
you. What if you missed the green? Try 
to see how few shots you can take to get 
down. With that positive approach, 
you’ll fi nd your scoring improves.
 

     

    

     

    

    

   

     

    

    

    

    

  

    

     

    

MY PUT TING ST YLE
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W
soleweight optimises spin for the club golfer.

O MAX Speed 10 is a 14-degree driver with 

a back soleweight, which optimises spin and 

launch for golfers seeking playability.

All three SPEED 10 Drivers come with a 

patented hosel adaptor, which means you can 

tailor the club’s face angle to your own game. 

Whether you’re looking to iron out a fade, 

create a soft draw or encourage a particular 

shot bias you’ll have the choice of six positions 

from six degrees closed to two degrees open. 

Inline with Benross tradition all three Speed 

10 drivers come fitted with quality shafts and

grips to boot. Your choice is from Aldila’s 

popular ATX Tour Blue or Red shaft or the 

ultra lightweight Aldila Magnum NV, with Golf 

Pride Tour Velvet grips as standard.

How to enter 

To be in with a chance of winning, log onto 

www.todaysgolfer.co.uk/win and click on the 

Benross option and enter your email address. 

Entries close at midnight on September 2. 

Full terms and conditions on the website. 

e’ve teamed up with Benross Golf

to give you the chance to win one 

of fi ve new Speed 10 Drivers.

Benross has pioneered a three range 

approach to their equipment for several 

years, so you’ll have the choice of a RIP, HOT 

or MAX Speed 10 adjustable driver. 

O RIP Speed 10 is a 10-degree driver with a 

deep face and forward CG soleweight, which 

helps lower spin for the hard-hitting golfer.

O HOT Speed 10 is a 12-degree driver which 

blends power with performance. A mid 

WIN
A BENROSS 
SPEED DRIVER

We have five to give away, and you can choose the best for your swing

MAX Speed 10

A back soleweight 

optimises spin and 

launch for golfers 

seeking playability.

HOT Speed 10

A mid soleweight 

optimises spin 

for the average 

club golfer.

.

RIP Speed 10 

A forward CG 

soleweight helps 

lower spin for the 

hard-hitting golfer.



Inside this 25-page special...

SPEED
SPECIA

L

Buy it! 
Four of the fastest 

new drivers you 
can buy tested

Build it! 
Plug  your power 

leaks and generate 
more club speed

Bomb  it! 
A driver fi tting gave 
four TG readers an 

extra 52 yards

Want more power? Get more

SPEED
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Gowith 
the flow

SPEED SPECIAL

Bottom line
Airflow above the head 

must be balanced by 

flow beneath to avoid 

vibration and improve 

aerodynamic efficiency.

Drag king
When drag is reduced, 

the clubhead loses less 

speed, enabling more 

swing mph with the 

same effort applied. 
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With driver clubface 

technology shackled by 

law, brands are turning 

to aerodynamics to help 

us hit the ball further. 

And now an F1 team is 

getting in on the act... 

W O R D S  D U N C A N  L E N N A R D

he Williams FW37 Formula 1

racing car is five metres long,

has a monocoque carbon

fibre construction and was clocked at

191mph by Felipe Massa earlier this

year. The new Players Series driver,

built by their engineers, is 440cc,

made of a titanium alloy and was

swung at around 48mph by me last

week. On the face of it, the two don’t

seem to have much in common. But

flip them both over – admittedly easier

with the driver – and you’ll find both

have a strange series of ridges on the

rear underside. These are known as

diffusers. On the car, the diffuser’s job

is to improve airflow underneath the

chassis, increasing downforce and

reducing drag; on the driver, the job is

pretty much the same.

“When you swing the driver through,

you create a wake in the air that

retards the club,” explains Ricardo Gali,

director of Williams Golf Europe. “That 

wake actually extends vertically off the 

clubface, so what you are having to 

move through the air is larger than the 

face itself. 

“So the key to getting the club to 

move faster is flattening that wake. 

Because the golf club is lofted, it sends 

lots of air to the crown and not very 

much to the bottom. This inequality 

creates a pressure gradient that makes 

the wake and drag worse. 

“So on the sole of the Players driver, 

we added this huge diffuser to the 

back. The diffuser creates a demand 

for air, which is pulled through a 

Venturi channel. As well as a more 

rounded leading edge, this makes the 

airflow distribution more even, flattens 

the wake, and speeds the club up.”

None of which even begins to 

explain what a Formula 1 team is doing 

making golf clubs. “Well, we are based 

at Grove in Oxfordshire, surrounded by 

golf courses,” laughs Gali. “All the 

engineers play golf, so it was probably 

inevitable. 

“Though when you think about it, 

there is common ground. In F1 we 

need to get maximum speed, with 

maximum stability and maximum 

repeatability, achieved through 

aerodynamics, technical alloys like 

titanium and lots of carbon fibre, with 

grip related to rubber. How is that 

different from golf?”

In fact, that Williams are making a 

second stab at golf – after something 

of a false start in 2010 – underscores a 

T

SCIENCE OF SPEED

Peak flow 
The shape of the crown 

plays an important role 

in reducing the airflow’s 

turbulence... and 

limiting drag.

On the edge
Because a golf clubface 

is lofted, it directs 

plenty of airflow to 

the crown as it swings 

down through the ball.

➔
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’More efficient head
aerodynamics help
you gain speed with
the same effort’

TIMELINE OF SPEED: THE MAJOR EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENTS THAT MADE GOLF FASTER

1700: Feathery ball

Golf balls made of 

leather and stuffed with 

duck and goose 

feathers replaced club-

destroying hardwood 

balls. Featheries flew a 

lot further than wooden 

balls, but were rarely 

spherical, and would 

suffer in the wet.

1848: Gutta percha

The gutta percha (or 

‘gutty’) fl ew further 

than a feathery and was 

far cheaper to make, 

bringing golf 

within reach 

of the less

well-off, for

the fi rst

time.

1898: Rubber cores

Made of rubber twine 

wound around a solid 

core, they offered more 

explosive performance. 

n Gutties.

dopted after 

being used by 

the 1901 Open 

and US Open 

winners.

1925: Steel shafts

Steel shafts began to 

replace the hickory 

wood that had become 

standard. Metal shafts 

were more consistent 

and far less prone to 

breaking, and could 

therefore withstand 

much greater forces 

during the swing.

1950s: Ball technology

Chemist Richard Rees 

developed surlyn by 

copolymerising ethylene 

and acrylic acid. 

Meanwhile Robert 

Molitor released a two-

piece wound ball 

alternative with a 

rubber core. Both teed 

up future ball advances.

new direction for driver technology. After

square heads, enlarged flex zones and

adjustability, we are fi nally back to distance.

AERODYNAMICS: CUTTING EDGE

Driver distance has effectively stalled since 

2002, when golf’s ruling bodies decided to 

limit the clubhead’s key power parameter – 

COR, or spring-like effect – to .83. 

By then, golf’s leading gearmakers were 

already making drivers that either reached 

or surpassed that limit. Early 21st-century 

models like Ping’s TiSi, TaylorMade’s R300 

series and Callaway’s VFT were all 

instrumental in their rushing through the new 

rule in a Joint Statement of Principles. Ever 

since, with distance limits effectively maxed 

out, brands have been forced to look to other 

avenues for innovation and advancement – 

leafy ones like adjustability, and weedy ones 

like making the heads pretty colours. 

But perhaps the story isn’t quite over for 

distance. Because while the clubface is only 

permitted to spring a certain amount, there 

is as yet no stipulation on how fast you’re 

allowed to swing it. And in the last year or so, 

speed technologies have been creeping ever 

further into the mainstream. 

You might think clubhead speed is down to 

technique and hitting the gym; golf’s biggest 

brands would answer that with a ‘not 

necessarily’. The aerodynamic technologies 

employed in TaylorMade’s new AeroBurner, 

Ping’s latest G30 and Callaway’s 2015 XR 

among others reveal a new focus on creating 

clubhead speed by thwarting air resistance. 

Make the clubhead more slippery and you 

can gain speed without having to work out… 

or swing the club very well.

And of course, aerodynamics is a fi eld in 

which any F1 team is immersed. “Imagine a 

sword, its blade slicing the air,” says Gali. 

“The air fl ow around it is laminar; that is to 

say, parallel with the sword’s motion. Now 

turn that sword on its side and swipe it 

through the air. Suddenly the air fl ow is 

turbulent; drag is increased, and the sword 

slows. With drivers, we need less turbulent 

air and more laminar fl ow.”

When Williams launched their fi rst golf 

bs in 2010, they used aerodynamic 

hnologies cribbed from their 37 years’ 

erience building some of the world’s most 

g-cheating cars. It didn’t go well. “Our 

ories were based on analysis of 

Computational Fluid Dynamics,” Gali 

continues. “People looked at us as if we 

were making a triangular driver or one 

made of chocolate. But we were convinced 

rodynamics was the way forward. Most 

ple swing their driver at around 90mph; 

 ou even go outside and swing your arm 

inst the wind you can feel the resistance; 

 can hear it. It’s not hard to fi gure there 

uld be an issue at 90mph.”

ow much Williams’ technology infl uenced 

 established golf brands is open to debate; 

but the facts are that in 2015, aerodynamics 

are the hot technology. The time is surely 

right for the F1 crew to make a fresh bid to 

establish themselves in golf. 

Williams’ most intriguing driver for 2015 is 

the Player’s series, a driver armed with F1-

inspired technologies designed to make it 

more slippery through the air. Besides that 

diffuser there is also something called a Trip, 

on the crown. “It’s basically a little ridge that 

creates two little vortices of air,” Gali 

continues. “Rotating at high speed, these 

help the air attach to the surface of the 

crown. Without this, you have turbulent air 

and vibration. The trip and diffuser work 

together to equalise air pressure on the 

crown and the sole, and boost aerodynamic 

motion.”

Also armed with two winglets – one on the 

toe, one on the heel – to boost laminar fl ow 

and stability, this driver will retail at around 

£349. But Gali is reluctant to put a number 

on how many free yards all this extra speed 

will give you and me. “Well, I read the other 

day that since 2010 two companies have 

bought out 19 drivers each. Each one 

promised extra yards when it was launched. 

My average distance was 210 yards, so I 

should now be hitting it about 400. We are 

not going to fall into that trap. 

“All we can say is that by playing better 

aerodynamics, you will gain swing speed with 

the same effort.”

Flow blow

Williams’  

new Player’s 

driver... with 

air diffuser . 
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1970: Metal heads

Makers started 

producing metal-

headed woods  t th  

request of ran  

owners tired o  

wood-headed 

rental clubs 

becoming 

damaged 

beyond repair. 

1970: Graphite shafts

Lighter and stronger 

than steel, so helped 

lfers create 

more clubhead 

peed, while 

ffering 

creased fl ex 

 greater speed 

red by many 

s.  

1991: The Big Bertha

The 190cc head made 

previous drivers look 

like children’s toys. 

Callaway sales topped 

£35 million, more than 

double the previous 

year, as the oversized 

 Big Bertha set a new 

standard for driver 

technology. 

2000: Titleist’s ProV1

Quickly became the 

most-played ball on 

Tour. Average driving 

distance shot up by six 

yards in one season, 

leading the USGA to 

comment “any further 

signifi cant increases in 

distances at the highest 

level are undesirable”. 

2004: Launch monitors

Flightscope’s use of  

Doppler radar 

technology designed for 

the defence  

opening up  

world of 

possibilities 

for progress 

in technique 

and gear.

SCIENCE OF SPEED

BURNING IT UP

When it comes to speed, companies like 

Williams might appear at an advantage. They 

do after all have access to the world’s fi fth 

largest super computer, four decades of 

research into car aerodynamics, and the 

same wind tunnels used by the cars. “The 

only thing is we have to wait till a car is being 

tested, because every time we fi re the wind 

tunnel up it costs £50k,” Gali adds. 

Yet established brands with a track record 

of producing excellent drivers, like 

TaylorMade, are no less confi dent of their 

own aerodynamic technology – featuring 

most prominently in this year’s AeroBurner.

“Ultimately with aerodynamics you are 

seeking to control airfl ow around the club,” 

says senior director of product creation Brian 

Bazzel. “To reduce drag, it has to be less 

turbulent and create less of a void behind the 

clubhead. To achieve that, we focused on the 

area from the top of the face to the top of the 

crown, in the centre; it is more rounded. That 

curvature allows airfl ow to stick to the club a 

little longer and not break up and create the 

turbulent air that slows the club down.

“The aero fi n we’ve added to the hosel 

assists with this, and works with that crown 

design. If we used them independently 

there’d be marginal improvements. Together 

we can quantify signifi cant changes for 

speed. Most players are seeing 1.5mph 

increase in speed, which equates to around 

3-4 yards.”

TaylorMade test clubs in their own San 

Diego-based wind tunnel. “We focus on the 

last quarter of the downswing,” Bazzel 

informs. “Prior to that you’re not generating 

enough speed to see enough difference 

between an aerodynamic and non-

Wind cheater

Williams 

F1’s FW 37 is 

packed with 

drag-defeating 

technology.

Ace of base 

A diffuser 

draws and 

channels air 

under the head.  

Pace setter 

TaylorMade’s 

AeroBurner 

has a fin on 

the hosel. 

THE NEXT FRONTIER

Improved aerodynamics and increased 

clubhead speed sound great. The question 

remains, however, how much difference it 

really makes to how far you and I can hit the 

ball. Gains of up to fi ve yards are fi ne, but 

are dwarfed by those from custom-fi t 

adjustments witnessed by PGA pros every 

day. And after all, when testing suggests that 

missing the sweetspot by half-an-inch costs 

you about 10 yards, wouldn’t we all do better 

just to have a lesson or two? “Admittedly it’s 

more of a fi ne-tune,” says Bazzel. “But in the 

current climate it is also a big factor. We’ve 

been up against the COR limits for more than 

a decade, so the next frontier is speed. We’re 

trying to do other things to increase it, and 

then to expand the hitting area to protect it. 

These are the areas we’re working on now.”  

aerodynamic head. Basically, wind is fi red 

against the club. The angle at which the head 

is measured makes a big difference. It is set 

at a certain angle, shaft bending the head 

forward, with the club open to the target, to 

mimic the club’s accelerating approach to the 

ball. We test in a variety of positions, but all in 

that area of the swing. We also cater for the 

fact not everyone swings the same.” 

On the face of it, one simple way to 

improve aerodynamics would appear to be to 

make the head smaller. Given TaylorMade’s 

AeroBurner Mini shares a lot of the same 

technology in a 260cc head, the brand is in a 

good position to answer this. “Sure, the mini 

is a little faster,” Bazzel accepts, “but only by 

around half an mph because it’s heavier and 

the 460cc has itself been aerodynamically 

optimised. ” 
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Long Drive coach Lee Cox gives you the drills to go faster

Rampup 
the s eed

ut simply, increased swing speed means 

increased ball speeds... which means 

more distance. When I work with long 

drive sensation Joe Miller we constantly strive to 

boost swing speed. So many amateurs ask me 

‘am I swinging too fast?’ My response is always 

the same: ‘No, you can never swing it too fast!’ 

Increasing your speed starts by understanding 

the role each part of your body plays in generating 

it, and then fi nding how to make it move more 

effi ciently. Here, as we work through the body, 

I’ll take you through the drills Joe and I work on 

every day. Some were invented by us; others were 

inspired by some of the biggest names and hitters 

in the long drive game. All will give you more 

speed... and more distance.

O Turn to page 76 for our testing of four of the 

latest and fastest driver models. 

P

Based at The Shire 

London in Barnet, 

Lee is a PGA Fellow 

Professional and coach 

to World Long Drive 

Champion Joe Miller.

T G  T O P  5 0
L E E  C O X

THE SHIRE LONDON

➔
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BOOST YOUR SWING SPEED

Lower 
body
Let’s work from the ground up, 

focusing on the strike itself 

and your legs. Your legs and 

hips are the engine room of 

the swing, and therefore your 

speed core. The more

rotational speed you can

create here, the faster you

can get your upper body to

accelerate. I’ll show you a

simple drill to help you speed

up this rotation.

As for the strike, some elite

faster swingers, including

many tour pros, can develop a

powerful strike from a slightly

descending attack. However, if

you swing under 100mph you

will gain more distance from

hitting up through the ball.

Again, I’ll show you an easy

way to hone that attack angle.

The move
The key move on the 

way back sees the pelvis 

turn against the right 

thigh. This stretches the 

rotator muscles to induce 

incredibly fast hip rotation 

in the early downswing. 

Rory McIlroy is the best 

example of this move.

The drill
A stick or shaft between 

your belt loops is a great 

way of building rotation 

and speed. Notice how the 

stick moves behind and 

down as I swing back, 

before rotating quickly in 

the opposite direction and 

rising through impact (right).



UP AND AWAY

If you swing at less than 100mph 

you need to hit up on the ball; and 

every golfer needs to middle it to 

increase their ball speed. This drill 

is really effective with the players I 

coach as it tests both. Place two tees 

either side of your ball, just wider 

than a driver head apart. Hitting 

either on the way through means 

you’re not hitting it out of the centre. 

Place another tee one grip-length in 

front of the ball, adjusting the height 

to increase the upwards angle of 

attack. The club should miss this 

front tee – hitting it means you are 

not hitting up on the ball enough. 

The effect

The left shoulder shows 

how much power this hip 

move has created. Look 

how far it has moved 

around and up from top of 

the backswing to impact. 

People use the analogy of a 

skater who wants to jump 

and twist to illustrate it.
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BOOST YOUR SWING SPEED

Torso, arms and hands
The leg and hip movement rotate the torso 

which begins to work the arms and hands. 

From here, swing speed is generated by 

how fast you can move your left arm and 

shoulder through the swing and your club 

and body’s range of motion. These four key 

positions for your arms and hands will 

increase your speed as they all store power 

that you can unleash at impact. In short, 

for maximum speed and power your swing 

needs to be wide in the backswing, narrow 

in the down swing and wide again after impact. 

Wide takeaway
Maximising the width of your swing is crucial and it starts with the 

takeaway. Extend your arms fully, feeling as though the right arm 

(right-handers) is stretching the left away from the ball.

Relaxed wrists
Loosen your wrists to create more wrist cock at the top of the 

backswing. This will help you create that speed-increasing lag as the 

wrists uncock and then rotate at greater speed through impact.

Bounce it 
Relax your wrists and let the shaft bounce off your shoulder. This was 

the top drill of long drive legend Jason Zuback. This narrowing on the 

first move down creates more lag and faster downswing rotation. 

Right arm throw 
This is the signature move of Long Drive record holder Mike Austin. 

Shifting your pelvis towards the target allows your right shoulder to 

move down which lets the right elbow get to the hip before the hands. 
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Shoulders
The final part, and probably 

the most important, is the lead 

shoulder. All the moves we 

have covered so far are to 

increase the shoulder’s range 

and speed of movement. It is 

this part of the body that 

increases swing speed more 

than any other, as the rotation 

that you have built up at the

start of the swing allows the

shoulder to overtake the speed

of your pelvis and torso by the

middle of the downswing as

you approach the ball. Here’s

how to increase it...

TOTAL PACKAGE

Swing back on one leg before 

planting your lead foot hard into the 

ground just before impact. This drill 

heightens the feeling, speed and 

range of motion in everything we’ve 

worked on – legs, hips, arms, hands 

and shoulders. Joe Miller starts 

sessions with this and has clocked a 

speed of 157mph with it.

Moving up
The lead shoulder drives

up through impact, 

increasing speed. Practise

this by swinging the grip of

the club with your gloved

hand only. Lean back a

little as you swing to help

you balance during this 

fast rotation.

Lean away 
Imagine a line running 

from your lead foot to your 

nose at address. As you 

swing, the key is to stay 

behind this line for the 

perfect spine angle leaning 

away from the ball. Don’t 

move ahead of the ball.
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We pitch four of the fastest drivers on the market in a head-
to-head pace race. Which will prove the speediest model?

Fast and
furious

THE TEST

W O R D S  S I M O N  D A D D O W  P I C T U R E S  T O M  C R I T C H E L L ,  B O B  A T K I N S

SPEED SPECIAL
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peed is a growing theme in 

golf equipment – and it’s one 

that is not going away. 

Some manufacturers are so 

obsessed with it they’re designing 

specific ranges to wring out every last 

drop of juice from your game. 

Aerodynamic heads, Turbulators, 

hosel fins, Speed Pockets and 

lightweight technology all play big 

roles in these designs. 

These features promise increases in  

clubhead or ball speed, which of 

course will maximise distance – but 

we wanted to see if they really do what 

they say on the tin. Up until now, TG 

has not put the big dogs of speed in a 

head-to-head test; so we thought it 

was about time we did. 

What we did

We picked the four drivers that have 

bombarded you the consumer with the 

most talk of speedy technology in 

2015, then we travelled to the National 

Custom Fitting Centre at The Belfry to 

put them to the test. Each driver had 

to have more than one design feature 

aimed specifically at speed to be 

considered for our test. 

To get a better understanding of how 

this speed technology has evolved, we 

also tracked down and hit a driver 

from each manufacturer that was at 

least five years old (page 82). These 

drivers had virtually no emphasis on 

speed, so we were able to see how 

much difference today’s modern 

‘speed’ features bring to the table.

How we did it

We fitted professional Chris Ryan into 

each model and he hit shots on a 

Trackman launch monitor to allow 

analysis on how each performed. 

Equipment Editor Simon Daddow also 

hit shots to allow further comparison. 

We also wanted real world feedback so 

we invited four regular golfers to hit 

their current drivers against the new 

models to give additional feedback. 

Pulling all this data, comments and 

opinions together we chose which 

model got our speed pick. 

S THE TESTERS

THE READERS

Chris Ryan

Handicap: Pro

TG’s equipment guru

Current driver: TaylorMade SLDR

Simon Daddow

Handicap: 10

TG Equipment Editor

Current driver: Callaway FT-3

Ron Llewellyan 

Handicap: 18

Club: Drayton Manor

Current driver: TaylorMade RBZ

Rumayne Stevens

Handicap: Scratch

Club: Walsall

Current driver: TaylorMade R15 430

Dave Handley

Handicap: 10

Club: Society Member

Current driver: Titleist 975D

Marcus Dawson

Handicap: 9

Club: Whittington Heath

Current driver: TaylorMade RBZ Stage II ➔
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THE TEST

Shaft length: 45.75” Stock shaft weight: Regular Flex 55g, Stiff 59g Contact: www.ping.com

Ping G30 £299

The tech story

O Crown Turbulators Six ridges at 

the front of the crown are designed 

to increase airfl ow effi ciency. By 

creating less drag it means golfers 

can swing at the same speed, but 

the clubhead travels faster. 

Consequently ball speed is quicker 

and shots fl y further. 

O T9S face New in the G30 is a 

higher strength but lighter T9S 

titanium face. For golfers this means 

less loss of ball speed on shots hit 

further away from the centre. This 

new alloy defl ects and rebounds 

quicker across the face over Ping’s 

    

to the grip end. This allows Ping to 

use a heavier head (which increases 

the MOI and lowers the centre of 

gravity) meaning essentially a

heavier mass impacting the ball… 

which you’ve guessed improves 

ball speed. 

Chris Ryan’s verdict

Ping seems to have squashed the 

G30’s head from above, making it 

wider from front to back than the 

others. For me this inspires 

confi dence and because of the 

weight at the back on the sole I 

know it’s going to be high on MOI, 

which means less lost ball speed on 

ntre hits. The sound at impact 

       

         

really strong package of game 

improving speed technology.

Simon Daddow’s verdict

Plenty has been said about how

the “Turbulators” on the G30’s 

crown frame the ball at address,

but in all honesty I didn’t really 

notice either of them – or how the

G30 doesn’t have an alignment 

mark. I like the matt black crown,

I like how the head’s slightly 

heavier than the others on test so

you know where it is during the 

swing and I know many golfers will

love the sound. For me Ping has

rolled a heck of a lot into this driver.

Yes it has aerodynamic properties,

 t still feels and la s like a 

s market driver. Ping hasn’t

   r speed at the 

  atin  a ood looking

   

Chris Ryan’s numbers

Club speed: 115.1mph

Ball speed: 173.0mph

Launch angle: 11.3 deg

Shot height: 97.3 feet

Backspin: 3419rpm

Carry distance: 283.4 yards

Total distance: 309.2 yards

Ron Llewellyan

The G30 performed

admirably for Ron.

A total distance

gain of 11.6 yards

is significant and

represents a fair

reflection on how

technology has

improved over his

own driver.

Rumayne

Stevens

Really liked the

powerful low-ball

flight he generated.

We saw a decent

3mph increase in

ball speed when

compared to his

own driver and

700rpm less spin.

Dave Handley

Dave felt shots

came off the

face of the G30

really quickly and

possibly hotter

than with the other

drivers. Club and

ball speed wise

his numbers were

similar to his driver.

Marcus Dawson

There was a theme 

with the G30 as we 

saw it out-perform 

the golfers own 

drivers. Marcus 

generated an extra 

2mph of ball speed 

which translated 

into an extra five 

yards of carry.

READERS  
HIT THE 
PING G30 
AGAINST 
THEIR OWN

Turbulators 

Crown ridges 
increase airflow 
efficiency. 
Reduced drag 
improves club 
speed and total 
distance.
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Shaft length: 45.75” Stock shaft weight: Regular 50g, Stiff 50g Contact: www.taylormadegolf.com

TaylorMade AeroBurner £269

The tech story

O Speed Pocket The Speed Pocket 

is sound technology. Lots of new 

drivers have them, but the 

AeroBurner’s is twice as long as 

some of their previous designs, 

which makes the clubface hotter 

across more of its surface. It also 

defl ects shock waves back towards 

the face, which for golfers, means 

hotter shots when you don’t catch 

the centre of the face.  

O Aero Hosel Engineers make all 

sorts of patent applications related 

to aerodynamics on golf equipment. 

Some are so bizarre they refer to 

      

         

       

       

       

result in tiny increases in mph, but 

as we know with F1 cars every gain 

increases overall performance. 

O Raised centre crown A high 

crown and steep back design keep 

airfl ow attached to the crown for 

longer, increasing effi ciency and 

reducing drag.   

O Flexible face The clubface can 

only defl ect at a certain rate if it’s to 

conform to the rules. TaylorMade 

increase the fl exibility at different 

points around the face so mishits 

generate better results.  

  

      

    

     

       

can swing it faster. But for me harder 

hitters can struggle with extremely 

lightweight designs. Personally I love 

the white head and black face, it’s 

really easy to aim and frames the 

ball perfectly on the tee. I created 

my quickest club and ball speeds 

with the AeroBurner, but never quite 

felt I had it under control.  

Simon Daddow’s verdict

There’s no arguing the AeroBurner 

looks great behind the ball – the 

white crown works. To me it feels 

like there’s weight high in the shaft, 

towards the grip, which takes away 

the sense of where the clubhead is 

       

      

    ng 

      gain 

     ncy. 

Chris Ryan’s numbers

Club speed: 118.5mph

Ball speed: 173.5mph

Launch angle: 11.4 deg

Shot height: 105 feet

Backspin: 4722rpm

Carry distance: 280.6 yards

Total distance: 299.4 yards

Ron Llewellyan

Our data suggests

technology has

moved on quickly

as Ron gained

1.3mph in club

speed and a

impressive 9.6

yards of total

distance with the

AeroBurner.

Rumayne

Stevens

Compared to his

own R15 Rumayne

made significant

improvements

across the board

– gaining 3mph

of club speed and

6mph of ball speed.

The tech works.

Dave Handley

Dave hit the

AeroBurner a little

higher than his own

driver so lost a little

bit of run. But he

gained 5mph of

club speed, 1.5mph

of ball speed and

an additional 3.4

yards of carry.

Marcus Dawson

Marcus posted

some decent

numbers with

it compared to

his two-year-old

RBZ. A ball speed

increase of 2.1mph

and three more

yards in total is not

bad at all.

READERS 
HIT THE 
AEROBURNER 
AGAINST 
THEIR OWN

Raised crown 
A high crown 
and steep back 
improve airflow 
efficiency, 
reducing drag – 
as does the ‘Aero 
Hosel’. 
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THE TEST

Shaft length: 46” Stock shaft weight: Regular 54g, Stiff 56g Contact: www.callawaygolf.com

Callaway XR £279

Ron Llewellyan

Ron’s club speed

increased by

1.3mph compared

to his own driver,

but critically his

backspin dropped

by over 1400rpm.

That meant an

impressive gain of

16 yards.

Rumayne

Stevens

Looking at ball

speed alone the XR

posted an increase

of 2.1mph, but the

club span more so

he was robbed of a

few yards. A shaft

similar to his own is

the answer.

Dave Handley

By his own

admission Dave’s

tiny 1998 Titleist

driver is in need

of replacement.

The XR improved

his club speed by

2mph and total

distance by eight

yards.

Marcus Dawson

The XR performed 

brilliantly in his 

hands improving 

ball speed by 3mph 

(matching some of 

Callaway’s Speed 

increase claims) 

and giving him an 

extra 8.4 yards in 

total distance. 

READERS  
HIT THE 
CALL AWAY 
AGAINST 
THEIR OWN

EXPERT’S 

CHOICE

The tech story

O Speed Step Crown Callaway’s 

talk of “aero effi ciency” describes 

perfectly how seriously their 

designers take aerodynamics. The 

Speed Step Crown effectively 

reduces drag just like an aeroplane 

wing, allowing air to pass over the 

clubhead more effi ciently than 

traditional crowns. 

O Maximum load shaft After going 

to such extremes to make the head 

quicker, a regular 65g shaft was 

never going to be best for the XR. 

The chosen Project X LZ unusually 

has a softer mid section. This 

increases the energy load golfers 

impart on the shaft, which naturally 

unloads at impact increasing energy 

transfer to the ball. This in turn 

maximises ball speed and distance.   

O R-MOTO face The amount the 

centre of a driver face can act like a 

spring has been maxed out for 

years and is tightly governed by the 

rules of golf. But that hasn’t stopped 

Callaway’s engineers trying to raise 

the amount of spring you get from 

outside the centre zone. The R-Moto 

ensures effi cient energy transfer 

between club and ball, which 

means you lose less ball speed 

when you hit shots off centre. 

Chris Ryan’s verdict

I like the more muted sound of the 

Callaway over some of the higher 

pitched drivers – to me it gives the 

impression of being powerful. Flight 

wise, because of the shaft, I felt I 

had better control of the XR than 

the others, especially the super 

lightweight models. The XR felt 

more stable than the other drivers 

for my game and my Trackman 

stats refl ected this. I don’t love the 

aerodynamic steps on the crown, 

but for ultimate distance I couldn’t 

beat it.    

Simon Daddow’s verdict

Initially I wasn’t a huge fan of the 

stepped crown, it looks to aim a bit 

right. But after hitting several shots 

it really didn’t bother me. The 

overall performance of the XR is 

really solid. It sits really nice at 

address, the head shape is 

unoffensive, it sounds good, there’s 

plenty of speed technology features 

and its adjustable hosel means it 

can be tuned to suit your game. 

Of our four speed drivers we tested, 

this is the one I’d put in my own 

bag. 

Speed Crown

A ‘speed step’ 
improves 
aerodynamics as 
air passes over 
the crown, just 
like an aeroplane 
wing. 

Chris Ryan’s numbers

Club speed: 117.3mph

Ball speed: 173.2mph

Launch angle: 11.8 deg

Shot height: 97.6 feet

Backspin: 2679rpm

Carry distance: 284.2 yards

Total distance: 311.4 yards
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Shaft length: 46” Stock shaft weight: Regular Flex 44g, Stiff 44g Contact: www.wilsonstaff.com

Wilson Staff  D200 £199

Ron Llewellyan

Ron’s lower swing

speed was well

suited to the D200.

His club speed rose

with the lighter

weight and with a

gain of 13 yards in

carry it’s hard to

say this concept

doesn’t work.

Rumayne

Stevens

A 2mph gain in

club speed, 9mph

in ball speed and

a 13.1 yard gain

in total distance

proved lightweight

components don’t

limit how far you

can hit it.

Dave Handley

A decent increase

in club speed,

but his ball speed

dropped off a little,

suggesting he was

hitting shots off

centre more often

so the concept was

working less well

for this hard hitter.

Marcus Dawson

In the hands of a

slower swing the

Wilson produced

decent results. An

8.3 yards gain in

carry over his own

two-year-old driver

(which already has

some light tech) is

impressive.

READERS  
HIT THE 
WILSON 
AGAINST 
THEIR OWN

The tech story

O Right Light Technology Weighing 

in at just 268g the D200 is 

remarkably light, the head alone 

weighs just 189g. Compared to the 

G30’s 206g head you don’t need a 

lab coat to see there’s a signifi cant 

difference. Wilson says its testing 

shows golfers of all standards can 

benefi t from lighter clubs as they’re 

easier to swing faster. Granted, it’s 

not rocket science, but the trick 

comes in getting these lightweight 

components to feel stable and 

powerful at impact. 

O Chemically etched crown The 

D200’s crown is chemically etched 

to reduce thickness and therefore 

weight in certain areas. 

O Reactive face This increases the 

size of the clubface, with the aim of 

delivering specifi c improvements to 

toe and heel hits, by reducing any 

loss in ball speed. 

O A 44g shaft When your aim is to 

produce an incredibly light club you 

have to look at every component 

and shave grams off each. Wilson’ 

used the incredibly light UST 

Mamiya Elements Chrome shaft, 

which at 44g is by far the lightest 

shaft included in this test. 

Chris Ryan’s verdict

The fi rst thing I noticed was the 

weight… it’s so light compared to 

what I’m used to. The head is a nice 

shape and it doesn’t look as wide or 

squashed from front to back as 

some of the others. I’m really 

surprised at how solid shots felt 

coming off the face considering the 

head is 17g lighter than the Ping. 

For me the shaft was less stable, 

which meant I lost a bit of 

consistency but for a club golfer 

this would be less of an issue.

Simon Daddow’s verdict

Super lightweight drivers aren’t a 

new idea, but it’s a good one. I just 

struggled to adjust to the weight 

difference between the D200 and 

my own driver. With practice this 

would not be an issue and having 

witnessed Rumayne pounding the 

D200 over 300 yards it’s hard to say 

it doesn’t work in the right hands. 

Super light 

Every component 
of the D200 is 
optimised to be 
lighter, which 
means quicker 
and  longer.

OUR CONCLUSION

The purpose of our test was 

to investigate whether or not 

it’s possible to buy extra 

distance with one of the new 

‘fast’ drivers. Looking at our 

data we’ve got to say yes

you can – all four golfers 

increased their distance with 

some of the new models.

However, if buying speed 

means hitting it off centre 

more often (because a shaft

is longer or you lose 

accuracy as you can’t feel 

the club) then it’s not a 

worthwhile investment.

Our advice is simple – get 

fitted for your driver. See

your numbers on a  launch 

monitor, and fi nd out if the 

driver is working for you. 

Then you can decide 

whether to buy more speed! 

Chris Ryan’s numbers

Club speed: 115.3mph

Ball speed: 172.3mph

Launch angle: 11.8 deg

Shot height: 110.2 feet

Backspin: 4501rpm

Carry distance: 281.6 yards

Total distance: 301.8 yards
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THE TEST

Thinktechnology hasn’t moved on? Think again
Research says the majority of golfers  buy a new driver every five years. So we wanted to 
see if a five-year-old driver would cost you speed and distance over the latest models... 

The G2 was Ping’s first really

successful titanium driver. Lee

Westwood, Angel Cabrera and

Chris DiMarco all used it.

How it performed

The size and shape of the G2 is

matched more closely to the

modern speed drivers. The

deeper face is suited to higher

swing speed players. Of the older

drivers I generated my quickest

ball speed with the G2, though it

didn’t match the G30.

Chris Ryan’s numbers

Club speed: 116.7mph

Ball speed: 172.7mph

Launch angle: 11.4 deg

Shot height: 86.8 feet

Backspin: 4580rpm

Carry distance: 277.2 yards

Total distance: 306.9 yards

Chris Ryan’s numbers

Club speed: 112.3mph

Ball speed: 168.8mph

Launch angle: 10.3 deg

Shot height: 86.9 feet

Backspin: 2768rpm

Carry distance: 274.2 yards

Total distance: 302.6 yards

Chris Ryan’s numbers

Club speed: 111.4mph

Ball speed: 167.5mph

Launch angle: 12.0 deg

Shot height: 104.3 feet

Backspin: 3245rpm

Carry distance: 274.8 yards

Total distance: 297.7 yards

Chris Ryan’s numbers

Club speed: 110.7mph

Ball speed: 167.0mph

Launch angle: 12.7 deg

Shot height: 99 feet

Backspin: 1929rpm

Carry distance: 271.4 yards

Total distance: 289.7 yards

PingG2

The Dd6 was Wilson’s distance

driver, now the head looks almost

prehistoric! A couple of sole

weights create a deep CG, and the

face height is the deepest here.

How it performed

The deep and narrow head shape

is hugely different to today’s

aerodynamic models. The MOI

has to be lower so it’s less

forgiving and my club and ball

speeds dropped signifi cantly with

this in my hands.

WilsonStaffDd6

R5 was all about weight at the

back of the head to create a

forgiving driver. No Speed

Pockets or hosel fi ns here.

Compared to the AeroBurner the

face height is also really deep.

How it performed

The face feels less explosive and

there’s a lot of weight in the shaft

which is vastly different to the

latest drivers. The sound is

nowhere near as crisp as modern

drivers, either. 

TaylorMadeR5Dual

The FT-5 shows the massive 

differences between old and 

today’s equipment. The 460cc 

head is a very different shape 

to today’s drivers and there’s 

virtually no aerodynamics.  

How it performed

The sound of the FT-5 is much 

duller and the shaft is quite a bit 

shorter giving it a very different 

feel. The shaft feels top heavy 

with more weight at the grip, so I 

struggled to generate club speed. 

CallawayFT-5

Smash factor

Belfry pro Chris 

Ryan launches one 

of the new drivers. 
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Plug 
your 

power   
leaks

There are four common 
killers of distance...  Cut 

them out to hit it further

An England 

Golf Regional 

Coach for 

the West 

Midlands. 
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SPEED SPECIAL
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ost golfers can only dream of creating 120mph of clubhead 

speed with their driver. But whatever speed you create, whether 

it be 60 or 110mph, the way you apply your driver to the golf 

ball will determine whether you get the maximum carry and roll 

distances that are possible for that clubhead speed. This feature isn’t 

about creating more clubhead speed – long drive expert Lee Cox does 

that on page 70. Here, I intend to help you get the most out of whatever 

speed you have. Read on to fi nd out the four power leaks which can cost 

you distance and how you can address these quickly and easily. 

M



Cause #1

Too much curve
If the ball is curving too much away from your target it 

will generally cost you distance. This will usually be 

caused by the clubhead not swinging on an ideal path 

or the clubface aligned incorrectly at impact. A 

multitude of reasons may be the cause, however an 

effective training drill to raise your awareness of an 

effi cient swing direction and face aim is to hit balls with 

your driver at very slow speeds. Progressively build the 

swing speed up as you fi nd the right combination to 

start the ball on your target line and fl ying straight.   

High and right

If you hit this ball flight your 

carry distance is reduced 

as the ball launches too 

high and curves weakly 

away to the right side.  
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Cause #2. Launching too low 
Only those with a really high swing speed can get away with a slightly 

downward strike. For most amateurs this leaks distance as the ball 

launches lower and spins more. To maximise carry and roll, you should

look to hit slightly on the up. To help you do this tilt your shirt buttons 

(sternum) back but still pointing at the ball and hit over a rolled towel.

Cause #3. Missing the sweetspot
Maximum ball speed is the key to maximum distance and you can 

only achieve this with strikes from the centre of the face. Analysing 

your own strike point on every shot in practice can really help you 

learn which swing moves regularly result in a centred hit. Cover your 

driver face with tape to get this feedback from every strike. 

PLUG YOUR POWER LEAKS



PLUG YOUR POWER LEAKS

Some club golfers create as much clubhead

speed as pros but hit the ball shorter, why is

that? The intention of making the clubhead

go faster often causes the clubhead to pass

a golfer’s hands before it strikes the ball.

This very common power leak occurs if the

right elbow straightens too early on in the

downswing, resulting in a damaging loss of

force on the ball.

Gain power
Keep your right elbow in 

front of the clubhead for 

most of the downswing 

to delay the release of the 

clubhead and acheive a 

more forceful impact.  

Cause #4
Losing the force

Not too early 

This bent right elbow kills the power you 

created with a wide takeaway and full rotation 

of your shoulders. Straighten your arm and 

keep it inside your right hip. The right arm is 

reacting to a chain of energy transfer within 

the swing and improving this is the best 

way to strike the ball with more force and 

consistency.  



W

Compare swings with scratch golfers, Major winners and long drive champs

Swing speedo

FASTEST SWINGERS

e often look at Rory McIlroy as 

an example of a free-swinging 

power hitter, but when it comes 

to swing speed, he’s got some catching 

up to do. Tony Finau is the fastest 

swinger on the PGA Tour, no doubt 

helped by his 6ft 4in, 200lb frame. 

Even Finau pales in comparison to the 

long drive competitors, with the world’s 

fastest swinger and 2012 RE/MAX World 

Long Drive Champion Ryan Winther 

swinging at 167mph!

SPEED SPECIAL

Ryan Winther 167 469

Joe Miller 155 474

Tony Finau 123.95 307.2

Charlie Beljan 123.91 307.4

Bubba Watson 123.49 306.9

Dustin Johnson 121.66 317.6

Adam Scott 120.23 304.5

Sergio Garcia 119.79 296.6

Rory McIlroy 119.70 305.5

Jordan Spieth 113.48 291.1

PGA Tour average 113 288.4

Ernie Els 110.88 285.9

Mike Weir 107.33 259.9

Senior Tour average 106 274

Scratch golfer 106 273

David Toms 102.18 269.9

LPGA Tour 94 250.5

Average amateur 93.4 226

AVERAGE 
DISTANCE
YARDS

SWING 
SPEED
MPH

123.95MPH
Tony Finau

Finau’s longest 

drive this year 

is 380 yards, 

someway short 

of the 409-yard 

bombs Geoff 

Ogilvy and 

Jason Day hit 

at the Hyundai 

Tournament of 

Champions.

94MPH
LPGA Tour

Joanna Klatten 

leads the driving 

distance table 

with a 274-yard 

average. World 

No.1 Lydia Ko 

averages 254 

yards off the tee. 

106MPH
Senior Tour

The vets might

not swing as fast

as they used to,

but they can still

get it out there:

five-time Senior

Major winner 

Bernhard 

Langer averages

282 yards off 

the tee, while 

Kenny Perry 

leads the way 

with a 298-yard 

average. 

107.33MPH
Mike Weir

The 45-year-old 

former Masters 

champ’s lack 

of power (he 

averages just 260 

yards) has seen 

him slip to 453rd 

in the world. 

167MPH
Ryan Winther

The 2012 RE/

MAX World Long 

Drive Champion 

boasts the 

world record for 

swing speed and 

boasts ball speed 

of 217 mph. 

155MPH
Joe Miller

Europe’s biggest 

hitter eats 

8,000 calories a 

day to fuel the 

three hours he 

spends in the 

gym working 

his 6ft 4in, 

19-stone frame. 

113.48MPH
Jordan Spieth

2015’s main man 

has never relied on 

power off the tee 

to score well. He’s 

72nd on Tour for 

driving distance. 

167
MPH
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The final  piece of the speed jigsaw is finding the right driver 

and shaft for your swing. We invited three TG readers to do 

exactly that at Ping’s HQ – the results were fascinating

A fitting 
conclusion

ur fast driver test highlights how 

aerodynamic fi ns, turbulators, ultra 

lightweight components and speed 

pockets can drastically increase your club 

and ball speeds. However, our questions 

weren’t entirely answered; we wanted to see 

if getting fi tted for a new driver on a launch 

monitor would make further improvements. 

So we arranged for four TG readers to 

travel to Ping’s fi tting HQ in Gainsborough, 

where they got fi tted for a G30 driver. Our 

intention was to max out their club and 

ball speeds and add yards to their games. 

Here’s what happened.

W O R D S  S I M O N  D A D D O W  P H O T O G R A P H Y  H O W A R D  B O Y L A N

Fitting subject

How would custom 

fit work with Ping’s 

G30 technology to 

create distance?

88

SPEED SPECIAL
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Richard Hardy Handicap: 12

Geoff Godsmark Handicap: 7 Ian McGregor Handicap: 13

Paul Cross Handicap: 5
Current driver: Nike Covert, 10.5 deg regular shaft

Fitted driver: Ping G30 10 deg TFC 419D regular shaft

Current driver: Callaway RAZR Fit, 10.5 deg regular shaft

Fitted driver: Ping G30 SF Tec 11 deg, TFC 419D stiff shaft

Current driver: Wilson Staff FG Tour M3 10.5 deg stiff shaft

Fitted driver: Ping G30 LS Tec, Tour 65 stiff shaft

Current driver: Ping G25, 10.5 deg regular shaft

Fitted driver: Ping G30 10.5 deg Tour 65 stiff shaft

O The fit: After four shaft changes and two loft combinations,

Ping’s technician reduced Richard’s spin by 600rpm, which meant

an increase in ball speed and more run. Overall Richard gained

2.6mph of ball speed and 10 yards in total distance, an impressive

result for the G30 and custom fitting.

O The fit: While Ping could match or beat club and ball speed it

was at the expense of consistency and accuracy. Geoff’s smash

factor (an indicator of how well you’ve struck shots) was always

higher with his own driver. Geoff attended a Callaway fitting session

recently, and none of Ping’s new models could beat the RAZR Fit.

O The fit: Once on the launch monitor it was easy to spot Ian’s

weakness… too much spin. By switching to Ping’s low-spinning

G30 LS-Tec head there was an immediate improvement, with spin

dropping by half and total distance going up 37 yards! Further

toying with shafts and lofts tightened dispersion by 10 yards, too.

O The fit: Working his way through Ping’s G30 and G30 SF-Tec

(Straight Flight) heads in a bid to counteract his fade, Paul was left

with a real choice. Did he want absolute accuracy and consistency

or additional power? He plumped for raw power and gained a

significant 3.6mph of ball speed and five yards in overall distance.

Current driver: Fitted driver:

Club Speed: 93.8mph Club Speed: 94.6mph

Ball Speed: 139.5mph Ball Speed: 142.1mph

Launch Angle: 11.3 deg Launch Angle: 10.7 deg

Shot Height: 19 yards Shot Height: 16 yards

Backspin: 2733 rpm Backspin: 2136 rpm

Carry Distance: 216 yards Carry Distance: 213 yards

Total Distance: 241 yards Total Distance: 251 yards

Current driver: Fitted driver:

Club Speed: 89.7mph Club Speed: 91.9mph

Ball Speed: 133.8mph Ball Speed: 131.5mph

Launch Angle: 12.4 deg Launch Angle: 11.8 deg

Shot Height: 20 yards Shot Height: 17 yards

Backspin: 2654rpm Backspin: 2524rpm

Carry Distance: 203 yards Carry Distance: 194 yards

Total Distance: 216 yards Total Distance: 208 yards

Current driver: Fitted driver:

Club Speed: 105.5mph Club Speed: 102mph

Ball Speed: 148.7mph Ball Speed: 148.9mph

Launch Angle: 14.6 deg Launch Angle: 14.5 deg

Shot Height: 40 yards Shot Height: 30 yards

Backspin: 4824rpm Backspin: 2334rpm

Carry Distance: 219 yards Carry Distance: 249 yards

Total Distance: 223 yards Total Distance: 260 yards

Current driver: Fitted driver:

Club Speed: 93.6mph Club Speed: 98mph

Ball Speed: 139.2mph Ball Speed: 142.8mph

Launch Angle: 12.5 deg Launch Angle: 11.5 deg

Shot Height: 25 yards Shot Height: 24 yards

Backspin: 3244 rpm Backspin: 3293 rpm

Carry Distance: 213 yards Carry Distance: 219 yards

Total Distance: 223 yards Total Distance: 228 yards

Driver fittings are on the

increase, but looking at the

results of this test we should

all get fitted for our next

driver. You can’t argue with 

numbers on a launch monitor 

and you immediately get to 

see the effects of changing a

shaft, loft or shot bias. Sure,

one tester made huge gains,

others smaller gains and one 

didn’t gain at all. But even 

Geoff was adamant he’s glad 

to have been fitted twice just 

to prove he’s got a great

driver in his hands already.

Given the effort designers put

into aerodynamics and 

increasing speed, it seems a 

shame to miss a crucial step 

in the buying process and not 

get fitted. From this evidence

you’re putting your maximum

driving distance potential at

risk if you don’t; and what’s to 

lose if you’ve got at least a 

75% chance of buying 

yourself some extra speed?

READER FITTING

Ball speed gain: 2.6mph Total distance gain: 10 yards

Ball speed gain: -2.3mph Total distance gain: -8 yards Ball speed gain: 0.2mph Total distance gain: 37 yards

Ball speed gain: 3.6mph Total distance gain: 5 yards

THE TG VERDICT

Screen test 

Launch monitors 

helped optimise fit.

Fast forward 

Turbulators make 

the Ping G30 faster.

Speed boost 

Fitting gained  

Paul  five yards.



‘Golf is always 
testing you and 
asking questions. 
It’s wonderfully 
unpredictable, 
and that’s what’s 
so special about it’
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Talking of better halves, my partner 
Storm plays now which makes life a 
lot easier as we get out on the course 
together. Actually, she’s incredibly 
good which is a bit intimidating, and 
tends to take full advantage of all the 
shots she receives.

One such occasion was last year’s 
Marie Keating Foundation [Keating 
lost his mother to breast cancer] 
annual golf day at the K Club when 
we actually teamed up and came out 
on top. It was a bit embarrassing 
though we both gave our prizes away.

The 16th edition of the Foundation’s 
golf day took place last month and 
overall it’s gone from strength to 
strength. A lot of familiar faces took 
part including soccer legends Kenny 
Dalglish and Alan Hansen, the 
Boyzone lads and Westlife’s Brian 
McFadden. It’s a great tournament 
and such good fun.

When I do manage to play, it’s 
usually with Storm though I also play 
a fair bit with Keith (Duffy) from 
Boyzone, my manager Mark and my 
brothers and cousins. I love the game 
and I particularly love the fact that 
none of us, not even the very best, can 
master it all of the time. It’s always 
testing you and asking questions. It’s 
wonderfully unpredictable and that’s 
what’s so special about it.

Generally-speaking I’m pretty good 
off the tee – I’ve broken my swing 
right down and have reaped the 
benefi ts as a result as I’m consistently 
hitting some pretty long, straight 
drives. My problem surrounds my 
short game, especially chipping 
around the green, which can be a bit 
 costly. Otherwise everything else is 
pretty much all right though in golf 
things can change pretty quickly, as 
we all know.

I’ll be working hard to try and get 
everything spot on for the Dunhill 
Links in October and it’s helped my 

cause having played with 
   rren Clarke, 

, Paul 
  Poulter 

 McDowell. 
  much from 

 with the 
 and I’m so 
lucky to 
have had 
the chance.

Archerfield boasts two contrasting
links courses (Fidra and Dirleton) and 
I play a lot of golf there. I love the
place and I’m not just saying that
because we’re getting married up
there. I love going out in the morning 
with the mist rolling off the course:
it’s just magical.

I’ve got my invite to play in the
Dunhill Links at St Andrews later in 
the year. It’s the golden ticket. I’ve
been lucky to play in it four times.
Six years ago, playing with Graeme
Storm, we were leading after two days 
Unfortunately the wheels came off.

Of course I want to play the likes of 
Pebble Beach and Augusta and all
those other incredible courses, and
hopefully one day I will get the
opportunity. In fact I’m going to
Augusta for the first time next year
and will be there for Wednesday’s
Par-3 event which should be great fun. 
Being based in London, I also play a
fair bit when I get the chance at The 
Grove near Watford. It’s a class act.

The Celebrity Cup at Celtic Manor
has been br
the origina
10 years ag
presented b
Michael D
Catherine Z
opposing s
America ve
Europe bac
then.
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O Although not 

in the limelight 

as much as his 

Boyzone and 

solo career days, 

Keating is still a 

busy bee: he was 

making a new 

solo record while 

fronting Boyzone 

in regular summer 

weekend gigs.

O Plus he recently 

finished a four-

month run starring 

in the West End 

show Once.  “It 

was absolutely 

fantastic. Work-

wise I’ve been very 

creative and busy 

and I also had five 

years on the X 

Factor in Australia 

which was fun.”

O He has sold in 

excess of 21 million 

albums worldwide.

O He nearly missed 

out on Boyzone 

fame – the budding 

athlete planned to 

move to New York 

to pursue his dream 

of Olympic glory.

O In 2009, he 

climbed  Kilimanjaro 

for Comic Relief. It 

was tough - it took 

four days to scale 

the mountain, and 

two to come down, 

but raised £1.4m for 

charity.

O ”I’ve signed bums 

and breasts…  I’ve 

signed everything!”

The pop phenomenon loves the game – despite 

finding it easier to make hit music than  birdies...

Ronan 
Keating

W O R D S  K E V I N  B R O W N  P I C T U R E S  J A M E S  C H E A D L E ,  G E T T Y  I M A G E S

MY LIFE IN GOLF

Keating 

passnotesR
onan Keating began his 
music career travelling round 
Ireland in a van doing pub 

gigs. He went on to sell over 20 
million records and earn a place in the 
Guinness Book of Records for being 
the only artist ever to have 30 
consecutive top 10 singles in the UK 
chart. Not even Elvis achieved that. 

Now 38, Keating was only 16 
when he joined boyband Boyzone – 
who hit the big time following their 
1994 cover version of Osmonds song 
Love me for a Reason. He went on to 
win Ivor Novello and BMI 
songwriting awards and enjoy a 
hugely successful solo career with hits 
like Life is a rollercoaster. Three out of 
fi ve solo albums reached number one 
in the UK album charts.

Now working on a new record and 
back performing with Boyzone, 
Keating is a steady 14-handicapper 
who plays whenever and wherever he 
can; though currently owing to his 
hectic schedule – and the fact he 
marries this month for the second 
time – golf has been forced to take a 
backseat. None of which dulls his 
clear passion for the game.

I love golf with a passion. So much 
so that funnily enough I’m actually 
getting married at a top golf resort 
in Scotland this month (August). 
Needless to say, there will be a lot 
of golfers among the guests at 
Archerfi eld, East Lothian. Hopefully 
there will be a chance to get a 
round in...
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THE PERFECT

R E A D

GET YOUR PERFECT SUMMER READ TODAY

visit: greatmagazines.co.uk/summer

or call: 01858 438884 and quote summer

SUN’S O
UT

MAGS OUT!

Looking for your next great read this summer? Then look no further.

We publish some of the biggest magazine titles, bringing you a fantastic 

selection of sizzling summer reads. So, whether you want the latest celeb 

gossip or the best fi shing spots this summer, whatever you do, make sure 

you do it with one of our magazines.



New
Gear

J
ordan Spieth is golf’s hottest

property – and when it comes to 

staying cool, he puts his trust in 

the hands of Under Armour.

The apparel manufacturer has created 

polo shirts especially for the World No.2, 

with the sole intention of keeping the man 

of the moment cool in the heat of battle. 

The company’s new ArmourVent Polo 

has been specially body mapped to create 

vents around the warmest areas of the 

body. This means that not only does it

deliver true breathability to k  S i th 

cool, but it also wicks mois  

from the skin to keep him d

new anti-odour technology

bacteria grows in the garme

UA’s Coldblack Forged Po

is also impressive, being

specially treated to protect

skin from the sun to a facto

of SPF 30+. The technolog

doesn’t stop there, because the shirt’s 

C ldbl k T hnology also refl ects infra-

  t rays so that dark colours 

   hot. 

  we can’t collect majors like 

h, we can at least stay as 

l as him on the course.  

�Details: ArmourVent RRP: 

60 ColdblackForged £45. 

For further information visit 

underarmour.co.uk

This is the gear stopping golf’s hottest player overheating 

Stay cool like Spieth

Sweet smell

The ArmourVent 

polo boasts anti-

odour technology 

to ensure no 

bacteria grows 

in its fibres – 

keeping you 

fresher for longer.

No sweat 

The panels have 

been placed where 

you get hottest – 

and as well as being 

breathable, they 

wick any moisture 

that is created away 

from the body.

UNDER ARMOUR
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THE FAIRWAYS FEATURE MORE TECH THAN EVER TOO

CALLAWAY

New Great Big Bertha 
combines tons of 
tech in one head

Great to 
be back!

Great Big Bertha fairway, £229
The Warbird sole was one of the very fi rst 

to talk about powering shots out of the 

rough and launching shots off the short 

grass. They were so good many golfers 

used to hit their Warbird drivers off the 

fairway! It’s no surprise then that 

Callaway has taken inspiration from the 

original design for a new ‘Modern 

Warbird Sole’. 

The new soles are combined with a

Face which helps increase ball speeds

off-centre hits.

A slightly bigger head also boosts

forgiveness and a lighter total weight h

increase club speed. 

Let’s not forget the OptiFit hosel

adjustability, which gives you a three-

degree range to change loft and create

draw or neutral bias. 
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New
Gear

Groovy 
pattern on 
Mac Daddy
They will help you 
spin the ball more as 
the lofts increase

Callaway’s legendary club maker 

Roger Cleveland pulled out all the 

stops on the company’s latest Mac 

Daddy wedges. 

New thinking behind the groove 

patterns offer additional spin in 

the higher lofts over traditional 

wedges. Roger Cleveland’s 

‘Progressive Groove Optimisation’ 

technology increases the wall 

angles of each groove, maximising 

friction and stopping power. Where 

golfers typically spin their 50° 

wedge more than any other, this 

new technology increases spin as 

the lofts get higher. 

 MD3s come in three grinds:  

 S grind will be the most 

popular and versatile for 

different swing types and

conditions; The W grind

has a slightly wider sole

and is suited to softer

onditions or a steeper

ack; The C grind’s toe and

elief is ideal for firm

ions and when opening the

nd wanting to keep the

g edge low.

ails: £109 in lofts of

°. www.callawaygolf.com

CALLAWAY

t’s almost 25 years since the 

original Great Big Bertha was 

launched. At the time the driver 

ed the game and was quickly 

ed as the No.1 on Tour. With such 

ree it’s no surprise Callaway has 

ed to redesign and relaunch this 

dary model for 2015. 

AWAY GREAT BIG BERTHA, £369

way engineers had a real challenge 

ng a driver worthy of the legendary 

 Big Bertha name. So they have 

e up with an ingenious way of 

rporating all their best technologies 

 a single driver head. They’ve also 

ed out extra aerodynamic 

rformance, increased the MOI and 

eated more ball speed. This is how 

ey’ve done it.

xt generation R-MOTO face

m our experience testing the R-Moto 

 on Callaway’s XR driver we know it 

 the capability to power shots out 

 with the best of them. Improving 

 t is really impressive. Callaway has 

 his by thinning out areas of the face 

 centre hits lose less ball speed, 

 for you means more distance when 

 on’t hit the sweetspot. 

oved aerodynamics

ynamics play a bigger role in golf 

ment than ever before. Callaway says 

 eat Big Bertha’s head shape reduces 

 which helps improve club speed.    

stable perimeter weighting 

way’s slide track weighting system 

akes changing your ball fl ight bias really 

straightforward. Simply move the weight 

from draw to fade depending on your 

game and preference. The slide track is 

also said to improve the club’s overall 

forgiveness meaning the GBB is Callaway’s 

highest MOI driver. 

Weight options to suit your swing

We don’t get really excited about shafts 

very often, but Callaway’s idea with th  

GBB is well worth highlight     

available in four different sh   

options, so the overall weig    

from 295g to 325g which is   

variant when it comes to dri  

This allows you to choose wh  

combination best suits your g     

BIG BERTHA ALPHA 816 DO  

BLACK DIAMOND, £429

Lots of golfers swooned over th   

Alpha 815 Double Black Diamo    

many dreaming of being good e   

bag one. We reckon it’s going to   

same with the 816, as it’s simply  

exquisite driver. Unashamedly aim   

the better player, Callaway says th   

Distance Chambers, a faster, deeper f  

and their lowest driver centre of gravity 

mean you’ll leave no yards behind on the 

course. This is how they’ve done it.

Dual Distance chambers

We’ve seen Callaway’s Gravity Core 

technology before – it helps tune your 

driver’s performance to your particular 

spin rate. The update in the 816 means 

Gravity Core creates a draw or fade bias, 

and allows you to match the position you 

impact the ball on the face to the CG 

location of your driver. Callaway says this 

alone can increase ball speed by 1mph.    

Faster face

The 816 benefi ts from the same next 

generation R-Moto face as the Great Big 

Bertha. The deeper face gives a look some 

better players love and helps deliver a 

powerful, penetrating ball fl ight.  

Traditional shape and lowest CG 

It’s not often nowadays club manufacturers 

talk about traditional, but Callaway refers 

to the 816 as a “classic traditional shape”. 

Yet because of the Gravity Core, Callaway 

says the 816 has the lowest CG of all their 

drivers. So expect it to mix forgiveness 

with workability and perform beautifully 

for the serious golfer. 

Big Bertha Alpha 816 fairway, £249
Like the 816 driver the fairways are 

aimed at the serious golfer looking for 

utstanding performance. 

A 16g and 3g sole weight can be 

erchanged to either create the centre 

 ravity location which Tour players 

 to prefer, or Callaway’s highest MOI 

ay, which is pretty impressive from 

 model. 

Callaway is billin  

the 816 as their 

most technically-

advanced fairway 

ever, which means  

Cup Face to mainta  

ball speeds on off-

centre hits and a 

multi-material 

construction. 
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PING

Six things you need to know about Ping’s new game-improvement irons

Take it to the GMAX
1 The face fl exes... a lot

The whole of the GMAX structure has 

been specifi cally designed to improve ball 

speed. Results show the designers’ hard 

work has paid off as GMAX is said to be 

Ping’s hottest-faced iron ever. Ping 

engineers worked on three key areas… 

O The clubfaces of the 4-8 irons are 40 

per cent stronger than previous models 

and all use ‘Core-Eye’ technology to help 

the face fl ex more at impact. 

O The clubfaces are 31 per cent thinner 

around the perimeter to maximise face 

fl ex, rebound and thus ball speed. 

O Leaving no stone unturned, the 

technicians also thinned out the sole

where the cavity meets the face to 

maximise face fl ex. Ping’s testing shows 

this extensive engineering results in ball 

speed gains of 1-3mph depending on

where you impact shots on the face. 

2 Lighter swingweights 
in the long irons

It’s unusual to change swingweights from 

mid to long irons in a set. Take a look at 

Ping’s other sets and they’re all the same. 

But the GMAX 6 (C8), 5 (C7) and 4-irons 

(C6) get progressively lighter. Why? This 

shows Ping paid particular attention to the 

type of golfer these irons are aimed at. 

Learning from the SF-TEC driver, Ping 

knows golfers likely to use the GMAX lose 

club speed in longer-shafted clubs and 

particularly in the long irons. So they’ve 

specifi cally made the problem clubs 

lighter, which gives average golfers a better 

chance to square the face at impact, thus 

increasing ball speeds and promoting 

straighter-fl ighted shots. 

3 Progressive lofts 
and shaft lengths

Ping has tailored the GMAX lofts and shaft 

lengths to their target audience, which 

means stronger lofts and longer shafts 

compared to Ping’s better player irons. 

How will this affect your game? Well it 

Legal high

An up-to-the-limit COR

face design maximises

ball speed, while a

low centre of gravity

generates high launch.
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GlideES
wedges

helps GMAX golfers optimise their 

particular launch conditions based on their 

typical club speed, meaning distance gains 

but maintaining proper distance gapping. 

4 GMAX are Ping’s 
most forgiving irons

Ping’s ‘Custom Tuning Port’ (CTP) allows 

for weight customisation (when custom 

fi tting) and for the fi rst time has been 

positioned in the sole. No big deal we hear 

you cry. Usually it’s behind the face, so this 

new positioning means the GMAX has a 

lower and deeper centre of gravity, which 

lifts the moment of inertia by 10 per cent... 

a signifi cant amount on off-centre hits.  

5 The numbers stack up
The moment of inertia performance of 

the GMAX is impressive. The soles of the 

short irons are narrower than the outgoing 

Karsten series, yet their MOI is higher, 

which suggests the low and deep CG is 

doing its job. When it comes to how GMAX 

launches shots into the air it’s not going to 

just balloon shots skywards either. Even 

with wider soles (some 25 per cent wider) 

than G30, Ping says shots potentially will 

only reach an additional four feet in height. 

It’s worth bearing in mind the heads are 

barely bigger (two per cent) than the G30. 

6 You can have optional
shafts at no extra cost

Paying up-charges per club for shafts 

when buying a set of irons can soon 

ratchet up the cost. So Ping has decided 

to overcome this hurdle with the GMAX. 

You get to choose between Dynamic Gold 

(S300 or X100), Project X (5.0 or 6.0), XP 

95 (regular or stiff) or a Nippon Modus 

105 (stiff or x-stiff) at no extra cost.  

O�Details: £96 (s) and £108 (g) per iron. 

Availability: 4-PW, UW, SW. Stock shafts: 

CFS Distance steel, CFS graphite. 

Our first hit verdict

New scoring clubs 
take inspiration from 
famous old model

Ping’s Eye wedges are legendary 

in golf. Some Tour pros still use 

them today, decades after they 

were launched. It’s no surprise, 

then, that Ping has taken 

inspiration from this iconic model 

for the latest wedge to be added to 

its Glide range.  

Like the rest of the Glide family 

the ES is made from 431 stainless 

steel, which produces a softer feel. 

A scoop sole and tapered hosel 

transition are features taken 

directly from the famous Eye 

wedges of the past, which help 

reduce drag in the sand and offer 

extra versatility. 

The ES is only available in sand 

and lob wedge lofts (56˚, 58˚, and 

60˚). Ping engineers have wrung 

out every revolution of spin for 

your shortest shots by specially 

shaping and machining the 

grooves to effi ciently compress 

and grab the ball at impact. 

O�Details: RRP £110 (s) £125 (g) 

per club. Availability: 56˚, 58˚, 

60˚. Stock shafts: CFS Wedge or 

TFC 419i.

Simon Daddow

Ping have worked 

hard to make the 

GMAX work harder 

for your game. If 

mishits are a regular feature 

of your iron play, they are 

incredibly forgiving and 

powerful. I also really like the 

feel of the long irons’ lighter 

swing weights and reckon 

they’ll be a real benefi t.    

Chris Ryan

Wow… these were 

incredibly easy to 

hit. Balls shot off 

the clubface like I 

was hitting a powerful Driving 

Iron. It’s really nice to see that 

even though these are Ping’s 

most obvious game- 

improvement iron, they look 

great at address and are not 

hugely oversized.

Spring board

The Core-Eye 

behind the 

hitting zone 

helps the face 

flex more to 

increase ball 

speed at impact. 

New
Gear
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New steel, lofts, lengths and weights create this better player package

The i has it
1 A big deal about new steel

For the fi rst time Ping is making a cast 

iron from different steel to their traditional 

17-4 stainless. Why? Ping learned from 

using 431 steel in their Glide wedges that 

it signifi cantly improves feel, which is a 

real positive for a players iron. But perhaps 

more importantly for the i, the steel’s

higher strength-to-weight ratio means 

Ping’s engineers have increased the 

perimeter weighting without changing the 

head size dramatically.

2 This is a ’progressive’ set
Ping engineers have adjusted the 

head size and offset of each iron to best 

suit their target golfer. It means the longer 

irons benefi t from a larger blade length 

from toe to heel and additional offset

which both boosts confi dence and 

improves forgiveness. The top edges of 

each club have been thinned by fi ve per 

cent compared to the i25 irons, creating a 

sleeker, more pleasing look. While the 

scoring irons become more compact from 

toe to heel, less offset gives the golfer 

extra control over trajectory and spin. 

 3 They have distance-boosting 
lofts and lengths

Traditional lofts and lengths are a thing of 

the past in golf – there is simply no 

accepted standard between manufacturers. 

So Ping’s answer with the i – which 

ensures they don’t get left behind when 

players test multiple models on a launch 

monitor – is to increase the shaft length in 

the 3-9 irons by a quarter-of-an-inch and 

increase the lofts in the 3-8 irons by one 

degree. What does this mean for your 

game? It ensures you have the latest spec 

equipment and are best equipped to 

compete with fellow golfers when choosing 

which iron to hit into any green. 

4 Higher MOI than i25?
Ping plays some real design tricks 

with the i. The new steel allows them to 

save 3-4 grams compared to their 

traditional 17-4 stainless steel. The Tuning 

Port, which Ping puts into the head to 

allow customisation, is lower and deeper 

than the i25, which helps increase 

perimeter weighting. The soles of each 

iron are 15-20 per cent wider than the i25 

and there’s a tungsten toe weight in the 

3-7 irons to further increase forgiveness.  

Helpinghand

The i is more forgiving

than the  S55s and is 

only marginally less 

workable.
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Cadence TR 
KetschMid

Cadence
TRCraz-E-R

5 Choose leading 
shafts at no extra cost

Like the GMAX, you can pick after-market 

shafts at no extra cost. Choose between 

Dynamic Gold (S300 or X100), Project X 

(5.0 or 6.0), XP 95 (regular or stiff) or a 

Nippon Modus 105 (stiff or x-stiff).

6 Where the i sits in 
the Ping iron range

With i and GMAX, Ping’s iron range is now 

four models. The i sits right between G30 

and S55. They are much more workable 

than G30, but only fractionally less 

workable than the S55s used by the 

majority of Ping’s Tour players.  So i is a 

great option for golfers who don’t need out 

and out game-improvement tech.

O�Details: £112 (s), £124 (g) per iron 

Availability: 3-PW, UW. Stock shafts: CFS 

Distance (s), CFS Graphite. 

Our first hit verdict

Tour pros requested it

Classic shape returns

The Ketsch’s 100 per cent CNC-

milled body has always meant it’s 

an instrument of precision. This 

new Mid model has a head 30 per 

cent smaller than the original and 

is a direct request from Ping’s Tour 

pros. There are two weight options, 

the 350g ‘Traditional’ model (with 

a sole weighing 207g) and a 375g 

‘Heavy’ model (sole weighing 

232g). Both benefi t from the same 

face groove technology as the 

Craz-E-R below and additional 

‘Ball Width Sightlines’ for easy 

   

Ping’s Craz-E shaped putters are 

making a return after a few years 

on the sidelines. The new Craz-E-R 

will be available in two weights – a 

350g aluminium-faced model and 

a 383g steel inserted model. Both 

are an engineering triumph with 

grooves deeper in the centre and 

shallower towards the edges to 

promote consistent, predictable 

putt speeds and distance control. 

A further update on this model is 

a ‘Continuous Flowing Sightline’ 

which fl ows directly from the face 

to the back of the putter. RRP £175.

Simon Daddow

i25 users are less likely to 

see major advantages of 

upgrading to the i. But that’s 

not a reason to knock them. 

They are lovely looking and the new 431 

SS steel delivers real performance 

benefi ts. I think they’re the nicest set of 

irons Ping has launched for some time.

Chris Ryan

I really noticed the change in 

steel comparing the i to the 

i25. The sound is crisper and 

cleaner and the feel was 

defi nitely an improvement. I also really 

liked the slightly darker fi nish, and the 

thinner top edge. All round a really nice 

looking set to suit a wide audience.

Light but powerful

The steel in the i has 

a higher strength-to-

weight ratio.

New
Gear
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WHY WE’VE MA

BY MOTO  

CHAIRMAN

DAVID WELLS

“The C-TECH

represents the 

future of premium-priced 

powered trolleys, and clearly 

      

ultra-modern appearance and

build quality. It’s unusual

having so many different

suppliers for a single model, 

but the fi nal assembly of 

each trolley takes place at 

      

allows us to use the very

best materials for each

component. We know it costs

more than our other models, 

but we also know there are 

lots of golfers who want

stands out an

is packed with

the latest

technology. W

are very proud

of the design.

MOTOCADDY

arbon fi bre is usually associated 

with high-tech machines like F1 

cars, Tour de France bikes and 

fighter planes. It’s expensive to produce 

and expensive to work with – but 

that hasn’t stopped Motocaddy 

using it to create its new 

C-TECH trolley. 

The British company 

wanted to make a splash in 

the luxury trolley market and 

shake up the existing designs 

with a cost-no-object design. 

So they called in specialists 

from different industries to help 

them design and produce one, 

from the carbon-fi bre frame to the 

electronics and gearbox. A luxury car 

maker even designed the dial which 

controls the speed settings. Why? 

Motocaddy wanted it to feel special. 

The C-TECH weighs just 6.7kg, making it 

one of the lightest electric trolleys 

available (and lighter than a Tour de 

France bike). The sleek design also folds 

down 40% smaller than the company’s 

popular S-Series model. 

As the C-TECH is aimed solely at the 

premium end of the market, especially in 

continental Europe, it has a high-spec 

gearbox, intelligent speed control (slows 

it going downhill, maintains your pace 

uphill), a USB charging port for your GPS 

or phone, smooth-touch handles and an 

electronic parking break. 

O Details: RRP £1,800, available this 

winter. www.motocaddy.com

Carbon-fibre C-TECH takes electric 
trolley design to a whole new level

Light fantastic 

C

New
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It looks fantastic
Motocaddy called on the talents of 

a team of luxury product designers 

to come up with the sleek yet 

functional look that translates into 

one of the most stylish trolleys you’ll 

see. It reminds us of a Tour de France 

bike in the way it’s styled, with its

carbon frame and narrow wheels. 



  

Attention to detail
From the carbon weave on the frame to 

the way the trolley reassuringly folds, the 

attention to detail is incredible. For instance, 

the control dial was especially made to feel 

high-quality to the touch, just like a luxury 

car. It operates an Adjustable Distance 

Control function that lets it travel on its own 

up to 45 metres. 

It’s ultra-compact
You can easily pick it up with one hand, while it 

can fold down to almost half the size of a normal 

Motocaddy trolley. The wheels (which can be 

removed) move inwards towards the frame to make 

the trolley narrower, while the lithium battery is tiny. 



1 
BUY YOUR VOUCHERS

Vouchers available from as 

little as £1.80 each based 

on 20 vouchers at £36.00

2 
CHOOSE YOUR COURSE

With almost 1,000 courses 

available across the UK, 

2-FORE!-1 is never far away

3 
PLAY HALF PRICE

Your voucher is available 

straight away so you can 

play at the drop of a hat

PLAY THE BEST COURSES ACROSS 

THE UK HALF PRICE WITH 2-FORE!-1

VISIT WWW.241GOLF.COM TO GET YOUR VOUCHERS TODAY

PLAY MORE PAY LESS

Bowood

Trevose

* Check course rates before booking. Time restrictions may apply. Full T&Cs at www.todaysgolferoffers.co.uk 

GET

INSTANT

2-FORE!-1

VOUCHERS
Celtic 

Manor

Royal 

North 

Devon

Carden 

Park
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TAYLORMADE & ODYSSEY

New putters put more emphasis on stability to help you hole more

Weight of expectation

T O

New
Gear

TaylorMade DLL+ Odyssey Lucky 777
aylorMade launched the popular Daddy Long 

Legs Putter family a couple of years ago to much 

acclaim on Tour. The latest model, the DLL+ is 

billed as the most stable putter the company’s ever made. 

It is created from 17 individually-engineered parts, which 

means it’s a premium precision piece of kit, with some 

impressive upgrades over the original design. 

A SuperStroke XL 2.0 grip with a 125g counter weight 

positions 200 per cent more weight above the hands, 

which raises the balance point, offering greater control 

over the heavier clubhead. The face insert is produced 

from 6061 deep milled aluminium, which was created 

from Tour feedback to give a crisp feel and a smooth roll. 

Going on fi rst looks alone we love the DLL+. In our fi rst 

outing with it we also holed a lot of putts. It moves away 

from the white TaylorMade previous Daddy Long Legs 

putters with a stylish black and grey body. 

O�Details: RRP £199. www.taylormadegolf.com

dyssey is celebrating the global success of their 

high MOI #7 Mallet putter by releasing a stunning 

limited-edition version called ‘Lucky 777’. 

The #7 has been a leading money winner on Tour for 

over a decade and has many fans, from Henrik Stenson to 

Luke Donald and Ian Poulter. Only 777 putters will be 

produced globally with 77 available in the UK. So you’ll 

need to be quick if you’re to snaffl e one of these beauties.

The 777 is a work of art. The head is precision-milled 

from soft 1020 carbon steel and fi nished in a lovely copper 

rose colour. A gold-coloured insert and casino-themed sole 

look great, but equally impressive is the ability to change 

the headweights between 340g, 350g and 360g. 

To make sure you get the set-up to suit your game, 

Odyssey will offer three hosel choices (cranked, single 

bend and centre shafted), along with producing a special 

‘Lucky 777’ headcover and grip. 

O�Details: RRP £429. www.odysseygolf.com



SuperStroke

Plus 3.0

RRP: £34.90 +

£9.99 for the 

50g weight.

Weight: 80g 

(excluding 50g 

weight)

Colours: Black, 

yellow

In a nutshell: 

Not cheap but 

allows counter 

balancing 

simply by 

changing grips. 

01372 373237 

or www.

brandfusionltd.

co.uk

SuperStroke

Legacy 3.0

RRP: £29.99

Weight: 60g

Colours: Black, 

blue, green, 

orange, purple 

red, yellow, 

black/red.

black/white, 

silver/black

In a nutshell: 

Parallel design 

encourages  

even hand

pressure. 

01372 373237 

or www.

brandfusionltd.

co.uk

SuperStroke

Flatso 1.0

RRP: £22.99

Weight: 85g

Colours: Black, 

Red

In a nutshell: 

Pentagonal 

profi le and

sharply defi ned 

edges give a 

different feel. 

Available in four 

sizes. Jordan 

Spieth’s grip 

of choice.

01372 373237 

or www.

brandfusionltd.

co.uk

SuperStroke

Squared

RRP: £22.99

Weight: 105g

Colours: Red

In a nutshell: 

Square shape 

feels very 

different at fi rst, 

but this remains 

a good 

compromise for 

those unsure 

about switching 

to a bigger

putter grip.

01372 373237 

or www.

brandfusionltd.

co.uk

Lamkin Jumbo

RRP: £9.99

Weight: 95g

Colours: Black

In a nutshell: 

Lamkin’s largest 

and heaviest 

rubber putter 

grip, the Jumbo 

is designed to 

minimise hand 

pressure. 

Though big, it’s 

nowhere near 

the size of full-

on modern 

oversized grips. 

01420 23768 or 

www.lamkin.

co.uk

Lamkin UTx

Mega Paddle

RRP: £14.99

Weight: 112g

Colours: Blue

In a nutshell: 

Shaped to fi t 

comfortably into 

the hands with 

a wider top than 

bottom. It may 

not be our

overall favourite, 

but we like the 

feel of Lamkin’s 

ACE 3GEN

material. 

01420 23768 or 

www.lamkin.

co.uk

Lamkin

Technique

Oversize

RRP: £19.99

Weight: 78g

Colours: Blue

In a nutshell: 

Wider from front 

to back than the 

others in this 

guide. Lamkin 

say it works 

best with three 

putting grips – 

reverse overlap, 

cross handed 

and claw. 

01420 23768 or 

www.lamkin.

co.uk

They’re all the rage on tour, with Spieth, Mickelson and Garcia among their                       

Howto super-size   



Two Thumb

Snug Daddy 30

RRP: £24.16

Weight: 70g

Colours: Black, 

White, Red.

In a nutshell: 27, 

30 and 33mm 

options. Front, 

back and sides 

are parallel to fi t 

hand creases. 

Longer to 

accommodate 

unconventional 

grips. 

01635 203265 

or www.

twothumbgrip.

com

Two Thumb Big

Daddy Light

RRP: £22.49

Weight: 67g

Colours: Black, 

Red, Scottish 

Flag, Union Jack 

In a nutshell: 

Very wide from 

side to side to 

encourage Two 

Thumb concept 

of hands 

opposite with 

both thumbs on 

top of the grip.

01635 203265 

or www.

twothumbgrip.

com

Two Thumb

The Daddy

RRP: £22.49

Weight: 110g

Colours: Red, 

Black, Purple

In a nutshell: 

Can be fi tted in 

two different 

orientations to 

suit preference. 

Aimed at 

conventional 

putting grips. 

Creates a stable 

lower hand feel.

01635 203265  

or www.

twothumbgrip.

com

G-RIP Big

Buddy

RRP: £19.95

Weight: 58g

Colours: Black, 

Red, Blue

In a nutshell:

Has a reverse 

taper so the 

area under the 

lower hand is 

bigger than 

under the top to 

eliminate wrist 

breakdown. 

Small silicone 

buds are 

designed to add 

feel. 

www.g-rip.com

G-RIP Fat Wave

RRP: £14.95

Weight: 55g

Colours: Black, 

red, white, blue, 

orange, yellow. 

In a nutshell: 

Its 55g weight 

means you 

don’t lose feel 

by using a much 

heavier grip. 

Depth from 

front to back 

effectively limits 

the amount your 

wrists can break 

Impressive 

textured surface.

www.g-rip.com 

WINN Pro X

1.60

RRP: £24.95

Weight: 98g

Colours: Black, 

blue, grey, red

In a nutshell: 

Comes in three 

sizes with 1.6in 

the largest. 

Minimal 

tapering calms 

wrist break. 

Tacky Excel 

polymer outer 

is what makes 

Winn grips a 

top choice. 

In selected pro 

shops

Golf Pride

Tour Classic

RRP: £12.95

Weight: 84g

Colours: Black, 

red 

In a nutshell: 

A traditional 

rubber grip that 

has a lovely 

pentagonal 

shape and fl at 

paddle front. 

Great for 

control, feel and 

durability if you 

don’t want to go 

full oversize. 

In selected pro 

shops

                    fans... Here are 14 of them to choose from, with the benefits each offers

     your putter grip

New
Gear
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Matt Pearson is one of the world’s Top 100 clubfitters

DO I NEED TO CHANGE MY LIE ANGLES?

GROOVES

Threewaysto
gainspinand
stoptheball

Thebenefitsof
acentreshaft

Ask the expert

Matt Pearson is a regular fixture in custom-fit expert KZG’s worldwide top 100 clubfitters. He runs Performance 

Fitting Centre at Waterton Park GC, West Yorks. To ask him a question, email todaysgolfer@bauermedia.co.ukGot a problem?

More offset to 
overcome slice

PUT TERS

IRONS

will tend to fi nd your shots 

going left, assuming you’re 

right-handed. It sounds like 

you’ve created a poor address 

position to accommodate an 

ill-fi tting club – very common. 

Your new, correct posture has 

effectively made your irons 

too upright for you and for 

every degree too upright, the 

shot curves left by around 

three yards. You are also 

running the risk of the heel

digging, which can quickly

yank the face closed. Your pro

can adjust them – though

note cast irons can only be

bent a certain amount.

Q I just can’t seem to get the ball to 

stop on the greens. What can I do 

equipment-wise to generate more spin 

and stopping power?

George Selby, email

A George, there are three things you 

can do. First, consider cleaning up the 

faces of your lofted clubs with a 

regrooving tool. These are usually 

lipstick-shaped gadgets with a very 

hard metal nib, which you run back and 

forth along the grooves to help return 

them to their original sharpness. 

They’re available for under a tenner, 

and you can fi nd ones that specify they 

are R&A conforming. Second, if you are 

not already using one, switch to a 

urethane-covered ball… though prepare 

to sacrifi ce some tee distance. And 

third, change your technique to create a 

more downward attack angle – though I 

know your question was gear-specifi c.

Q I recently tried a centre-shafted putter. 

How would its performance compare to a 

regular, heel-shafted putter?

Toby Grant, Hereford

A By placing the shaft straight in to the 

middle of the head, these putters typically 

create a face-balanced effect – good for 

straight-back-and-through strokes – 

without the need to contort the shaft and 

offset the clubface. This cleaner look helps 

many golfers square the face; indeed, 

offset can tend to make the blade aim left 

if you don’t fi nd an effective hand position. 

The lack of offset also works for those who 

like to set their hands level with the blade; 

any forward press and the face delofts.  

Some players are put off by the shaft 

behind the sweetspot. But if your stroke is 

not too arcing, this is a good option.

Q Can you explain offset in irons to me? 

And would I benefi t from having more or

less of it?

Tony Watson, email

A An iron’s amount of offset refers to how

far the leading edge of the clubface is set

back from the shaft. It means the face 

arrives slightly later at the ball – giving the 

blade a little more time to rotate and 

square up. Because of this, offset is most 

useful to golfers who hit slices and pushes; 

I would estimate offset could perhaps 

halve a seven-yard miss to the right (right-

handers) with a mid-iron. I don’t know how 

much offset there is in your existing irons 

Tony, but if you are a right-hander prone to 

leaving the ball right, you could consider 

using some more. 

Q My new posture has me 

bent over the ball more with 

my hands lower at address, 

making the toe of the club sit 

up off the ground. Shall I get 

my lie angles altered?

Christine Shaw, Settle 

A Defi nitely. If you don’t you 



GeorgeWalters
Handicap:8.6

AllanYoung
Handicap:11.5

Roy Taggart
Handicap: 23

Graeme Starkey
Handicap: 12

READER TEST

Golf Buddy’s WT5 watch is award winning... but would our readers agree?

‘Knowing yardages is invaluable’

D
istance measuring devices are not 

just for tour pros. Range finders and 

hand-held GPS systems are now in 

many bags of ordinary golfers while GPS 

watches are being worn on their wrists. Does 

knowing the correct yardage to the flag help 

you hit it closer? Would you play more

intelligently if you knew you needed to bust a 

drive to carry a bunker? We wanted to find 

out, so we asked a regular fourball at Elton 

Furze Golf Club in Cambridgeshire to test the 

Golf Buddy WT5. 

Q: Was the WT5 easy to set up and use?

AY: It’s simple turn it on, and the date and 

time updated immediately. It picked up the 

course in 90 seconds and was giving me 

yardages on the first after four minutes.

GW: Turn it on and the watch does the rest.

RT: It couldn’t be simpler, even for me.

GS: A breeze. Turn it on and it locates itself.

Q: Was it comfortable to play in?

AY: I don’t have an issue playing with a 

watch on so it’s normal to me.

GW: Comfort is not an issue at all for me, but 

the system had an issue selecting the correct 

hole when one tee position had changed. 

RT: No issues here, I found it made me slow 

down and consider my club selection more.

GS: I don’t usually wear a watch, but I had 

no issues adapting to playing with one on.

Q: Were the WT5 yardages accurate?

AY: I double checked the WT5’s yardages 

with my rangefinder and they were spot on.  

I really liked the yardages to hazards, too.

GW: It needed manually adjusting for a few 

holes, but generally they were very accurate.

RT: Yes, I had no issues.

GS: Yes, they were very precise.

Q: Do you feel the GPS saved you shots?

AY: Absolutely. When I was in trees there was 

no faffing about trying to lock a rangefinder 

onto the pin. 

GW: I think it could well do.

RT: Yes. I was blocked out by bushes and 

still got a good yardage to the green’s centre.

GS: I can definitely see the GPS has its 

benefits for blind tee shots or where a clear 

view of the pin is not an option. 

Q: Would you recommend GPS systems?

AY: I’ve been a rangefinder advocate but this  

GPS is certainly swaying me its way.

GW: Most golf gadgets are a plus. Even with 

a yardage you still need to hit the shot!

RT: Knowing the distance you need to hit 

shots is invaluable so yes I’d recommend it.

GS: They are a fantastic aid and vital to 

saving shots so they get a big thumbs up.

Q: At £160, is it worth the money?

AY: Yes the design, features, colours and 

ease of use are worth the investment. I’ve 

already used the extra features at the gym.

GW: I’d like to use the watch on different 

courses to see if it needs manually adjusting.

RT: I think £160 is a sound investment.

GS: As long as it didn’t need lots of manual 

updating I’d recommend it.

THE PRODUCT

Tech: The waterproof WT5 lets 

you position the flag to nine 

locations. 37,000 free courses. 

Scorecard, shot measurement, 

dynamic view, auto recognition.   

Price: £159.95. 

More: www.gpsgolfbuddy.eu

New
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CUSTOM FITTING

Trackman reveals how the number on the sole 
of your driver could be costing you distance

Love more loft

very golfer reading this has the 

potential to hit the ball a certain 

distance, based on how fast you 

swing the club and at what angle you 

attack the ball. However, it is rare we find 

a golfer actually reaching that potential – 

and one of the most common reasons is 

they’re using the wrong driver loft.

Thanks to launch monitors like 

Trackman, we know that the optimal 

impact combination for distance is high

launch and low spin. How high – and how

low – depends on your personal impact

conditions. But the correct face loft for you

will help you optimise those numbers, and

bring you closer to your distance potential.

The wrong loft takes you further from it.

If you are wondering if a degree or two

of loft really makes that much of a

difference, have a look at the stats below.

Here, a golfer is hitting a driver with the

wrong loft, and one with loft optimised to

E

The key stats
Clubhead speed: 105.5mph; Launch

angle: 8.9º; Spin rate: 2304rpm;

Carry distance: 245.5yds

The key stats
Clubhead speed: 107.8mph; Launch

angle: 11.7º; Spin rate: 2502rpm;

Carry distance: 266.8yds

Hitting the heights

Driver distance is all about 

optimising the launch angle 

and spin rate for your own 

set of impact conditions. 

Selecting the correct driver 

loft is an integral part of 

that process.

NEXT 
MONTH: 

HOW YOUR  
PUTTER MIGHT BE 

FIGHTING YOUR 
STROKE

Yards apart:   how  face loft affects driver grouping

The yellow ring represents drivers hit with optimised 

loft; the white ring  shows balls hit with too  little loft.

his own set of driver impact conditions. 

The results are striking.

O TrackMan Master Gary Nicol is director of  

www.tpegs.com and based at the Nike Performance 

& Fitting Centre at Archerfield Links, East Lothian. 

For more information visit www.archerfieldgolfclub.

com/nike-performance-fitting-centre

Driver: Optimised loft
This time, he is hitting his own driver at 

10.5º. While clubhead speeds and attack 

angles are comparable, that simple change 

in face loft sees the ball launching off the 

face almost three degrees higher, with spin 

rate showing only a marginal rise. This 

time the ball climbs to 93.8ft above 

ground. Because of this better launch, the 

ball stays in the air longer and carries 

further – in fact 21 yards further – just by 

adding two degrees of loft.

Driver: Too little loft
We know this golfer’s ideal driver loft is 

10.5º; but here he is hitting one of 8.5º, 

two degrees under-lofted. Despite a 

healthy clubhead speed of more than 

100mph and a neutral attack angle (-0.3º), 

his launch angle is just 8.9º and the ball 

flight’s apex is only 61.9ft from the ground. 

In other words this loft produces a 

relatively flat flight, meaning the ball bites 

the turf sooner than it needs to, robbing 

the drive of distance. 



New
Gear

Keeping backspin in check

‘Spin loft’ is the angle 

between the club’s loft at 

impact and its attack angle. 

When that angle gets 

too big, excess backspin 

is created and distance is 

lost. The  right loft keeps  

backspin at the right level.

When strong can be weak

Many golfers are drawn 

into using a driver with 

too strong a loft – either 

because they think it will hit 

the ball further or because 

it makes them look like a 

stronger golfer. In fact, it will 

make you a shorter hitter.

THE VERDICT

Assuming a centred strike, the combination 

of dynamic loft and attack angle (spin loft) 

is the biggest factor in governing distance. 

Though shaft flex plays its part in creating 

optimal launch, selecting the loft for your 

speed and attack goes a long way to helping 

you reach your power potential. I can’t tell 

you what your ideal driver loft is without 

knowing how you deliver the club. So to 

discover your perfect loft, book some time 

on a launch monitor with a PGA pro. It could 

be the best golf investment you ever make. 

Revealed: The truth about driver loft

Key stat

Correcting your driver loft by just two 

degrees can add up to 21 yards of 

distance to your average drive.

SHARPEN
GROOVE SHARPENER

DRAW
BALL LINE MARKER

ALIGN
PUTT ALIGNMENT TOOL

REPAIR
PITCH REPAIRER

WWW.GROOVEFIX.COM
0208 240 0527

1 0 0 %  B R I T I S H  M A D E
L I F E T I M E  G UA R A N T E E

USE TG05 AT CHECKOUT TO RECEIVE A FREE 
FAUX SUEDE POUCH WORTH £2.00 WITH YOUR ORDER



Engaging  

Brancaster 
offers an 
intriguing links 
experience.

Courses
& Travel

WHERE TO PLAY AT 

HOME AND ABROAD

EDITED BY KEVIN BROWN



his quaint and quiet corner of

England is dominated by the stretch

of the North Sea known as The Wash

and is steeped in tradition. It’s often described

as having Britain’s last unspoilt coastline with

a plethora of pretty villages, endless fields,

and breathtaking views.

It also happens to be the birthplace of one 

of the truly Great Britons, Horatio Nelson, as 

well as some of the best seaside courses in 

the land. Admiral Nelson was born in the 

village of Burnham Thorpe in 1758 in a house

aptly named the ‘Shooting Box’. He famously

defeated the French and Spanish fleets in the

Battle of Trafalgar in 1805.

The church where his father was Rector is

well worth a visit – it is full of Nelson family

memorabilia, including a cross and lectern 

made from wood from HMS Victory – and the 

same applies to the 17th Century Lord Nelson 

pub, which ran into disrepair before being 

lovingly restored to its original state in 1966. 

The area’s stunning collection of courses

are well worth visiting too and we are

fortunate that our base in Peterborough

means they are under an hour away.

The two grand giants of this peaceful corner

of East Anglia are the links of Hunstanton and

Royal West Norfolk, relative neighbours just 

off the slender A149 coastal road. Both 

majestically overlook The Wash. It’s a toss-up 

which is the No.1, but there can be absolutely 

no doubt they’re both classy, captivating links. 

T

This part of East Anglia boasts some of England’s finest seaside courses

Norfolk calling
W O R D S  K E V I N  B R O W N

REGIONAL GUIDE  

➔
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so good luck if you come up short.

You’ll certainly need it.

The drama continues on the reverse

nine and you’ll do well to dominate the 

demanding stroke index 2 par-4 11th – 

bunkerless but played into the 

prevailing wind. 

Hunstanton has charm and 

character in abundance, with no 

shortage of unexpected twists and 

turns. Golf holes don’t come much 

more quirky than the par-4 13th, 

where you’re hitting a blind drive and 

are then faced with an approach shot 

to a hidden green lurking over grassy 

knolls. Then again, the next is a par 3 

OHunstanton

Green fees:

£50-£95. Contact:

01485 532811.

ORoyal West

Norfolk

Green fees:

£50-£85. Contact:

01485 210087.

ORoyal Cromer

Green fees: £60

midweek, £70

weekends. Contact:

01263 512884.

OSheringham

Green fees: £70 (£75

on Sat) & £55 after

1.30pm (£60 on

Sat). Contact: 01263 

823488.

If the sun is shining, there is not a

better place to play in the UK than this

pair of 18-carat gems.

For me, having recently played both,

Hunstanton just shades it – but to be

honest it’s a close run race with

‘Hunny’ pipping ‘Brancaster’ by a

head. Hunstanton takes your breath

away – especially if the wind is

blowing as is usually the case – from

the moment you tee it up at the short

par-4 1st.

The first thing you notice is the

intimidating crater of a bunker 

dominating the left side of the fairway.

In reality, though, it shouldn’t come

into play on this most gentle of

opening holes.

Memorable, unforgettable holes 

come thick and fast after a fairly quiet 

and uneventful beginning: the 6th is 

another short par 4 but demands a 

spot-on approach to a green perched 

atop a hillside with alarming drop-offs 

on all sides – leak it right and you’re 

well and truly dead! 

The magnificent par-3 7th is a 

stunning short hole played through a 

valley of high sand dunes to a raised 

green precariously located beyond 

another enormous sleepered bunker –

of over 200 yards played over a hillock

to a well-guarded green sitting at its

base. You need to take careful aim at

the giant, white marker post in the 

distance, hit, hope and pray…

This tough stretch features a 

downhill par 3 (16th) where 

Leicestershire golfer Bob Taylor once 

astonishingly holed out three days 

running – the feat is recognised by a 

plaque on the tee. We were content to 

walk off with a hard-earned par.

The penultimate hole is a 

rollercoaster of a par 4 with a wickedly 

sloping fairway leading to a green 

notoriously difficult to find and is 

Natural beauty 

The rolling 

gorse terrain of 

Sheringham .

The courses 

Upgraded 

Royal Cromer 

has improved 

further.
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‘Sheringham
and Royal
Cromer are two 
of the finest 
clifftop tracks’

followed by a demanding finale played

over a track leading to the beach and

ending on another plateau green right

next to the homeliest of clubhouses. 

It is a memorable climax to a 

memorable round.

If you think Hunstanton is quirky, 

heaven knows what you’ll think of 

Royal West Norfolk, plotted on a 

narrow, natural strip of linksland 

between Brancaster Bay and the sea 

marshes and cut off from the rest of 

the world at high tide! 

For some, it would be quirky in the 

extreme but as far as we’re concerned 

it’s not only great fun but highly 

challenging – although you need to 

avoid the stand-out sleepered bunkers 

at all costs.

It’s a traditional out-and-back layout 

and fortunately the wind was with us 

on the way out but unfortunately it 

didn’t switch when the turn was 

reached though. 

We shouldn’t complain really – the 

back nine is thankfully 360 yards 

shorter! We were grateful to the 

elements being on our backs for a 

number of wonderfully testing front-

nine holes requiring lengthy, nervy 

carries over the marshes.

OKing’s Lynn

Green fees: £50

midweek, £60 

weekends. Contact: 

01553 631654.

O Heacham 

Manor

Green fees: £25 

midweek, £30 

weekends. Contact: 

01485 536030.

O Swaffham

Green fees: 

£15-£30. Contact: 

01760 721621.

Thecourses

Founded in 1892, little has changed 

at Brancaster over the past century 

and more, with the notable and 

unfortunate exception of coastal 

erosion that threatens the links. 

It’s very much a members’ club, 

although nowadays the welcome mat 

is put out for visitors even if they are 

though limited and you should be 

aware it’s two-balls only. Speed of play 

is a big deal at Brancaster and three-

hour-plus rounds are frowned upon.

But there is more quality seaside 

golf on offer even if it is not strictly of 

the links variety: Sheringham and 

nearby Royal Cromer are two of the 

finest clifftop tracks you can find.

The former has even been dubbed 

the ‘Pebble Beach of Norfolk’ and 

while that’s a bit over the top, it has its 

own great merits. ➔

Play & Stay 

Links Country 

Park offers the 

whole package.

Tree lined

King’s Lynn is 

a fine inland 

experience.

Newcomer

A modern 

championship 

track at Heacham.

Courses

DO IT YOURSELF

O�Where to stay

With several popular seaside 

towns and resorts, you are spoilt 

for choice with something for all 

tastes and budgets.

For our latest Norfolk golfing 

retreat we opted for two 

establishments that are situated 

off the A149 coastal road and are 

both incredibly convenient for the 

two superstar links in the area.

First, the Briarfields Hotel –

located between RSPB Titchwell 

and Royal West Norfolk GC – 

and secondly the impressively 

refurbished The Lodge at Old 

Hunstanton.

Briarfields, awarded a 

prestigious three-star Hotel Gold 

Award by VisitEngland in 2011, 

has 23 en-suite rooms, each 

comfortably furnished with an 

individual style and a touch of 

luxury. Meanwhile outside you 

can chill out in the rose courtyard 

or decking area.

It’s a fun place to stay, as is The 

Lodge, a listed building within 

walking distance of Hunstanton 

links and providing 16 luxury 

rooms including the charming, 

spacious Attic suite, where we 

stayed, on the second floor. 

The stylish Lodge also offers 

courtyard rooms accommodation 

plus five-star self-catering in the 

sumptuous Lodge Cottage.

O�Do it yourself

Deal 1: Overnight B&B at 

Briarfields Hotel, Titchwell, costs 

from £75 in low season (£95 for 

dinner B&B) & from £85 B&B 

in high season (£110 DBB). To 

book call 01485 210742, www.

briarfieldshotelnorfolk.co.uk

Deal 2: Overnight B&B at The 

Lodge, Old Hunstanton, costs 

from £75 in low season (£100 for 

dinner, B&B) and from £85 B&B 

in high season (£110 DBB). To 

book call 01485 532896, www.

thelodgehunstanton.co.uk

Deal 3: The North West Norfolk 

Golf Tour at Heacham Manor 

– two nights’ dinner, B&B 

accommodation and golf at 

Heacham Manor, Hunstanton & 

King’s Lynn, costs £250pp in low 

season & £310pp in high season. 

To book call 01485 536030, 

www.heacham-manor.co.uk



It’s a super clifftop layout,

breathtakingly laid out on a strip of

rolling, gorse-clad terrain which is

designated as an Area of Outstanding

Natural Beauty.

The sensational stroke index 1 par-

4 5th is guaranteed to blow you away:

you’re firing from a seriously elevated

tee high on the cliffs to a slender

sloping fairway way down below. It’s

immediately followed by a gorgeous

200-yard downhill par 3.

Royal Cromer towers 300ft above

the coast and is special and

spectacular too, especially following a

recent extensive upgrade. This has

seen the layout adorned with a

collection of substantial pot bunkers

which has given it a more linksy look

and feel.

The stunning par-3 9th, known as

Wembley, is completely surrounded

by sand pits so you’ll do well to avoid

an own goal here.

Cromer, like the other courses

already mentioned, is a joy to play at

any time of the year. In a fashion akin

to Turnberry, it is overlooked by a

lighthouse which proudly stands over

the classy par-4 14th.

Elsewhere, Heacham Manor is the

home of a fast-maturing modern

coastal course featuring man-made

lakes, the river Heacham and various

accommodation options.

Meanwhile, King’s Lynn is arguably

one of the best inland layouts in the

whole of East Anglia let alone the

county of Norfolk. 

Set in a sublime pine and silver

birch forest, the course is always 

immaculate. Dave Thomas and Peter

Alliss’s Woburn-esque masterpiece, is

tightly routed between trees and thus

extremely challenging. 

If time is short, there are some

excellent nine-holers around too with

Cromer’s Links Country Park, a JH

Taylor creation with a good variety of

par 3s and 4s the pick of them.

And Harry Vardon’s Mundesley, just

10-minutes from Cromer, is another

worthy of your attention. 

In this corner of Nelson’s county,

there’s something for everyone and

further afield, of course, there’s the

county capital of Norwich which is

blessed with several splendid courses

and a host of off-course attractions.

But that’s for another day…

O The Links 

Country Park 

Hotel

Green fees: £17 for 9 

holes, £25 18 holes. 

Contact: 01263 

838383.

O Fakenham

Green fees: £15 for 9 

holes, £20 18 holes. 

Contact: 01328 

855678.

O Mundesley

Green fees: £17.50 

for 9 holes, £30 

18 holes. Contact: 

01263 720095

The courses 

Coffin like 

The narrow 
closing 
green at 
Hunstanton.

Courses

OFF COURSE

O�The preserved North Norfolk 

Railway runs past Sheringham GC 

from Sheringham station to Holt.

O�Wildlife enthusiasts will be 

particularly impressed by the 

RSPB nature reserves at Titchwell 

and Cley-next-the-Sea, which 

has been designated an Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty.

O�Hunstanton, Sheringham and 

Cromer are popular seaside towns.

O�Burnham Market is a fine 

Georgian village dubbed “Chelsea 

on Sea”.

O�The striking grand 18th Century 

Palladian hall at Holkham near 

Wells is surrounded by acres of 

rolling parkland rich in wildlife.

O�You can discover the royal 

estate of Sandringham, its 

museum and, Sandringham 

Church, where the Royal Family 

attend services. 
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Langland Bay ▲

Actress Catherine Zeta Jones’ favourite

course. The 110-year-old James Braid-

designed meadowland is plotted within 

an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 

and affords fantastic views.

Green fees: Mon-Fri £40; Sat-Sun £50.

Tel: 01792 361721.

Tough as teak Top views 2-FORE!-1 specials
Royal Porthcawl ▲

Arguably the best and most demanding

course in Wales, legendary Porthcawl has

hosted many leading amateur and pro

events including last year’s British Senior

Open. Offers a memorable links

experience. Green fees: £125-£140.

Tel: 01656 782251.

Celtic Manor (Roman Road) ▲

Designed by Robert Trent Jones Snr, the 

rolling Roman Road was the first to open 

at Celtic Manor 20 years ago. The 8th, 

14th and 18th are stand-outs on a course 

that has staged Wales Opens and also 

hosts the star-studded Celebrity Cup.

Green fees: £42-£64.Tel: 01633 413000.

Cottrell Park ▲

Home of the Mackintosh and Button 

Gwinnett 18-hole courses in historic 

parkland with views across the Brecon 

Beacons and Bristol Channel. The former 

is flanked by 300-year-old timber.

Green fees: Mon-Fri £30; Sat-Sun £40. 

Tel: 01446 781781.

Celtic Manor (Twenty Ten) ▲

Provided one of the most dramatic Ryder

Cups of all-time in 2010 and as Europe

and America’s finest discovered, you

need your A game to stay dry; you’re

faced with a number of risk-reward,

water-based dilemmas. Green fees: £88-

£158. Tel: 01633 413000.

Wenvoe Castle

Classy James Braid undulating parkland

at the heart of the Vale of Glamorgan and

providing spectacular views across the

Bristol Channel. Overlooked by a

refurbished 18th Century clubhouse.

Green fees: Mon-Fri £40; Sat-Sun £45.

Tel: 029 2059 4371.

Peterstone Lakes

Opened in 1990, it meanders through 

natural waterways adjacent to the Severn 

estuary. There’s plenty of wildlife around 

too, and afterwards you can relax in style 

in the classy clubhouse.

Green fees: Mon-Fri £20; Sat-Sun £25. 

Tel: 01633 680009.

Celtic Manor (Montgomerie) 

Created by Colin Montgomerie, this par 

69 has it all – including dramatic drives 

from elevated tees, a pair of long par 5s, 

several short par 4s and some testing par 

3s. All of them are guarded by deep pot 

bunkers. Green fees: £42-£64.

Tel: 01633 413000.

St Pierre (Old Course)

This challenging parkland has hosted

European Tour and Solheim Cup action. 

Mature trees overlook most fairways and 

there’s lots of water around too, most 

notably the 217-yard par-3 finale over a 

lake. Green fees: £65.

Tel: 01291 635208.

Vale Resort (Wales National) 

Make sure you play from the right tees 

for your game (its 7,400 yards from the 

back tips!). The grand National features 

some thrilling par 3s and a classic 

driveable, risk-reward short par 4.

Green fees: Mon-Wed £30; Thurs-Sun 

£45. Tel: 01443 665899.

Mountain Ash ▲

Outstanding value-for-money golf atop 

Cefnpennar mountain. Short and quirky 

– you’ll be hitting a number of ‘blind’ 

shots – Mountain Ash’s glorious Valley 

views are worth the green fee alone. 

Green fees: Mon-Fri £15; Sat-Sun £20.

Tel: 01443 479459.

Clyne

Quality 1920s Harry Colt track and a fine 

all-round examination at the entrance to 

the majestic Gower Peninsula. Peter 

Alliss’ father Percy was the club’s first 

professional. Lovely panoramic views.

Green fees: Mon-Fri £50; Sat-Sun £60.

Tel: 01792 401989.

The ultimate weekend in… SouthWales
South Wales was put on the global golfing map with the 2010 Ryder Cup, but it is   

UK BREAKS
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Hidden gems Worth a look...
Pennard ▲

Perched on clifftops 200ft above sea

level and known as ‘the links in the sky’,

golf has been played here since 1896 and

holes weave in between sand dunes and

are routed over tumbling linksland. Green

fees: Mon-Fri £50; Sat-Sun £60.

Tel: 01792 233131.

The Vale (Lake course) ▲

Fun parkland that is a fine foil for the

formidable neighbouring Wales National.

Starts with a downhill par 3 and the

signature hole is the par-4 12th, with its

island green. Green fees: Mon-Wed £30;

Thurs & Fri £40. Sat-Sun – Members &

hotel guests only. Tel: 01443 665899.

Neath

The 1934 handiwork of James Braid and

one of the best heathland courses in

south Wales. Star hole is the demanding

par-4 15th, played from the side of a

huge rock to a fairway 80ft below.

Green fees: Mon-Fri £37; Sat-Sun £42.

Tel: 01639 632759.

Southerndown

Often described as a links but it’s more

downland in nature – while its lofty

location means it is almost always

affected by the wind. The turf is linksy

though, while the penal gorse and

bunkers are also seaside-esque.

Green fees: £50-£75.Tel: 01656 880476.

Cardiff GC

You’ll find this premier parkland a couple

of miles from the centre of the capital

and it’s a joy to play. It features subtle

slopes, ancient trees, meandering

streams and a short par-3 finale.

Green fees: £50.

Tel: 02920 753320.

Pyle & Kenfig

P&K is often underrated and boasts one

of the best back nines in the UK. The

front nine is pleasant enough but in the

dunes from the 11th onwards, it develops

into a stunning links.

Green fees: Mon-Thurs £60; Fri £65; Sat-

Sun £80. Tel: 01656 783093.

Machynys Peninsula ▲

A captivating decade-old Nicklaus

creation overlooking Carmarthen Bay

and the Gower Peninsula. It’s a serious

test, especially if the wind is blowing,

with a sprinkling of water hazards –

including on the demanding par-4 16th.

Green fees: £40. Tel: 01554 744888.

Rolls of Monmouth ▲

A rolling parkland with a spectacular par

3 over water to finish, with the stately

mansion clubhouse a striking backdrop.

Weaves across Rolls Estate, former home

of Charles Stewart Rolls, co-founder of

Rolls Royce. Green fees: Mon-Fri £40;

Sat-Sun £45. Tel: 01600 715353.

Courses

   
        about a lot more than just Celtic Manor. Here are some of the tempting options

The insider’s guide
any of Wales’ finest courses can be 

found in the valleys in the south of 

the country just across the Severn 

Bridge, close to the M4 motorway.

You’ll encounter some classic links, such 

as the legendary Royal Porthcawl – 

arguably the no.1 course in the country 

and among the best in the UK – and a 

stream of stunning inland layouts such  

as St Pierre’s Old Course, the Wales 

National at the Vale Resort and, of 

course, the Twenty Ten at Celtic Manor. 

Golf here represents some of the best 

value-for-money golf on our shores…

O Where to stay Three quality resorts – 

Celtic Manor, The Vale and Marriott St 

Pierre – are a good starting point. They 

all provide outstanding accommodation 

and facilities and, most importantly, a 

grand total of nine 18-holers between 

them! All usually offer highly-competitive 

play-and-stay packages. Royal Porthcawl 

has on-site Dormy accommodation for 

12 with six single and three twin rooms.

O Useful information:

visitwales.com/Golf; celtic-manor.com; 

vale-hotel.com; marriott.co.uk 

O Where to eat & drink The resorts all have 

plenty of eating and drinking options 

while lively Cardiff is teeming with 

nightlife, with an array of pubs, clubs, 

bars and restaurants. For something 

more relaxing, you can unwind in style at 

Cardiff Bay, Europe’s largest waterfront 

development with bars and restaurants. 

A good spot to stop for a pint is The 

Bear, an old coaching inn in Cowbridge.  

O Other things to do

• Capital city Cardiff is a hub of Welsh 

culture, sport and entertainment along 

with first-rate shopping and museums.

• You’ll discover a delightful array of 

castles with imposing Caerphilly – the 

largest castle in Wales – the stand-out.

• Have a fun day out at the races at 

popular Chepstow race course, home of 

the Wales Grand National.

• The town of Cowbridge is a great place 

to browse around with a fine collection 

of shops, boutiques, galleries and cafes.

• Take the vintage steam train on the 

Brecon Mountain Railway, where you can 

enjoy the National Park scenery. 

• For a taste of industrial heritage, head 

for Big Pit, a real coal mine in World 

Heritage-listed Blaenavon. 

M



Sitting pretty 
You can play these seven gorgeous parkland courses in 2-FORE!-1 this month

HALF-PRICE GOLF

1 King James V1, Perthshire

Par 70, 6,038 yards

This historic Perthshire gem by Old Tom 

Morris is a golfi ng oddball: it’s believed to 

be Scotland’s only inland island course. 

King James has sat on Moncreiffe Island  

since 1897 and you’ll adore the challenging 

layout and awesome views.

2-FORE!-1: All week. Green fees: Mon-

Thurs £25; Fri-Sun £30.

Contact: 01738 632460.

2 Scarcroft, West Yorks

Par 71, 6,473 yards

Classy undulating parkland course that 

usually gets overlooked by neighbouring 

Alwoodley and Moortown, but is 

nevertheless a cracking north Leeds layout 

too. It was created by Major Charles 

Mackenzie in 1937 and features several 

tight driving holes but overall is a fair test.

2-FORE!-1: On day rate only. Green fees: 

Mon-Fri £45 a round & £55 a day; Sat-Sun 

£55/£65.

Contact: 0113 289 2311.

3 The Bristol, Glos

Par 70, 6,111 yards

Splendid modern Crown Golf complex 

which opened in 2000. The main course 

sits on ancient parkland with stunning 

views across the Severn Estuary. It may be 

on the short side but the par 70 boasts a 

decent variety of holes including a terrifi c 

set of par 3s.

2-FORE!-1: All week on day rate (weekends 

after midday). Green fees: Mon-Thurs £30 

a round, £40 a day; Fri-Sun £35/£50.

Contact: 01454 456620.

4 Kenwick Park, Lincs

Par 71, 6,715 yards 

With outstanding Woodhall Spa nearby, 

Kenwick Park – which is near Louth in the 

Lincolnshire Wolds, an Area of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty – provides a memorable 

day’s golf with this generally unsung hero 

offering a sparkling array of holes and 

many water features. 

2-FORE!-1: On Thursdays. Green fees: £50.

Contact: 01507 607161.

5 Chartham Park, West Sussex

Par 72, 6,680  yards

An outstanding all-round venue with the 

striking parkland layout being backed-up 

by an impressive clubhouse and facilities. 

The course is the handiwork of Neil Coles 

over two decades ago and is fast draining, 

so is always playable. Just as welcome are 

the awesome views of the North Downs.

2-FORE!-1: Mon-Thurs after midday.

Green fees: Mon-Fri up to £30; Sat-Sun up 

to £32.

Contact: 01342 870340.

6 Darlington, Co Durham

Par 70, 6,209 yards

Created by the legendary Alister MacKenzie 

and the home of a century-old parkland 

covering just over 6,000 yards. It’s a joy to 

play but a very fair test with immaculately 

prepared rolling greens at the end of lush 

and tight tree-lined fairways.

2-FORE!-1: Mon-Fri (on day rate). 

Green fees: £42 a day.

Contact: 01325 355324.

7  Dorset G&CC, Dorset 

Par 72, 7,207 yards

This venue has much going for it on and off 

the course – it provides a variety of on-site 

accommodation and facilities. The year-

round golf on offer is pretty special too, 

featuring 27 holes (Lakeland, Woodland & 

Parkland nines) with huge sloping USGA-

spec greens.

2-FORE!-1: On day rate (£50). Green fees: 

Mon-Fri £45; Sat-Sun £49.

Contact: 01929 472244.

PLAY MORE PAY LESS

V I S I T 

W W W. 2 41G O L F.C O M 

T O  G E T  YO U R 

VO U C H E R S 

T O DAY

Sussex star 

The 1st at Neil 

Coles-designed 

Chartham Park.
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Hailing from England’s
Golf Coast, he knows all
about classy courses...

O Hillside, Merseyside

Another, I am proud to say, of my

home courses and it boasts one of

the best back nines in world golf

with some truly stunning holes. It’s

as difficult a test as you’ll find.

Stand on the 11th tee and take a

moment to appreciate it.

Green fees: £80-£140.

OWoodhall Spa, Lincolnshire

For me, this epitomises what English

heathland golf is all about – it makes

me feel very English just teeing it up

there whenever I play it. It can play

hard and fast in the summer and you

have to carefully negotiate some of

the deepest bunkers I’ve ever seen.

Green fees: £75.

O Sunningdale Old Course, Surrey

Another legendary heathland layout

and a stunning course that is so

difficult to master but always plays

very fairly. Whatever you score

around here is what you deserve.

Green fees: £105-£205.

O Turnberry, Ayrshire

Links courses don’t come much

better or more spectacular than this.

It’s a pure links and brilliant from

start to finish although I’m not sure

what it will be like when Donald

Trump has finished with it.

Green fees: £230.

O Gleneagles (PGA), Perthshire

Famously staged last year’s

wonderful Ryder Cup and is a

beautiful course with a great variety

of holes. It’s also the scene of my

first European Tour win so it will

always be in my top 10.

Green fees: £90-£220.

O Kingsbarns, Fife

A modern masterpiece of a links

down the coast from St Andrews,

Kingsbarns is another course which

leaves you breathless. I could play

here every day and never get bored.

Green fees: £226.

O Royal St David’s, North Wales

Even though you don’t get to see

much of the sea, this is a proper

links test. There’s not a bad hole on

the course and another plus is the

stunning location by Harlech Castle.

Green fees: £65-£75.

OTurned pro in

2010 with a plus 5

handicap.

OAn illustrious

amateur career

ended with him

being ranked at the

top of the World

Amateur Rankings.

OThe youngest

player to win the

Challenge Tour

Rankings in 2011,

aged 20.

OCelebrated his

first European Tour

success in the 2013

Johnnie Walker at

Gleneagles.

OEnjoyed a solid

European Tour

season in 2014,

finishing a career-

best 19th in The

Race to Dubai.

OCurrently 11th in

the Race to Dubai

(after The Open).

My golf CV

e may have been born in

Southport, at the heart of

England’s Golf Coast, but

Tour star Tommy Fleetwood has a

passion for everything Scottish

when it comes to golf courses.

He really feels at home in the

Home of Golf, where he has

celebrated notable victories that

include amateur glory in the

Scottish Strokeplay at Murcar in

2009 then his maiden European

Tour win four years later at

Gleneagles in the Johnnie Walker.

He told us: “I love playing in

Scotland and whenever I have

visited, it has been good to me!

I always seem to feel comfortable.”

Not surprisingly then, four

Scottish courses are included in

Fleetwood’s top 10 UK venues…

O Formby Hall Golf Resort & Spa,

Merseyside

This may be a surprise inclusion

but for me this is where it all began:

it’s my home course where I grew

up playing and is a great test, very

picturesque and full of memories

for me, the majority good ones.

Green fees: From £30.

O St Andrews, Fife

This is probably not so surprising:

the Old Course is the most unique

course I’ve ever played – I’ve never

played it the same way twice – and

obviously it took centre stage for

last month’s Open. I just love all the

history surrounding both the course

and the town itself.

Green fees: £80-£170.

OMachynys Peninsula,

South Wales

This is arguably the best man-made

links in the world. It’s that good. It

was created by Nicklaus Design and

it blew me away visually straight

away. Plus I won six out of six at the

Boys Home Internationals there too!

Green fees: £40.

MY TOP 10 COURSES

H

Home club  

Formby Hall, 

where it all 

started. 

Welshwonder 

RoyalStDavid's 

isagreat-value 

testinastunning 

location. 

Courses

Tommy
Fleetwood
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Top to bottom: The amazing location of 

the Rusacks Hotel, overlooking the 18th 

green, is self-evident; an aerial view of the 

R&A clubhouse, 1st tee and 18th; and a 

sample of the comfort at the Rusacks Hotel. 

– which annually stages the Dunhill

Links along with St Andrews and

Carnoustie – and Fairmont St

Andrews, home of a pair of

outstanding championship courses

(Torrance & Kittocks).

A short drive from the town you’ll

discover the heathland-style Duke’s –

the Auld Grey Toon’s sole inland layout

but a very fine alternative.

O�Off-course

The three AA Rosette Rocca 

Restaurant is a must visit, serving 

delectable Scottish dishes with a 

unique Italian twist, under the watchful

eye of ‘Masterchef: The Professionals’

winner Jamie Scott. 

For a more relaxed dining 

experience, the cleverly named One

Under Gastro Pub underneath the 

hotel allows you to watch all the live

sport while enjoying a selection of 

well-priced sandwiches, grills and  

pub classics. 

You’d be wise to finish off your 

evening in the R Bar, an elegant spot

offering fantastic views over the Old

Course and St Andrews Bay, with a 

whisky selection to keep even the 

most serious fan happy. 

OTop deal:

Rates start

from £250 per

room per night

for classic room

accommodation.

O Green fees:  

St Andrews 

Links green 

fees: Old Course, 

£80-£170; Castle, 

£60-£120; New & 

Jubilee, £37-£75; 

Eden, £22-£45; 

Strathtyrum, 

£15-£30; Balgove, 

£8-£15.

O Contact: 

Call 0844 879 

9136, e-mail 

general.rusacks@

macdonald-hotels.

co.uk or visit www.

macdonaldhotels.

co.uk/Rusacks

Thefactst goes without saying that a

trip to St Andrews is an

essential experience for

golfers. It’s the birthplace of the game,

home to some of the finest links

courses in the world, and soaked in

golfing history. And you can stay right 

in the heart of the action, because the 

Rusacks Hotel – the four-star flagship 

of the Macdonald Hotels group – is 

placed right alongside the 18th 

fairway. It offers fantastic views over 

the course and is within a short stroll 

of everything St Andrews has to offer. 

O�On-course

Staying at the Rusacks means you are 

sleeping closer to the 1st tee than 

even the Old Course Hotel itself. So, it 

would be criminal not to play the Old 

Course during your stay. 

Beyond that, any of the five other 

18-hole courses in and around St 

Andrews will offer you a fantastic test 

of golf and beautiful views of the town 

and its surrounds. The par-30 nine-

hole Balgove course, meanwhile, is a 

fantastic option for families, children 

and beginners. 

Just down the coast you’ll find the 

stunning modern links of Kingsbarns 

RusacksHotel,StAndrews
Overlooking the Old Course, it enjoys a peerless location

STAY AND PLAY

Room with a view 

The Old’s 1st and 

18th holes, with 

Rusacks on the right.

Courses



e’ve teamed up with the outstanding

Sand Valley Golf & Country Club in

Poland’s Warmia and Mazuria region

to offer one lucky reader – and three friends

– a great opportunity to win a memorable

four-night break at one of Europe’s most

spectacular new courses.

Located on 104 hectares of picturesque

Polish countryside about an hour’s drive from

the vibrant city of Gdansk which offers daily

flights from several UK airports (from £19

one-way with Wizz Air), the winner and three

friends will enjoy four nights’ B&B in a Sand

Valley luxury villa, unlimited golf including

range balls and a trolley, return airport

transfers plus a welcome BBQ and drink on

the first night.

The resort has bags of pedigree – it has

hosted the Polish Open for the past two years

– and features an 18-hole championship

course, six-hole Par-3 course, a covered

20-bay driving range and a large practice

putting green.

Jointly created by Lassi Pekka Tilander

and Tony Ristola, this inland links-style

layout certainly provides a good all-round

test for golfers of all abilities and its clever

routing brings together wide rolling fairways,

vast waste bunkers and challenging green

complexes to guarantee a truly memorable

golfing experience.

Finnish owned and Scandinavian in design,

the clubhouse and on-site luxury villas

perfectly complement the golfing experience. 

The villas are conveniently located just a few 

yards from the 1st tee and the clubhouse and 

accommodate four to 12 people each, being 

equipped with saunas, free WiFi and cable TV. 

The larger houses come complete with their 

own swimming pool or Jacuzzi.

No wonder then that Sand Valley attracts 

thousands of foreign visitors every year: it is 

the complete package on and off the course.

● For further details on this golfing gem visit 

www.sandvalley.pl and for more information 

on Poland visit www.poland.travel/en-gb/

HOW TO ENTER
To be in with a chance of winning this superb 

prize log on to www.todaysgolfer.co.uk/win, 

click on the Sand Valley option and enter your 

e-mail address. Entries close at midnight on 

September 2, 2015. Flights are not included. 

Full terms can be found on the TG website.

PRIZE DRAW

W

Chance to savour one of Eastern Europe’s finest golf venues…

Win a luxury
break for four

E N T E R  N OW  AT  W W W.T O DAYS G O L F E R .C O.U K / WI N

Pole position

Sand Valley 

has twice 

hosted the 

Polish Open .
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Top to bottom: Fota Island Resort is a 

seasoned host of the Irish Open; Cork is 

a traditional course that is easy to find 

affection for; the spectacular but daunting 

tee shot on the 12th at Old Head Links.

multiple lakes while the resort’s new

owners are seeking to further improve

the course in a bid to match the

quality on offer at Mount Juliet and

Druid’s Glen.

The Deerpark is no walk in the park

however, especially on the back nine –

water features on several holes and

good luck with a pair of par 3s over

200 yards.

The on-site luxury hotel has 123 

contemporary en-suite rooms and 

eight penthouses plus a cracking spa

while in the welcoming bar you can

take your pick from 75 whiskies!

Also well worth experiencing is 

Cork GC, a fun and quirky heathland/

parkland combination designed by 

Alister MacKenzie. A delightful start

becomes even more scenic and 

challenging as it progresses out onto

the bluffs of the lough and into an old

quarry section. 

There are an abundance of 

distractions in the lively historic city of

Cork. Apart from the inevitable pubs

serving the real black stuff (Guinness),

elsewhere you can visit Ireland’s most

iconic attraction – The Blarney Stone

– while Cobh Harbour, just 30 minutes

from Cork, is a delight. 

OGetting there:

Heathrow-Cork

flights with Aer

Lingus from £108.

OGreen fees:

Fota Island: 

Deerpark – 

€75-95;  Belvelly 

& Barryscourt 

combinations  – 

€65-85. Discounted 

rates for residents.

Cork GC: €60-70.

Old Head Links: 

€160-230. Twilight 

round, €135-180.

O Contact info:

ireland.com/golf

fotaisland.ie

corkgolfclub.ie

oldhead.com

O Do it yourself:

Deal 1:  B&B at Fota 

Island with a three-

course meal and 

one round of golf 

(€10pp supplement 

applies to play the 

Deerpark), costs 

from  £175pp. Call 

00353 214883700 

or e-mail 

reservations@

fotaisland.ie

Thefactsocated in the southern tip of

the country, Cork is a corner

of Ireland that can get

overlooked by visiting golfers who

often simply head for the legendary

west coast links or the bright lights

and top tracks around Dublin.

But this outpost has bags to offer:  

it boasts one of the world’s most 

spectacular courses (Old Head), an 

established Irish Open venue (Fota 

Island) and a fascinating city that 

legitimately competes with Dublin as 

Ireland’s party capital.

The sensational Old Head Links is 

perched on a slender peninsula high 

on the cliffs towering over the frothing 

Atlantic way down below. The 18th 

green and fairway snake up from the 

majestic lighthouse with waves 

crashing against the 300ft cliffs. The 

7th and 12th greens are seemingly 

perched ‘on the edge of the world’ 

while the drive on the latter is the 

most daunting in the game with 

America next stop to the left. 

In stark contrast, the Fota Island 

Resort offers quality parkland action, 

its Deerpark layout staging last year’s 

Irish Open. The venue makes good 

use of its undulating terrain and 

DeepSouthexcitement
County of Cork guarantees thrills on and off the course

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

L

Old Head Links 

The awesome 4th is 

typical of the clifftop 

excitement here.

Travel
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Take Our

www.direct-golf.co.uk

8FHVBSBOUFF UP CFBU BOZ
DPNQFUJUPST�QSJDF���BMTP�
HJWF�ZPV�����PG�UIF�
EJGGFSFODF�CBDL.*�

ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT

MISCELLANEOUS

EGTF: 00 44 (0)208 462 4120  

EMAIL: egtf@dial.pipex.com 

WEBSITE: www.egtf.co.uk 

European Golf Teachers Federation 
Established since 1992 

HAVE YOU GOT WHAT

IT TAKES TO BE A

GOLF TEACHER?
 

,I�\RX�KDYH�D�SDVVLRQ�IRU�JROI�DQG�ZRXOG�OLNH�WR�FKDQJH�

\RXU�FDUHHU��WKHQ�ZK\�QRW�HQUROO�RQ�RQH�RI�RXU�ZRUOG�

IDPRXV�DFFHOHUDWHG�WHDFKHU�WUDLQLQJ�FRXUVHV��

7KH�(*7)�UXQ�DFFUHGLWHG�FRXUVHV�DOO�\HDU�URXQG��DQG�RXU�

WUDLQLQJ�SURJUDP�LV�RSHQ�WR�DQ\RQH�ZLWK�D�SDVVLRQ�IRU�

OHDUQLQJ�WR�WHDFK�JROI��

“THE STEPPING STONE TO REALISING YOUR 

DREAMS AND CHANGING YOUR LIFE.” �

www.golfcare.co.uk/tga85VISIT

CALL 0800 158 5515 Quote Code:

TGAD815

GOLF COACHING

To advertise in  

please call 

Iain on 01733 366429 Oliver 01733 366409
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ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT

ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT

GOLF BUGGY 24V 
LITHIUM PACKAGES

FROM £595

LITHIUM BATTERIES FOR YOUR TROLLY & BUGGIES
ALL MAKES FROM £179

EUROPE’S NO1 INTERNET 

RETAILER OF TROLLEYS -

SINGLE SEATER BUGGIES -

BATTERIES

SALES/ADVICE LINE: 01236 879815  email: topcaddy@btconnect.com

TROLLEYS 

FROM £199

R

New
From
CHARTEX
Fitness
Training
Golf Fit Kit

Ideal for:

The weekend club golfer

Young aspiring junior

County and Country Amateur

Club or Touring

Professional

Unique Double DVD
DVD 1 - Shows the muscles working during the golf swing

DVD 2 - Shows a range of exercises to strengthen

those muscles working

2 Rubber Resistance Tubes for strength training

The Web Anchor Strap: Can be placed over top, to the side or under

the door. Allows you to train anywhere and at any time

with the resistance tubes

Enjoy the benefits fitness can

bring to your game:

• Better balance, control & rhythm in your swing

• Add those extra yards to your shots

• Reduce the risk of injury

• Play better for longer in your lifetime

For further details contact

tel 01793 530880

email info@chartexltd.co.uk

www.chartexltd.co.uk.

�+&*$"+� ,) ! +(,+ ,#+ !)  +!, $)%� &�*"$ �)&*,*)"&
� (, (�� +&& � (, ,#+ ,)� )��)� (!�&�*"$

� (, *��(!, � (, ,#+ +"� )��)� �)%%)� ,# )�$#

&�*"$��+ !(" + �&+��#*%+ #*,,*"$ (%%& (, � (!,*!+
%*$#,�+*$#, ''''' &*��%+ ''''' +��+!,*�+

THE ULTIMATE 
TRAINING TOOL

“A Great Gift Choice”

Visit Swingyde.com for more details & training drills.
 Available through pro shops, golf stores and at:

TUITION DVD’S
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HOLIDAYS IN ENGLAND

$�������� *��	 +����

Email: book@abbotsley.com     Tel: 01480 474000 

www.abbotsley.com  

7KH�SHUIHFW�JHWDZD\�VHW�LQ�WKH�KHDUW�RI�&DPEULGJHVKLUH�� 
$EERWVOH\�LV�DQ�RDVLV�IRU�WKRVH�ZKR�HQMR\�JROI��EHDXWLIXO� 

&RXQWU\VLGH��ZLOGOLIH��UHOD[DWLRQ�DQG�ORQJ�ZDONV� 

Abbotsley Golf Hotel, designed and owned by 

1977 British Open Championship winner  

Vivien Saunders.  

Abbotsley comprises of two well loved and  

established 18 hole golf courses; The Abbotsley 

and the Cromwell, 9 hole Par 3 course with  

practice facilities, 42 spacious bedrooms, fitness 

suite, restaurant and bars.  

Come to relax and enjoy all things golf while our 

friendly staff look after your every need. 

Quote: 7RGD\V�*ROIHU�for exclusive offers� 

The World Golf Teachers Federation

The professional alternative

Qualify as a
recognised
golf coach

Visit www.becomeagolfcoach.com
or call 08450 949445

to receive your information pack

���-RXIRWMZI�
training

���0IEVR�XSXEPP]
unique 
methods 
bringing 
outstanding
results

���'SEGLIW�
YVKIRXP]�
required

���)EVR�QSRI]
inspiring 
SXLIVW�XS�TPE]
better golf

GOLFING IN THE BORDERS

BOOK
NOW

01750
32711

Woll Golf Course
Bacon roll and coff ee, 18 holes, 
2 course meal. 7 days a week 
call 01750 32711

only £39.99 per person

‘Or you can stay with us and 
play golf for FREE!!’
For fantastic golf breaks with 
properties overlooking the 
course and FREE GOLF! 

CALL 01750 32799

www.wollgolf.co.uk
New Woll Estate, Ashkirk, Selkirk,
Scottish Borders TD7 4PE

Visit  www.todaysgolfer.co.uk

HOLIDAYS IN SCOTLANDGOLF FITNESS
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1 
BUY YOUR VOUCHERS

Vouchers available from as 

little as £1.80 each based 

on 20 vouchers at £36.00

2 
CHOOSE YOUR COURSE

With almost 1,000 courses 

available across the UK, 

2-FORE!-1 is never far away

3 
PLAY HALF PRICE

Your voucher is available 

straight away so you can 

play at the drop of a hat

PLAY THE BEST COURSES ACROSS 

THE UK HALF PRICE WITH 2-FORE!-1

VISIT WWW.241GOLF.COM TO GET YOUR VOUCHERS TODAY

PLAY MORE PAY LESS

Bowood

Trevose

* Check course rates before booking. Time restrictions may apply. Full T&Cs at www.todaysgolferoffers.co.uk 

GET

INSTANT

2-FORE!-1

VOUCHERS
Celtic 

Manor

Royal 

North 

Devon

Carden 

Park

www.chakatravel.com

we’re the golf 
holiday experts.

enquiries@chakatravel.com

t. 028 9023 2112

Mauritius

Mexico

USA - NEW

Morocco - NEW

Thailand

Abu Dhabi

South Africa

Seychelles

Turkey

Tenerife

Dubai

and more...

plu
s
tournaments & escorted tours to

south africa, mauritius, turkey, 
mexico, morocco and beyond

THEY LOOK  GREAT

ON PAPER

THE BEST ?TO
OWN

BUT WHICH IS
If you’re buying a car who better to ask for advice than someone 
who already owns the model you’re considering? At Parkers we 
have over 40,000 car reviews from both real owners and our 
expert team of reviewers to help you make the right choice. So 
before you buy your next car, make sure you check with Parkers.
co.uk.

SEARCH PARKERS CAR REVIEWS 

OR VISIT PARKERS.CO.UK

  
B R E A K S

All the holidays are designed by an experienced team of golfers,
who have excellent knowledge of all the courses available.

Visit our website to subscribe FREE,
for monthly updates and special offers.

Unlimited golf package (3 days), Villa and breakfast 
in Club House from just £250 (based on 4 sharing)
s�0RIVATE�4RANSPORT�FROM�BEGINNING�TO�END
s�#HOOSE�YOUR�COURSES��DATES���ACCOMMODATION
s�(IRE�CLUBS���ELECTRIC�TROLLEY

PLAY WORLD CLASS COURSES  
in the beautiful Costa Blanca

Affordable and fl exible golfi ng holidays in Costa Blanca

GET IN TOUCH NOW TO START YOUR PERFECT GOLFING HOLIDAY
www.golftogobreaks.co.uk   Call: 01325 526217

To advertise in

               

please call Iain on 01733 366429 

or Oliver on 01733 366409

Please mention       

when contacting advertisers

HOLIDAYS IN OVERSEAS

t: 01439 788212
e: info@thefairfaxarms-gilling.co.uk

www.thefairfaxarms-gilling.co.uk

Stay
&Play

 Th e Fairfax Arms
SUMMER SPECIAL OFFER*

2 Nights Bed & Full English Breakfast with a
Th ree Course Dinner on your fi rst night from £175.

*Off er until 31st August Sunday-Th ursday

6 Golf Courses locally

  

 

www.fieldsfairway.co.uk

HOLIDAYS 
IN OVERSEAS

HOLIDAYS  
IN ENGLAND
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Hensol Park, Hensol, 

Vale of Glamorgan, 

CF72 8JY

*Terms and conditions apply, 

subject to availability. 

Summer Golf Breaks

from £69*
pp

01443 667800 | www.vale-hotel.com

AT WALES’ ‘SWEET SPOT’

SQUEEZE
IN A LAST MINUTE

GOLF BREAK 

There’s still time to squeeze in a last minute

golf break at Wales’ premier 4* resort.

Q�143 bedroom luxury hotel 

Q�2 championship courses

Q�Wales’ largest spa 

Q�Award winning dining 

Q�Extensive leisure facilities 

Q�FREE parking and WiFi

For further information, please contact
Club Reception on 01566 86903 or
email: reservations@trethornegolfclub.com

Trethorne Golf Club
Kennards House,  

Launceston, Cornwall  

PL15 8QE

www.trethornegolfclub.com

01566

86903

Includes 
Unlimited Golf 
& Great Food!

Cornwall Golf Breaks 2015

Challenging Golf

& Friendly Service
Trethorne Hotel & Golf Club

Cornwall

2 Day Golf Break from £89pp

3 Day Golf Break from £172pp

4 Day Golf Break from £225pp

Summer Special from £34pp a day*
Arrival coffee & bacon bap,

18 holes & a one course bar special.

Looking for the perfect venue for your golf break?
Then come to Ufford Park Woodbridge Hotel, 
Golf & Spa, located just off the A12, near Ipswich.

1 night 
Golf & Spa

breaks
from 

£89pp

Top winter, 18 hole,
par 71 golf course

2 storey floodlit
driving range

Doctorgolf academy

AmericanGolf store

Thermal suite spa

Open to non-members Health club

Great Golf, 
Excellent Value

t    0844 477 1834 
w   www.uffordpark.co.uk
Yarmouth Road, Melton, Woodbridge, Suffolk IP12 1QW

* Terms & conditions apply, subject to availability

HOLIDAYS IN WALES

UK COURSE GUIDE

To advertise 

in                 

classified

section 

please call

Iain on 

01733 366429

or Oliver on

01733 366409

Don’t miss the next issue of

on sale 3rd September
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- The Only Sport, Craft & Spa -
Hotels in the UK

TheManor
House

Ashbury
Hotels

At least 27 holes of FREE golf with each night of stay!

Set in the foothills of Dartmoor National Park, Devon.
The Ashbury Hotel is the ideal venue for your golf break.

Beeches 5th
419 yards, Par 4

0800 197 7549  ashburygolfhotel.com
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Stephen W - Trip Advisor

Kigbeare 15th
415 yards, Par 4

Oakwood 16th
172 yards, Par 3

Pines 17th
442 yards, Par 2
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Bakes71 - Trip Advisor

October Midweek

Breaks for 3nts or more

from £50PPPN!
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Kigbeare Par 72 6528
Pines Par 72 6400
Beeches Par 69 5803
Oakwood Par 68 5502
Ashbury 9 + Pines Front 9 Par 69 5775
Ashbury 9 + Pines Back 9 Par 71 6111
Willows Par 54 1939

ZĂŶŐĞ��ĐƟǀŝƟĞƐ

Water Slides

12 Badminton Courts

3 Swimming PoolsPedal Karts

28 Snooker Tables

Hydro Spas

hŶƌŝǀĂůůĞĚ��ŚŽŝĐĞ
Ăƚ�ƚŚĞ�DĂŶŽƌ�,ŽƵƐĞ
Θ��ƐŚďƵƌǇ�,ŽƚĞůƐ:::

13 Bowls Rinks ϭϳ�dƵƚŽƌĞĚ��ƌĂŌƐ

11 Tennis Courts

Our Fantastic Courses - All on One Site!

UK COURSE GUIDE



‘Birkdale obviously 
holds fantastic 

memories for me’

20
QUESTIONS

Last 
word

England’s best golfer on his dream 
fourball, best shot and superstitions

1. How old were you when you broke par for 18 

holes for the fi rst time? I was 11 and par was 70.

2. Best shot of your career?

It’s got to be my second into the fi nal hole at 

Merion at the 2013 US Open. With so much on 

the line, it was great to hit that one so well.

3. When would you have taken one mulligan?

My chip on the 18th in the fi nal round at Augusta 

this year. I made bogey and fi nished T2. An up 

and down would have got solo second. 

4. Favourite course in the USA?

Friar’s Head in the Hamptons.

5. Favourite course outside the USA?

Royal Birkdale obviously holds fantastic 

memories for me. 

6. Favourite hole in the USA? It has got to be 

the 18th at Merion.

7. Favourite hole outside the USA? The 18th at 

St Andrews.

8. Any golf superstitions? I always have #99 on 

my golf ball.

9. Oldest club in your bag? The shape of my 

TaylorMade putter hasn’t changed too much for 

a while,  though I’ve tried a couple of prototypes 

recently.

10. Favourite view in golf? A tap-in putt to win 

a tournament!

11. Favourite non-golf sporting event?

Wimbledon.

12. Favourite sports team? Chelsea.

13. Favourite sportsman/male athlete?

Roger Federer.

14. Favourite sportswoman/female athlete?

Annika Sorenstam.

15. Favourite movie? Jurassic Park.

16. Favourite musician/band? One Direction!

17. Favourite TV show? Entourage.

18. Favourite holiday destination?

At home with the family in Barbados.

19. Dream fourball (non-Tour players)?

My late father, son Leo and brother Brandon.

20. Tour fourball (living or deceased)?

Adam Scott, Louis Oosthuizen, Rory McIlroy. 

I think all of us have great swings and I enjoy 

watching those guys play.



www.motocaddy.com

An increasing number of golfers are opting for a Lithium battery to power their
electric trolley because, thanks to the integrated Battery Management System 
and high quality components used, it provides a more reliable and cost-effective 
alternative to traditional Lead-acid.

Available in both 18 and 36 hole capacities, the lightweight and compact Motocaddy 
Lithium battery can remain on the trolley when folded and is rechargeable from 
empty in less than five hours.

TIME
TO GO
 LITHIUM

SIX SIMPLE REASONS WHY...

   

   

 
*terms and conditions apply

 

 

 



Stylish, powerful and versatile.

If only every driver was like this.

Whether on the golf course or on the road, it all comes down to the dynamics of motion. 

As title sponsor of the Porsche European Open in Bad Griesbach (Germany)  

from 24 to 27 September, we are looking forward to seeing some great driving.

Fuel consumption for the Cayenne Turbo S in l/100 km (mpg): urban 15.9 (17.8) · extra urban 8.9 (31.7) · combined 11.5 (24.6);  

CO
2
 emissions 267 g/km. The mpg and CO

2
 figures quoted are sourced from official EU-regulated test results,  

are provided for comparability purposes and may not reflect your actual driving experience.


